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Guidelines to authors of ADR briefs
Arbitrators , mediators, legal practitioners , practice-orientated
academics and other ADR professionals are invited to submit articles
for reproduction in this tab. To be publishable , articles should address
current practical issues involving alternative dispute resolution in the
Asia Pacific region . Articles can cover a range of matters including
new legislation , case law or commercial dispute resolution practice and
techniques.
Manuscripts must be approved by jthe General Editor , Dr David Doyle ,
and these should be submitted , for acceptance by him , to the address
below .
Authors submitting articles for publication must warrant that their
manuscripts are their original work , and authors should be prepared to
assign copyright to the publisher. Further reproduction of any article
published in this tab may be permitted , with a suitable
acknowledgement , at the discretion of the publisher.
Enquiries regarding proposed articles, and any articles submitted for
publication , should be addressed to:
The General Editor
Doyles Dispute Resolution Practice
PO Box 365
Altona VIC 3018
Australia
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[H 85-000] MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION IN THE ASIA/PACIFIC
REGION: SITES, CENTRES AND PRACTICES
(Contributed by M Scott Donahey , Partner, Holtzmann , Wise & Shepard ,
3030 Hansen Way , Suite 100, Palo Alto , California. 943064. (Telephone:
(415) 856-1200))

—

Distinction between mediation and conciliation Conciliation/ mediation rules
and procedures
International organisations
Asia/ Pacific centres
Regional conciliation/ mediation legislation
Similarities and differences in
conciliation/ mediation rules examined
Degree of confidentiality afforded in
conciliation proceedings Extent to which arbitrators selected by the parties can
act as conciliators prior to the commencement of arbitration Role of conciliator
in later proceedings.
While the terms “ conciliation ” and “ mediation ” are often used

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

interchangeably , the terms are in fact distinct. In mediation, the mediator’s role is to
assist the parties in reaching their own solution for their dispute. A conciliator acts
more as an adviser, evaluating a dispute and then proposing the terms of an
agreement based on the evaluation.
Conciliation is frequently used in Asia/Pacific nations to resolve domestic civil
disputes as it is a model of dispute resolution which conforms with social and cultural
norms. Conciliation also lends itself naturally to the resolution of international
commercial disputes. International commercial entities who trade on a regular basis
can employ conciliation as a means of minimising differences and encouraging a
continuing amicable commercial relationship.
In the Asia/Pacific region, conciliation rules and procedures are available in a
number of countries such as Australia, Japan, Korea, People’s Republic of China,
Thailand and Taiwan (Republic of China). As well, a number of international dispute
resolution centres have also developed conciliation rules.
While many similarities exist in the procedure and practice of conciliation and
mediation in the Asia/Pacilic region, there are also striking differences. Of particular
interest is the degree of confidentiality afforded by various conciliation rules. A great
variation also occurs in the approach to the role of the conciliator in later proceedings.
Finally , differences have arisen concerning the question of whether an arbitrator
selected by the parties can act as a conciliator prior to the commencement of the
arbitration.
[ Digest by the CCH INTERNATIONAL LEGAL EDITORS ]

1. Introduction
The terms “ mediation ” and “ conciliation ” are often used as if they were
interchangeable. However, classically there is a distinction between them. In mediation ,
the mediator’ s role is to assist the parties in reaching their own solution to their disputes.
The mediator will meet with the parties, either together or separately , and listen to their
respective viewpoints. The mediator’s primary goal is to make sure that each party
Doyles Dispute Resolution Practice
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understands the other party’s point of view . He or she will try to bring the parties
together in an environment conducive to settlement.
While a conciliator often plays a very similar role to a mediator, a conciliator will
evaluate the dispute and reach his or her own conclusion as to what is a fair compromise
of the controversy . The conciliator then proposes the terms of an agreement to the parties
based on that understanding. A mediator will avoid this type of personal expression of
what constitutes a reasonable settlement. Thus, in the classical view , a mediator is a
“ facilitator ” , while a conciliator is an “ advisor ” .
The conciliation rules and statutes of various nations and centers provide that a
settlement reached in conciliation and reduced to writing is to have the same effect as an
arbitral award on agreed terms. The law of the situs will often determine the procedures
which will govern the enforceability of the conciliation settlement agreement as well as
the grounds for challenging that agreement. Thus, the site selected for the conciliation
hearing is one of the most important aspects of any conciliation agreement in an
international business transaction .
In the Asia/Pacific nations, conciliation is frequently of long-standing importance in
the resolution of domestic civil disputes. In many of the Asia/Pacific cultures it is
traditional to use conciliation as a mechanism to resolve domestic relations matters, labor
matters, and civil disputes of all types (including the Anglo-American concept of torts).
More recently , countries have adapted conciliation to environmental civil actions.
Conciliation is harmonious with Confucian philosophy , which recognizes and preserves
a social hierarchy. In such a social system , it would be an affront to have a son challenge
his father in litigation and allege that his father had committed a wrong , just as it would
be unseemly for a person of a relatively young age to allege that the motives of an elder
were less than honorable. In Western-style litigation , such direct confrontations are
commonplace and indeed fundamental . In the classic Western model of dispute
resolution , thesis collides with antithesis. This rude encounter results in synthesis,
sometimes referred to as “ truth” . In the Eastern model the concept of “ truth ” is the
handmaiden of order.

Mediation and conciliation provide a means by which disputes can be resolved
without challenging the established social hierarchy. The conciliator , who is most often a
respected member of the community with high social standing, serves to present the
views of the competing interests in a light which will not offend traditional cultural
values. Because of his relative social standing , the conciliator may recommend a solution
which carries the weight of his social position. In such a situation, it would be very
difficult for either of the disputants to reject the settlement proposed by the conciliator
without offending the sense of social order. Since the conciliator himself naturally
commands respect, so must his recommendations.

However , this Eastern idea of conciliation lends itself naturally to the resolution of
disputes between international commercial entities who carry on trade on a regular basis.
While it is not unusual for commercial enterprises to disagree as to a particular
transaction , that disagreement should not serve as an impairment to continuing economic
relations between the two companies. Too often , the adversary system embodied in
Anglo-American litigation creates an atmosphere in which ongoing business relations are
damaged, or even destroyed . Where two commercial partners have an honest
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disagreement as to a particular transaction , conciliation is an especially appropriate
means to minimize the parties’ differences and to maximize their potential for continuing
amicable commercial relationships.

This paper provides a brief outline of the conciliation rules and procedures available
on an international level , and more particularly in the Asia/Pacific region . In no way is
this paper intended to be a comprehensive digest of all the information available on this
subject. It is merely an outline of information which the author has been able to
accumulate with the aid of many practitioners in the Asia/Pacific region . While there are
many similarities in procedures and practices of mediation and conciliation in the
Asia/Pacific region , there are often striking differences. Of particular interest to the
practitioner is the degree of confidentiality afforded conciliation proceedings in the
various countries. In this regard , it is not only important to observe what the various
conciliation rules provide regarding confidentiality , but also to study the degree to which
the courts of any nation will respect the confidentiality provided by the rules. In a paper
of this nature, it is impossible to analyze how any nation ’ s laws will protect the
confidentiality provided by rules of conciliation. However, case law in the United States
indicates that the confidentiality provided by arbitration rules is often not respected by
courts of law where information is sought by a third party . Thus, the California statutes
regarding international conciliation outlined in this paper are extremely noteworthy for
their unqualified respect of the confidentiality of the procedure.
Finally , there is a great variation in whether and to what degree a conciliator can act
in later proceedings as an arbitrator or otherwise and to what degree an arbitrator selected
by the parties will be able to act as a conciliator prior to the commencement of the
arbitration . The traditional Western point of view is that the conciliator should not be
permitted to act as an arbitrator after having heard a frank exchange of the parties in their
attempt to reach a settlement . In light of the propensity of federal court judges to perform
a similar function in attempting to achieve a settlement of a dispute prior to trial , one
wonders whether this reluctance is entirely well-founded .
The correspondents who have contributed their thoughts and suggestions to this
paper are too numerous to mention . However , I would like to pay particular thanks to
David L. Sandborg of Dewey , Ballantine , Bushby , Palmer & Wood , who suggested the
idea for this paper and whose previous Survey of Dispute Settlement and Arbitration
Facilities in the Asia / Pacific Region ; Sites , Centers, and Practices served as an
organizational guideline.

II. International Organizations and Rules for Mediation and Conciliation
1. The International Chamber of Commerce
The International Chamber of Commerce ( ICC), headquartered in Paris, France ,
provides Rules for Optional Conciliation ( “ ICC Conciliation Rules ” ). Under the ICC
Conciliation Rules , where both parties agree to conciliation , the ICC will appoint a sole
conciliator. The procedure is commenced by one party requesting conciliation . The
Secretariat of the Court of the ICC will notify the other party of the request for
conciliation . If the non-requesting party notifies the ICC within 15 days thereafter of its
consent to conciliation , the conciliator will be appointed . The conciliator will inform the
parties of his appointment and set a timetable for the parties to submit their arguments.
The conciliator has discretion to establish a conciliation procedure , but may not fix a
Doyles Dispute Resolution Practice
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place for conciliation without the parties’ consent. The conciliator may request additional
information from the parties. The parties can be represented by legal counsel. The entire
conciliation process is to be confidential .
If the parties are able to reach an agreement , it is reduced to writing and signed . The
agreement is to remain confidential except to the extent that its execution or application
requires disclosure.
If the conciliator determines that the conciliation has not been successful , or at the
request of either party , the conciliation process shall terminate. Unless the parties
otherwise agree , a conciliator shall not act in any capacity in any judicial proceeding or
arbitration relating to the dispute , and the parties shall not call the conciliator as a
witness unless the parties agree otherwise. The parties are bound by agreement not to
introduce as evidence in any subsequent proceedings the views expressed by , or
suggestions of , any party with regard to possible settlement , any proposals advanced by
the conciliator , or any party ’ s readiness to accept a settlement proposal advanced by the
conciliator.

2. UNCITRAL Conciliation Rules
The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law ( UNCITRAL)
promulgated conciliation rules which were adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations on December 4, 1980. The primary rule is that the parties are free to
exclude or vary any of the rules at any time by their agreement . No conciliation will go
forward without the express consent of both parties.
An UNCITRAL conciliation is to be conducted by one conciliator , unless the
parties agree that there should be two or more. The parties first seek to reach agreement
as to the conciliator involved. If they are unable to do so , they may enlist the assistance
of an appropriate institution to appoint the conciliator. Where the two parties are of
different nationalities, a sole conciliator or third conciliator should , where possible , be of
a nationality other than the nationality of the parties involved . Upon appointment , the
conciliator requests a brief written statement from each of the parties describing the
general nature of the dispute and the points at issue. Copies of the statements are also
exchanged by the parties. The parties are entitled to be represented if they so desire.

It is up to the conciliator to conduct the conciliation proceedings as he or she sees
fit. The conciliator may , but is not required to, make proposals for settlement of the
dispute. The conciliator may meet with the parties or may communicate with them orally
or in writing . Such meetings and communications may be with the parties together or
separately . Any information received by the conciliator must be disclosed to the other
party , unless the party who imparted the information specifically requests that the
information be kept confidential .
If the conciliator believes that he or she has achieved the terms of a possible
settlement , he or she formulates the terms and submits them to the parties for their
review. If the parties agree , a written settlement agreement is prepared .
The conciliator and the parties are required to keep confidential all matters relating
to the conciliation proceedings. This confidentiality extends to the settlement agreement
as well , except where disclosure is necessary for enforcement purposes.

H 85-000
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The conciliation is terminated by the signing of a settlement agreement , by written
declaration of the conciliator that further efforts at conciliation are not justified , by
written declaration of the parties to the same effect , or by a written declaration of one
party to the other party and the conciliator to that effect. A conciliator to a dispute will
not act as an arbitrator in respect to that dispute . The parties undertake that they will not
call the conciliator as a witness in any further proceedings , nor will they introduce as
evidence in a further proceeding any views expressed during conciliation , any
admissions by any party in the conciliation , any proposals made by the conciliator , or the
fact that any party had expressed a willingness to accept a proposal for settlement made
by the conciliator.

3. International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes
The International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) provides
conciliation rules for disputes between contracting states and nationals of states who are
also parties to the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes ( “ Washington
Convention ” ). Conciliation is initiated by a request from a contracting state or from a
national of a contracting state to the Secretary General of the ICSID. A request identifies
the issues in dispute , the parties , and their consent to conciliation in accordance with the
rules. If the Secretary General finds the dispute is within the jurisdiction of the Center , it
registers the request and notifies the parties of such registration .
A Conciliation Commission is then constituted , which consists of a sole conciliator
or any uneven number of conciliators appointed as the parties agree. Where the parties
cannot agree , the Commission shall consist of three conciliators, one appointed by each
party and a third , who shall be the president of the Commission , appointed by agreement
of the parties. If after 90 days the Commission has not been constituted , the Chairman of
ICSID shall appoint the conciliator or conciliators not yet appointed .
The Commission is empowered to be the judge of its own competence and to
determine whether or not the dispute is within the jurisdiction of the Center. The
Commission is charged with clarifying the issues in dispute and endeavoring to bring
about agreement on mutually acceptable terms. The Commission may , at any time
during the conciliation proceedings, recommend terms of settlement to the parties . The
parties in turn are obligated to cooperate with the Commission in order to enable it to
carry out its functions. Should the parties reach agreement , the Commission will draw up
a report recording the parties’ agreement. If at any time it appears to the Commission
that there is no likelihood of agreement between the parties, it shall terminate the
proceedings and draw up a report recording the failure . If one party fails to appear or
participate in the proceedings , the Commission shall terminate the proceedings and draw
up a report noting the party’ s failure to appear and to participate.
Unless the parties otherwise agree , neither party to a conciliation shall invoke or
rely on any views expressed or statements or admissions or offers of settlement made by
the other party during the proceedings , or on any report or recommendation made by the
Commission during such proceedings, in any other arbitral or judicial proceeding .
4 Conciliation of international commercial disputes under California State law
The California Legislature has recently declared that “ [ i ]t is the policy of the State
of California to encourage parties to an international commercial agreement or
transaction which qualifies for arbitration or conciliation pursuant to [California statute],

.
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to resolve disputes arising from such agreements or transactions through conciliation ” .
The California statutory conciliation procedures are set forth beginning at Section
1297.341 of the Code of Civil Procedure . The parties may select or permit a third party
to select one or more persons to serve as conciliators in the dispute. A conciliator shall
be free to conduct the conciliation proceedings in such a manner as he or she considers
appropriate , taking into account the circumstances of the case , the wishes of the parties,
and the need for speedy resolution . The California Evidence Code and California Rules of
Court are not to apply to conciliation proceedings, unless otherwise specified .

Parties to a conciliation may be represented at conciliation by legal counsel or by a
non-legal representative. Legal counsel is not required to be licensed to practise law in
California.
During the course of conciliation and until conciliation terminates , all judicial and

arbitral proceedings shall be deemed stayed . During the stay which is in place , the
statute of limitations shall be tolled .
At any time during the conciliation proceedings, the conciliator may draft a
conciliation settlement specifying a time within which the parties may consent thereto.
No party may be required to accept any settlement proposed by a conciliator , but if a
party decides to accept a settlement proposal , he or she is required to sign the
conciliation settlement statement .
Nothing said or disclosed during the conciliation proceedings shall be admissible in
evidence in court proceedings and disclosure of any such evidence may not be compelled
in any civil action , unless the parties otherwise agree.
The conciliation proceedings are terminated by a written declaration of the
conciliator that further efforts at conciliation are no longer justified , by a written
declaration of the parties to that effect , or by the signing of a settlement agreement by all
parties concerned . The conciliation proceedings may be terminated as to a particular
party by written declaration of that party that the conciliation proceedings are terminated
as to it. Following termination , no person who has served as a conciliator may be
appointed as an arbitrator or take part in any arbitral or judicial proceedings in the same
dispute unless all parties agree or the rules adopted for conciliation or arbitration
otherwise provide .
A conciliation settlement reduced to writing and signed by the parties will be treated
the same as an arbitral award on agreed terms.
Neither the conciliator , the parties , nor the representatives shall be subject to service
of process in any civil matter while they are present in California for the purpose of
arranging or participating in conciliation pursuant to the statute. No conciliator shall be
held liable for any damages resulting from any act or omission in the performance of his
or her role as a conciliator pursuant to the statute.
5. Asia/ Pacific Center for the Resolution of International Business Disputes
A project of the American Arbitration Association , the Asia/Pacific Center for the
Resolution of International Business Disputes ( the “ Asia/Pacific Center ” ) provides
arbitration , mediation and conciliation services to resolve international business disputes.
The Asia/ Pacific Center’ s primary focus is on California , Hawaii and the Asia/Pacific
region . Headquartered in San Francisco, California , the Asia/ Pacific Center provides
qualified commercial arbitrators, mediators and conciliators, all versed in international
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commercial disputes , as well as the necessary administrative and support structure and
facilities .

Mediation practices
The Asia/ Pacific Center generally mediates disputes pursuant to the Commercial
Mediation Rules of the American Arbitration Association ( “ AAA Mediation Rules ” ).
Mediation is initiated by a party or parties filing a submission to mediation or a request
for mediation with the Asia/ Pacific Center. If the mediation request is from less than all
of the parties involved , the AAA will contact the other parties and attempt to obtain an
agreement to mediate . Where an arbitration between the parties has been agreed to , the
arbitration process will go forward concurrently , so that no time is lost by resorting to
mediation . In such a case , the AAA recommends that the mediator and arbitrator be
different individuals, but the ultimate decision on this question rests with the parties.
A request for mediation shall contain a brief statement of the nature of the dispute
and identify the parties to the dispute. Absent an agreement by the parties , a sole
mediator will be appointed . The mediator shall be completely disinterested in the
controversy . Parties are entitled to be represented during the mediation .
The mediator will fix the time of the mediation and , absent a contrary agreement of
the parties , the mediation shall be held at a convenient regional office of the American
Arbitration Association .
At least ten days prior to the first scheduled mediation session , each party is to
provide the mediator with a brief memorandum setting forth his position regarding the
dispute . The mediator may require that the statements be mutually exchanged by the
parties. At the opening mediation session , the parties will be expected to provide the
information necessary for the mediator to understand the issues presented . The mediator
may require additional submissions.
The mediator has no authority to impose a settlement on the parties. The mediator
may conduct joint or separate meetings with the parties. According to the AAA
Mediation Rules, the mediator may make oral and written recommendations for
settlement , but in practice the mediator does not generally give such advice. With the
parties' agreement, the mediator may obtain expert advice concerning technical aspects
of the dispute.

Mediation sessions are private. No persons other than the parties and their
representatives may attend mediation sessions without the permission of the other parties
and the consent of the mediators. Confidential information disclosed to a mediator shall
not be divulged by him or her. All documents received by a mediator shall be treated as
confidential . The mediator shall not be compelled to divulge such records or to testify in
regard to the mediation in any judicial or arbitral proceeding. The parties are pledged to
maintain the confidentiality of the mediation and not to rely on or to introduce as
evidence in any other judicial or arbitral proceeding:
(a ) the views expressed or suggestions made by another party with respect to possible
settlement ;
(b) admissions made by any other party;
(c) proposals made or views expressed by the mediator; or
Doyles Dispute Resolution Practice — Asia
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(d ) the fact that any party had indicated willingness to accept a proposal for settlement .

No stenographic record is to be maintained of the mediation process.
The mediation is terminated:
(a ) when the parties execute a settlement agreement;
( b) whenever in the judgment of the mediator further efforts at mediation would not be

productive; or
(c ) when a party (or parties) declares in writing that the proceedings are terminated .
Conciliation practices
The Asia/Pacific Center provides conciliation services under rules agreed to by the
parties. The Asia/Pacific Center is currently considering the adoption of conciliation
rules for use at the Center in the absence of party agreement to specific conciliation rules.
6. Asia Pacific Organization for Mediation
The Asia Pacific Organization for Mediation ( APOM ) was organized in Manila in
1985 , and has its permanent seat and secretariat in Metro Manila , Philippines. APOM
has as an executive counsel , a representative from each of the following nations:
Bangladesh , Indonesia , Malaysia , Papua New Guinea , the Philippines, Singapore , South
Korea , Sri Lanka , Thailand , and the United States. Its primary services are educational
and promotional in nature , but it also serves as a consulting body to groups interested in
mediation and conciliation .
7 Pacific Industrial Property Association ( PIPA ) Conciliation Rules
The Pacific Industrial Property Association ( PIPA ) was formed in 1970 by 86
leading Japanese and United States corporations. Its membership numbers more than 147
companies. The purposes of the association are to foster rights and interests in industrial
properties such as inventions , patents , licenses , trademarks, confidential technology and
know -how , and to support institutions favoring the recognition of rights and interests in
industrial property , as such concern the industry and commerce of the United States and
Japan as well as other industrialized nations bordering the Pacific Ocean . PIPA has
adopted conciliation rules and regulations for use in conciliating disputes which might
arise in the industrial property field .
In order to come within the rules, one of the parties must be a resident or national of
either Japan or the United States. PIPA maintains a panel of at least ten experts in
industrial property from the United States and Japan and from other non-member states.
At the request of the parties , a conciliator for a dispute may not be selected from this
panel , but rather he or she may be any expert in intellectual property matters who is
approved by the Board of Governors of PIPA . Either party to a dispute may make
application in writing to either the American or the Japanese group of PIPA . It is up to
the Secretary of that group to determine whether the subject and character of the dispute
fall within the rules and regulations regarding conciliation and , if so , to notify the
applicant. If the dispute does come within the rules and regulations , the Secretary
promptly notifies the other party , requesting that the other party agree or refuse to agree
to conciliation within 30 days thereafter. If within 30 days the non-requesting party
agrees to conciliation , the Secretary will assist the parties in selecting an acceptable
conciliator from a list of possible conciliators. If the parties are unable to agree to a

.
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conciliator within 45 days (or longer if agreed to by the parties), the conciliation is
terminated.
Unless the parties agree otherwise , they will select one conciliator. Following his or
her selection , the Secretary shall , in consultation with the parties and the conciliator , set
a date and location for the commencement of the conciliation proceedings. The parties’
representatives shall thereafter meet with the conciliator , provide and exchange
appropriate information and documents to facilitate settlement of the dispute , and be
prepared to openly and fully discuss the issues. The parties may agree on confidentiality
restrictions which govern the proceedings.

The PIPA Rules provide that the conciliation procedure shall be private and all
documentation and records of the proceedings shall be maintained in confidence. The
conciliator is required to destroy or return all documentation and materials related to the
conciliation to the appropriate parties promptly following the conclusion of conciliation .
Once the parties reach a settlement , it must be reduced to writing and signed by the
parties. On termination of the conciliation , whether by agreement or otherwise , the
Secretary must remove from his or her file all correspondence involving the participants
and immediately destroy the same . Unless the parties otherwise agree , failure to reach an
agreement within 30 days after the commencement of meetings with the conciliator will
be deemed a failure of conciliation. Where conciliation has failed , the parties will be free
to act in accordance with other available procedures. However , no statements , proposals ,
or offers of compromise, nor any other aspect of the failed conciliation shall be
introduced in evidence in any further proceedings.
8. The Center for International Commercial Arbitration
The Center for International Commercial Arbitration was established in 1986 by
members of the Los Angeles legal community . The Center has adopted a modified
version of the UNCITRAL arbitration rules governing arbitration. The Center has also
adopted conciliation rules in conjunction therewith . The conciliation rules provide that at
any time prior to the commencement of arbitration proceedings , or within 30 days
thereafter , any party may request a conciliation of the dispute. After that time ,
conciliation proceedings may be initiated only upon agreement of all the parties to the
dispute. The party who initiates conciliation sends a concise statement of the facts and
contentions , identifies the parties involved , including their nationality , and sets forth a
brief summary of the damages or other relief claimed by any of the parties to the dispute ,
and furnishes a copy of the contract related to the dispute. Thereafter, the Center shall
invite the other party to agree to conciliation . If the non-requesting party within 15 days
notifies the Center of his or her acceptance of conciliation , he or she shall have an
additional 15 days to file a written statement responding to the statement of the initiating
party . The non-requesting party may also raise additional issues and contentions for
conciliation . If such additional issues and contentions are raised , the requesting party
shall have an additional 30 days to respond .
The primary rule of conciliation of the Center for International Commercial
Arbitration is that the parties are free to modify , vary , or amend the rules by agreement
in writing at any time . Unless the parties otherwise agree , the number of conciliators
shall be equal to the number of arbitrators in the arbitration pursuant to the parties’
agreement . Where the parties cannot agree , there shall be a single conciliator. No person
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shall be appointed as a conciliator who is a national of any country of which a party is a
national , unless both parties agree in writing tc the appointment of such a conciliator.
Conciliators have a duty to disclose any present or past relationships they have with any
of the parties or their attorneys or representatives , or any other facts which they believe
may create the appearance of bias on behalf of the conciliator.
The conciliators are free to conduct the conciliation proceedings as they consider
appropriate , taking into account the parties’ wishes , the circumstances of the case , and
the need for a speedy resolution. Conciliators may make proposals for settlement of the
disputes , either orally or in writing. The parties ;ire free to be assisted by legal counsel or
other representatives during the course of the proceedings. The conciliators shall , after
consultation with the parties , select the place for the conciliation , invite the parties and
their representatives to meet with the conciliators or to communicate with them orally or
in writing . The conciliators may meet with i:he parties separately or together. The
conciliators may , but are not required to , disclose to the other parties the information
communicated to them by one party , unless the disclosing party specifies that the
information is to be kept confidential .

If the parties agree , they may submit additional statements or documents concerning
the subject matter of the conciliation . Unless the parties specifically agree , no evidence
in the form of written witness statements or oral testimony is to be presented to the
conciliators.

If the conciliators consider it possible to re ach an agreement , a written conciliation
report embodying the proposed settlement terms shall be prepared and signed by the
conciliators . Thereafter the conciliation repoit is circulated to the parties for their
approval . The parties shall not be bound to accept the settlement proposed , but if they do
accept it , the parties are required to sign ths settlement agreement signifying their
acceptance.
The proceedings and the information disclosed therein are to be kept confidential by
the conciliators from all non- parties. No reference to the conciliation procedure is
permitted in any subsequent arbitration or court proceeding. Where the conciliation fails,
the conciliators and each party are required to return the originals or any copies of
documents in their possession or custody to the party who has submitted them in
connection with the conciliation .

During the course of the conciliation , both parties undertake not to initiate any
arbitral or judicial proceedings in respect to any dispute that is the subject of
conciliation . Upon the agreement of the parties to undertake conciliation , all arbitration
proceedings shall be stayed 90 days, or until the conciliation proceedings terminate.
Conciliators have the power to extend the time for an additional 30 days if they believe
that there is a likelihood that the dispute can be resolved by conciliation .

Conciliation proceedings are terminated ty the signing of a settlement agreement ,
by a written declaration of the conciliator that further efforts at conciliation are not
justified , by written declaration of the paities agreeing to terminate conciliation
proceedings, or by written declaration of any party terminating the conciliation
proceedings. Upon termination of the proceedings, no person who served as conciliator
may be appointed as an arbitrator or take part in any arbitral or judicial proceedings in
the same dispute without the consent of all parties. If the conciliators do serve as
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arbitrators, they are required to reveal to all other parties any material fact initially made
known to them in confidence prior to proceeding with the arbitration.
The settlement arrived at in conciliation may be given the same force and effect as
an arbitral award on agreed terms.
III . National sites, centers, and practices
Australia
Statutes
Australia has no legislation governing conciliation or mediation except in the
industrial relations area.
Centers
There are two centers for international dispute resolution in Australia: the Australian
Centre for International Commercial Arbitration ( “ ACICA ” ) in Melbourne, and the
Australian Commercial Dispute Centre ( “ ACDC ” ) in Sydney . Both centers provide for
both mediation and conciliation .
The ACICA provides for conciliation under the Institute of Arbitrators
Australia
Rules for the Conduct of Commercial Conciliation ( “ IAA Conciliation Rules ” ). These
rules were established in October 1987 by the Executive Committee of the Institute of
Arbitrators
Australia. Edition One of the IAA Conciliation Rules dated February 1988
also contains Explanatory Notes for the Rules which are reproduced in this Service .
The ACDC, created at the initiative of Sir Laurence Street , formerly Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court of the State of New South Wales (amongst others) , is a non profit
company currently funded by the New South Wales and Queensland state governments.
The ACDC advises that it expects to be funded by two additional state governments
within the next few months. In that event , it will be receiving funds from all but two of
Australia’s states.
The ACDC conducts conciliation pursuant to the Australian Commercial Dispute
Centre Limited Conciliation Rules. The ACDC Conciliation Rules are also accompanied
by procedural notes.
Mediation and conciliation practices
While the ACDC does not provide rules for mediation , its newsletter , Resolution of
Commercial Disputes , describes the process as one for helping parties trying to resolve
their disputes themselves. The ACDC regards mediation as an extension of and aid to the
negotiation process.
“ The mediator , unlike a conciliator, will not even make a recommendation for
resolution of the issues in dispute , although the mediator may raise and help the
parties explore options for settlement. ” Vol . 1 , No. 3, Resolution of Commercial
Disputes at 4, 1988.
Conciliation procedures
Under the IAA Conciliation Rules, conciliation is conducted with strict
confidentiality. The parties are required to cooperate in good faith with the conciliator, to
comply with reasonable directions to attend meetings and provide information , and to
provide relevant documents to the conciliator. It is generally up to the conciliator to
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conduct the proceedings in a manner he or she considers appropriate. After hearing the
parties , the conciliator forms an assessment ori the matters in dispute , and gives the
reasons for his or her assessment to both parties. The conciliator is also empowered to
make a recommendation to the parties at his or her discretion . Each party may be
represented by a person with legal qualifications at the conciliation proceedings unless
otherwise agreed by the parties.

Under the ACDC Conciliation Rules , the parties are empowered to vary , modify , or
supplement the rules by agreement . The parties zxz required to submit to the other parties
a statement of their case, other materials considered by them to be relevant to the
dispute , and any other additional information and materials required by the conciliator.
The conciliator is free to conduct the proceedings as he or she deems fit , so long as he or
she takes into account the parties’ wishes and conducts the proceedings as expeditiously
as possible. Either the conciliator or a party may make proposals for settlement of the
dispute during the conduct of the conciliation. The information received by the
conciliator from one party must be communicated to the other if , in the conciliator’ s
opinion , disclosure is relevant to the settlement of the dispute , unless the party disclosing
such information has designated that it be kept confidential . Conciliation proceedings
terminate upon settlement , upon written notice from the conciliator that further efforts at
conciliation are no longer justified , or upon the request of either party . Conciliators are
required to observe strict confidentiality in all matters relating to the dispute . The ACDC
rules specifically prohibit the introduction in evidence in arbitral or judicial proceedings
the views expressed by the parties , admissions of the parties, proposals for settlement of
the dispute , willingness of any of the parties to accept a proposal for settlement made by
the conciliator, or any notes or statements made by the conciliator , all during the course
of the conciliation proceedings.

Indonesia
Mediation and conciliation practices
As a traditional practice in Indonesia , an arbitrator is given the opportunity to act as
a mediator in an attempt to secure the parties’ agreement to an amicable resolution of
their commmercial dispute before arbitration bigins. Moreover , the Arbitral Procedure
Rules of the Indonesian National Board of Arbitration ( BANI ) requires that the arbitral
tribunal first try to bring about a settlement C nly when settlement cannot be reached will
the arbitral tribunal continue arbitration proceedings.

Japan
Mediation and conciliation practices
Conciliation of international commercial disputes is available under the auspices of
the Japan Commercial Arbitration Association (JCAA ) which has adopted Conciliation
Rules . However, its use is quite rare. Mediation is frequently practiced informally by
JCAA when international commercial disputes are brought to its attention . Operating
without formal rules, JCAA estimated that mediation results in settlement of 60 percent
of the matters referred to the JCAA .

Domestic conciliation , or chotei, is defined as the settlement of a dispute by means
of a compromise reached through the intervention of a third party that promotes
negotiation and agreement between the disputants. In Japan , the number of civil
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conciliation cases filed each year is about one-third of that of the civil lawsuits. More
than 50 percent of the civil conciliation cases filed each year are successfully settled by
conciliation . All types of civil disputes, including traffic accidents and environmental
offenses , are subject to conciliation under the Civil Conciliation Act, Law No. 222,
1951 . Under the Civil Conciliation Act , the parties are required to personally be present
throughout the conciliation . They may be represented by an advocate , who may or may
not be a lawyer. If the party selects a non- lawyer , he or she must obtain the permission
of the conciliation committee in charge of his or her conciliation . The conciliation
committee may require any person having an interest in the result to participate in the
conciliation procedure.
The conciliation committee is made up of a chief in conciliation , who is a judge
designated by the district court , and two or more conciliation commissioners. The
conciliation commissioners are appointed annually by the Supreme Court and are public
servants. In order to serve as a conciliation commissioner , a person must be a lawyer ,
have expert knowledge and experience useful for settling civil disputes, and be between
the ages of 40 and 70.
Conciliation procedure

The typical conciliation lasts for a few months . On the first day , the conciliation
committee hears statements from the parties concerning the dispute . The conciliation
committee has the discretion to order the other party to the dispute out of the hearing
room while hearing the statement of the other disputant . Conciliation procedure is private
and not open to the public , and the conciliation committee may investigate facts and take
evidence from the parties or from experts and administrative agencies at its discretion.
The conciliation committee’s goal is to identify the true nature of the dispute in order to
make clear to the parties the real points at issue. Thereafter , the conciliation committee
attempts to get both sides to compromise their positions. When an agreement is reached ,
it is drawn up in writing and recorded by a court clerk .
Conciliation terminates once an agreement has been reached . It may also terminate
by the withdrawal of the application by the applicant , or where the conciliation
committee determines that the dispute is not suitable for conciliation or that a party has
made an application for conciliation for an unsuitable purpose (e. g. , delay ).

Korea
Conventions , treaties , and statutes
Conciliation and mediation are the preferred methods of dispute resolution in
Korea. Conciliation procedures are provided for by legislation in many social spheres,
including landlord /tenant , environmental protection , small claims adjudication , domestic
relations, government claims, labor disputes , insurance claims, copyright , and consumer
protection .
Centers

The Korean Commercial Arbitration Board ( “ KCAB ” ) is the only body authorized
to provide institutional arbitration in Korea. Under the arbitration law , the KCAB is
given authority to resolve both domestic and international commercial disputes. In
practice , the KCAB often requires mediation and conciliation as a first step. The vast
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majority of disputes submitted to the KCAB are settled by mediation and conciliation
rather than by arbitration .
Mediation and conciliation practices
Any party may request that the KCAB furnish mediation services. Additionally , any
party to an arbitration governed by the commercial arbitration rules of the KCAB ,
following its request for arbitration , may request conciliation . On receipt of such request ,
the arbitration proceedings shall be suspended while the KCAB appoints one or more
conciliators from the panel of arbitrators. Should the conciliator(s) succeed in settling the
dispute , the settlement will be treated in the same manner as an award entered upon
settlement by compromise under the commercial arbitration rules. Should the
conciliation fail to settle the dispute within 30 days , the procedure shall be abandoned
and arbitration will commence , unless the parties agree to continue conciliation .
New Zealand
Conventions , treaties and statutes
New Zealand has enacted the Arbitration Act of 1908, which governs arbitration .
By the New Zealand Arbitration Act of 1982 , New Zealand has ratified the New York
Convention . New Zealand is also a party to the Washington Convention regarding
international investment disputes. Although legislation concerning mediation and
conciliation is presently under review , no legislation dealing with that subject matter has
yet been adopted . The Arbitrator’ s Institute of New Zealand currently serves as a
clearing house for international arbitration .

People’ s Republic of China
Conventions , treaties and statutes
Historically , conciliation has been the preferred method of resolving disputes in
China. Article VIII of the U .S .-Chinese Agreement on Trade Relations provides that:
“ [t ]he Contracting Parties encourage the prompt and equitable settlement of any
dispute arising from or in relation to cor .tracts between their respective firms ,
companies and corporations, and trading organizations, through friendly
consultations, conciliation , or other mutually acceptable means. ”
Centers
The China Council for the Promotion ol International Trade ( “ CCPIT ” ) has
established two separate bodies dealing with conciliation and arbitration of disputes. The
larger body , which handles disputes arising from foreign investment contracts and joint
ventures and other commercial disputes , is the Foreign Economic and Trade Arbitration
Commission ( “ FETAC ” ). FETAC has established two centers for conciliation and
arbitration ; the primary center is in Beijing and the branch arbitration center is in the
Shenzhen Special Economic Zone . The smaller arbitral body , established in 1958 , is the
Maritime Arbitration Commission ( “ MAC ” ) , which exercises jurisdiction over maritime
and other disputes.

Mediation and conciliation practices
Mediation . No mention is made of mediation . The emphasis is on consultation and
conciliation.
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Conciliation procedure . FETAC’s recommended arbitration clause provides that
any dispute arising from the execution or in connection with this contract should be
first settled amicably through friendly consultation ” . While conciliation is always
conducted only on a voluntary basis, FETAC and other Chinese arbitrators consider it
their duty to attempt conciliation wherever possible . Conciliation may be conducted by
FETAC before the arbitral tribunal is constituted or by the tribunal itself thereafter. In
the event that conciliation succeeds , conciliatory statements are prepared summarizing
the results.
The actual conciliation may be conducted through informal discussions or through
correspondence. In the international area , joint conciliation is encouraged . Where joint
conciliation is elected , the Chinese party applies to the Chinese arbitral institution . The
foreign party applies to the corresponding arbitral institution in the latter’s country for
joint conciliation . Upon such application , the Chinese arbitral institution and the
corresponding cultural institution appoint one or more conciliators on an equal basis to
conciliate the case jointly . If conciliation succeeds , a conciliatory statement will be
prepared , If conciliation fails , the case will proceed to arbitration if such is provided for
in the contract.
Philippines
Conventions , treaties and statutes
The Philippines is a signatory to the Washington Convention and has acceded to the
New York Convention. The Philippines has several laws concerning arbitration and
conciliation . Republic Act No . 876 governs arbitration in international disputes. In
addition Presidential Decree No. 1508 establishes a system for conciliation of small
civil disputes. Presidential Decree No. 442 provides for the conciliation , mediation , and
arbitration of labor and industrial disputes .
Centers
The Philippine Academy of Professional Arbitrators is headquartered in Quezon
City . The Arbitration Association of the Philippines is located in Manila , as is the
Construction Industry Arbitration Commission , which was established by Executive
Order No. 1088 in 1985.
Mediation practice and procedures
Title XIV , Book IV of the Civil Code deals with compromises and arbitrations. It
provides that every civil action or proceeding shall be suspended where one or both
parties express a willingness to discuss compromise or where it appears that , prior the
commencement of the proceeding , one of the parties made an offer to discuss
compromise which the other party refused . The Supreme Court is to promulgate rules
concerning the duration and terms of the suspension and to provide for the appointment
and duties of any conciliators ( “ amiable compounders ” ). The courts have the power to
mitigate the damages to be paid by a losing party who has shown a sincere desire to
“

.

settle the dispute amicably .

Republic of China ( Taiwan )
Mediation practice and procedures
The Commercial Arbitration Act of the Republic of China , as amended on 26
December 1986, provides that “ associations of arbitration may , on the application made
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by a party to a foreign trade dispute and agreed by the other contending party choose an
arbitrator for each of the contending parties ” . After an arbitrator has been so chosen , he
may “ conduct the conciliation proceedings even .hough no agreement of arbitration has
This appears to be a reaction to the Joint Conciliation Procedures
been entered into
established by the People’s Republic of China applicable to foreign trade disputes.
Where parties to such conciliations reach agreement , the conciliators are instructed to
formulate the terms of the settlement . Any such settlement has the same status as an
arbitral award on agreed terms .
Singapore

Conventions , treaties , and statutes
Singapore has only recently become a party to the Washington and New York
Conventions. There is apparently no legislation on conciliation and mediation in
Singapore .
Mediation and conciliation practices
While there is no formalized conciliation or mediation process in Singapore , I
understand that these mechanisms are commonly resorted to in the settlement of internal
civil disputes. This is in keeping with the local , particularly Chinese , philosophy.
Arbitration in Singapore is generally a disfavored mechanism to resolve disputes.

Thailand
Mediation and conciliation practices
Under the Thai Commercial Arbitration Ru es promulgated by the Board of Trade
of Thailand , prior to submitting a dispute to arbitration under the rules , the parties should
first attempt to resolve their differences by jointly appointing a conciliator. However ,
where one party objects to proceeding with the conciliation procedure , the parties may
immediately go to arbitration .
Where the parties opt for conciliation , the two party-appointed conciliators are
charged with the joint appointment of the third conciliator. The three conciliators will
hear the statements of the parties and examine al the facts bearing on the case , and then
submit the conditions of the conciliation to the parties . The summary and conditions
must be submitted within 30 days of the acceptance of the case for hearing . If both
parties consider the conciliatory conditions acceptable , the parties shall proceed to
conciliation pursuant to the conditions established by the conciliators .
.
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[1(85-010] COMMENCING AN ARBITRATION
(Contributed by AA de Fina , President , Australian Centre for International
Commercial Arbitration; Vice-President , Australian Institute of Arbitrators
and Vice-President , International Federation of Commercial Arbitration
Institutions. )
Role of an arbitrator Nomination of an arbitrator Appointment of arbitrator
Arbitrator' s jurisdiction
Arbitrator obtaining technical or legal advice
Referring preliminary points of law to court
Grounds for disqualification
Legal representation
Timetable for hearings
Arbitrator' s power to change
procedure Preliminary conferences Suggested procedural formats Effect
of Uniform Arbitration Acts on procedure Freedom of parties and arbitrator to
set procedure .
The consensual nature of arbitration and the significant capacity for the parties
to direct and control the proceedings have suggested a largely passive role for the
arbitrator. Some lawyers and a significant proportion of the commercial community ,
however, see involvement by the arbitrator as an important factor in producing the
quick and inexpensive result that characterises the arbitration process.
Because of this tension, problems occur with the preparation for, and procedures
adopted in, arbitration.
The most common “ problem” areas include the following:
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• nomination of an arbitrator;
• appointment of an arbitrator;
• arbitrator’s jurisdiction;
• arbitrator receiving technical or legal advice;
• referring preliminary points of law to the courts;
• interlocutory procedures and timetables;
• changes in procedure and legal representation.

The Uniform Arbitration Acts offer some guidance to the resolution of these
matters. Many of the matters, however , are left to the arbitrator to resolve alone, or
through agreement with the parties. Early attention to these matters is vital to ensure
the smooth progress of the arbitration. Preliminary conferences between the parties
and the arbitrator should be held so as to clarify not only the matters in dispute , but
also to establish precisely the form , character and timetable of the hearing.
The following paper analyses the substantive issues concerning these “ problem”
areas. It also presents practical proposals to assist persons involved in dispute
resolution to establish an efficient procedural framework for their arbitration.
Finally, the paper stresses that it must be borne in mind that each dispute is
unique. The competent arbitrator should be able to recognise the particular
requirements and aspects which can be reasonably applied to each dispute, so as to
achieve cost-efficiency without in any way prejudicing the rights and expectations of
the parties or the performance of the arbitrator.
[ Digest by the CCH INTERNATIONAL LEGAL EDITORS]
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Introduction
This paper has been written for arbitrators who are concerned with the provisions
and interpretation of the Uniform Commercial Arbitration scheme now in force across
Australia . The issues which it discusses lose none of their relevance when reference is
made to the UNCITRAL Model Law ( Art 19ff ) or Rules ( Art 15ff ) . These UNCITRAL
models formed the mould from which the cenires in Kuala Lumpur , Hong Kong and
Vancouver developed their own rules. Indeed , arbitrators have the right to regulate the
conduct of parties in arbitration before them , subject to the parties agreeing upon
particular or specific procedures. In the practice of arbitration , although there are wrong
ways of doing things , there is certainly not a single right way . In the areas of preparation
and procedure each arbitrator will develop practices to suit his or her own character and
abilities . Failure to follow precisely any recommended procedure does not mean that the
arbitrator has acted incorrectly . Arbitrations vary considerably in character and
requirement. Practices and procedures which may be appropriate in a large and complex
dispute , involving significant issues of fact and law , may be totally inappropriate in a
simple quality or quantity dispute.
It might be inferred from these comments that the practices and procedures adopted
from the nomination or appointment of the arb trator should be tailored specifically to,
and dictated by , the particular dispute . However , the parties and their advisers have
rarely fully identified all of the issues , or reached any agreement on procedures when
nomination or appointment of an arbitrator is sought or made.
The most important difference between the two formal dispute resolution processes
available to commercial disputants in Australia , arbitration and litigation , is the ability
afforded to the parties in an arbitration to control , to a great extent , the procedures which
govern the arbitral process . In particular , this extends to the selection of the arbitrator or
arbitrators, that is, the parties may submit their dispute to a judge of their own choice .
An arbitral tribunal is not a permanent entity like a court . Consequently the claimant
cannot bring a case before an arbitral tribunal , or seek any measures of relief or other
directions, until the arbitral tribunal itself has been established .

In any commercial arbitration (other than court-annexed or trade rules arbitrations)
the procedures to be adopted and the manner and form of determination is principally
governed by agreement of the parties. The expression of public policy in respect to
arbitration is given statutory recognition in the opting provisions of the so-called
“ Uniform Acts ” .1 The capacity for agreement between the parties extends far wider than
those matters specifically referred to in the Arbitration Acts. The parties can agree to
almost any procedure or requirement , whether or not the matter is contemplated in the
Arbitration Acts. This is subject to the matter agreed to not being contrary to public
policy or being illegal . Examples include , the qualifications of the arbitrator , the law to
be applied , or the location of the arbitration . There are no formal requirements for a valid
arbitration agreement. An agreement need not be in writing , but if it is not the provisions
of the Arbitration Acts will not apply.2
Lawyers acting for the parties , be they solicitors or counsel , naturally prefer to work
within philosophical , practical structures and procedures consistent with their training ,
experience and concepts of the law . Arbitrations are under the supervision of the courts
where judges also apply the same traditional principles .
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Conscious of this, and given the history of the development of arbitration in
Australia, the involvement of lawyers as arbitrators was almost non-existent . Arbitrators ,
essentially untrained and unqualified in the law , were and still are reticent to interfere
with what many perceive as immutable practices. The consensual nature of arbitration
and the significant capacity for the parties themselves to direct and control the
proceedings, makes the lack of interference by arbitrators understandable .
Many arbitrators and lawyers believe that the arbitrator should sit passively
allowing themselves to be entertained by counsel. Then to rapidly and unerringly publish
a fair and comprehensive award . Among other lawyers and a significant proportion of the
commercial community , arbitration is seen , rightly or wrongly , as being a process where
if there is not some active involvement by the arbitrator time and costs incurred operate
to outweigh any other benefit. It is in this environment that problems with the
preparation for , and procedures adopted in , arbitration can arise.
Some of these problems may be described as being “ common ” . That is, the nature
of the problems in different arbitrations is very similar and in such circumstances general
principles for resolution can be proposed . However, some of the problems that arise
might appear to be unique , at least as far as the arbitrator’s experience and knowledge is
concerned . They rarely are unique in a true sense , in that , in the history and development
of the law and arbitration such a problem has not previously occurred . But , this provides
little solace to an arbitrator faced with such a problem and required to make an
immediate determination .

For the purposes of this paper the matters dealt with will be limited to problems
which fall into the category of “ common ” as described above .

Nomination
A person may be nominated to act as arbitrator in a number of different ways
including:
(a) Specific inclusion in a dispute resolution clause incorporated in a contract or

agreement , whether or not a dispute exists at that time.
( b) Specific inclusion in an agreement to arbitrate a particular dispute or disputes.
(c ) By a person or persons named in an agreement to resolve future or present disputes
to arbitration , ie (a) and ( b) above. That person by virtue of the agreement having
the power and authority to nominate, such as the President of The Institute of
Arbitrators Australia.
(d ) By persons so empowered under statute or regulation other than the Arbitration
Act , ie Minister for Planning under Planning Acts.
(e) By the courts under Arbitration Acts3 or Court Rules.4
(f ) By persons other than the courts, but under the provision of the Arbitration Acts.5

Occasionally the process described above as nomination , may in fact be an
appointment , particularly if occurring in categories (a) , (b) , (d ) , (e) , (f ). The difference
between nomination and appointment is of fundamental importance although often not
appreciated. Nomination is merely the naming of a person to fill the role of arbitrator.
The person so named does not become arbitrator until formal procedures are concluded . 6
Appointment immediately establishes that the person appointed is the arbitrator.
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Although , for a valid appointment , conditions of knowledge of appointment and consent
to act need to be satisfied. The condition of consent is often not considered by parties,
courts or other authorities when making such appointments. Obligations or preceived
obligations on the appointee arising in such circumstances can pose significant
difficulties for the appointee, the parties and the resolution of the dispute .

Whether nominated or appointed there are matters which would disqualify a person
from acting as arbitrator. 7
As stated previously , an arbitration is subject to the agreement of the parties ,
however such agreement must be informed agreement , entered into legally .8 Where an
arbitration agreement is illegal , or entered into under duress or involves a fundamental
mistake , such agreement may be void ab initio* or voidable depending10 upon the
circumstances. Another ground of disqualification , is that of having an interest in the
matter in issue of such a nature that it is incompatible with the duty of the arbitrator to be
impartial in the determination of the matter . 11 It might , in limited circumstances, still
allow the nominee to proceed if the parties speciically agree . Such circumstances would
probably be limited in Australia to a tribunal made up of party appointed arbitrators (ie
an arbitrator appointed by each party , with or without a chairman or umpire) in trade
disputes conducted under the rules of a particular trade or commercial organisation . The
other disqualifications, bias against a party and being a necessary witness for either party
will constitute an absolute impediment to proceeding as arbitrator.12

A nominee or appointee is bound , consistent with the requirement of informed
agreement , to disclose any matter or thing within the general description of
disqualifications that might be objected to by a party or parties if they were aware of its
existence. 13 There is also the requirement of satisfying the qualifications required of the
arbitrator as provided either explicitly or impliedly in the arbitration agreement or
submission to arbitration . 14
Also, as previously stated , to be a valid arbitration agreement under the “ Uniform
Acts ” the agreement between the parties must be in writing.15 A nominee , before
proceeding further, must therefore consider the validity of , the impediments to , and
requirements of nomination .

Entering the reference
The entering of the reference (to arbitration ) is the formal step of accepting the
appointment , responsibility and authority of an arbitrator. Until and unless this is done
the arbitration has not commenced . 16 There is some dissent between practising arbitrators
as to the prerequisites to be satisfied prior to the entering of the reference . The view held
by some arbitrators is that upon receiving nomination they should immediately enter the
reference and conduct all future proceedings as zjrbitrator with the power and authority of
that office. The apparent rationale for this is a belief that the person nominated has a
fundamental duty to resolve the dispute expeditiously , and that without actually being the
arbitrator there is no power to order or control the resolution of the dispute. In particular ,
a dilatory respondent may avoid or delay arbitral proceedings with immunity .
The practice of immediately entering upon a reference when a nomination is
received is both dangerous and illogical. It fails to recognise the requirements that must
be satisfied to establish a valid arbitration , and the prerequisites and conditions to be
dealt with . The expressed policy of the Institute can be drawn from Form 3 of the The
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Institute of Arbitrators Australia practice note 3A, which indicates a large number of
matters to be agreed before the entering upon the reference [see [41-640].

^

It must be appreciated that in most circumstances an arbitration is as much an
agreement between the arbitrator and the parties as it is a means of resolving the parties’
dispute.17 The arbitrator has a mandate to bind the parties to the terms of an award .18
Ordinarily the agreement between the arbitrator and the parties requires the arbitrator to
produce an award determining the dispute , and the parties will pay the arbitrator for so
doing (or for his labours if the matter does not proceed to award). There exists a contract
between the parties and the arbitrator. As a consequence , not only should the arbitrator
be as informed as possible as to what is required , so should the parties be aware of what
they will be required to pay . All of the parties must be given an opportunity to agree
upon all relevant matters. For this purpose a preliminary conference is , in most
instances , held to deal with these matters. The nature and extent of the dispute may not
warrant or justify a preliminary conference , but even in the simplest of disputes the
fundamental aspects of arbitrator commitment and cost to parties should be agreed prior
to formal commencement . Such agreement may be achieved merely by the exchange of
letters.
Where a formal conference is held the parties should be made aware of the matters
to be dealt with by the giving of sufficiently detailed prior notice. Form 3 of practice note
3A is a comprehensive guide and sets out matters in some detail . Where agreement on
such matters as arbitrator payment is to be made , then the nominee’s requirements
should be subject to the prior notice requirement. An example of an “ Arbitrator’ s Fees
and Expenses’ ’ notice and a “ Preliminary Conference ( Provisional )’’ notice are provided
in the appendices. These are far more extensive than would normally be applied but are
intended for large and complex matters .

Jurisdiction
Often a nominee is challenged as having a lack of legal basis to conduct the
arbitration at all , ie jurisdiction . Such a challenge would not ordinarily arise in a
situation where the arbitrator was appointed by a court or by the parties, although it may
arise in such circumstances in respect to the extent of jurisdiction. A challenge to
jurisdiction will normally occur in a nomination or reference pursuant to a disputes
clause , and before the entering of the reference , when the nominee has effectively no
powers. However , a complaint in respect to jurisdiction may be raised at any time
during a reference. If a challenge to jurisdiction is raised prior to the arbitrator formally
entering the reference what course might be followed ? It is unlikely that in such
circumstances any agreement will be reached with the nominee , at least as far as the
complaining party is concerned , on all or any of the matters suggested as prerequisites in
the preceding section . The nominee may , in the absence of agreement refuse to enter the
reference and leave the claimant to pursue other remedies. While a nominee might make
enquiries there is certainly no capacity to make any declarations and such an excursion
would ordinarily be futile. An arbitrator can and should conduct enquiries and may make
declarations as appropriate both as to the existence and to the extent of jurisdiction19 even
though there is no legal duty to raise questions of jurisdiction on his own initiative. Such
enquiries and declarations will not generally have any binding force , a final and binding
determination in respect to jurisdiction rests with the courts .20
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Subject to the particular circumstances and any specific arrangements that may be
entered into by the nominee and the parties (ie that the nominee will not be paid or
reimbursed in the event of there being no jurisdiction ), the nominee may , for the
purposes of maintaining the action , enter into the reference (even if there is no agreement
as to any other matters proposed previously as prerequisites) and rule upon jurisdiction .
A ruling or declaration purportedly establishing jurisdiction establishes a cause of action
on the part of the complaining party to seek an injunction to restrain the arbitration
proceeding , or a declaration from the courts that the arbitrator does not have jurisdiction
and similarly , for the other party , if there is a ruling or declaration by the arbitrator
holding that there is no jurisdiction. The arbitrator’ s ruling or declaration , in particular
findings of fact , will ordinarily be used in the court proceedings as the basis for the
action. By setting down a timetable for future hearings or actions required of the parties
in the absence of a challenge within a reasonable time , ongoing arbitral proceedings will
not be delayed or a challenge will be expedited .

Often a challenge to jurisdiction will be on the grounds of the specific wording of a
dispute resolution clause requiring that there lie a “ dispute ” . Without there being a
dispute there can be no valid notice of arbitration .
Is a dispute established only when a claim is made which is subsequently denied
either in whole or in part ? Certainly a denial will effectively establish that a dispute
exists , but often there are seriatim steps with time limits that must be met before a valid
notice can be served .21 A dispute may exist even if there is no denial of liability .22
In most contracts incorporating dispute resolution clauses , the arbitration clause is
severable. That is , it remains valid and effective even though the substantive contract
may have ended . A question of whether a particular dispute between the parties may be
referred to arbitration depends upon the wording of the arbitration agreement . A widely
drawn arbitration clause can give an arbitrator jurisdiction over claims not based in the
substantive contract , such as claims in tort , or rectification of the contract . However, a
dispute as to the original validity of the contract must include a question as to the validity
of an arbitration clause incorporated in that contract , and consequently the jurisdiction of
an arbitrator appointed under that clause. In such circumstances an arbitrator would not
have jurisdiction .23 However , an arbitrator has the power in the first instance to consider
continued existence of a contract incorporating an arbitration clause. 24 Any enquiry made
by an arbitrator as to jurisdiction must fundamentally go to the specific wording of the
arbitration agreement or submission to arbitration .

Technical or legal advice
It is common practice in arbitration in Australia for an arbitrator to seek authority
from the parties to obtain technical or legal advice . This principle is given support and
authority by the Institute by virtue of such a provision being made in the Arbitrator’ s
Draft Agenda/Minutes Form 3 which is part of practice note 3A . At sec 4(k ) there is the
following provision:
“ Do parties agree that the arbitrator(s) shall be at liberty to obtain technical and/or
legal advice from such persons as he/they may see fit to consult should he/ they
deem it to be in the interests of the conduct of the arbitration and the costs thereof
shall be included in the arbitrator(s) fees as out of pocket expenses to be
reimbursed at cost? ”
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In submitting the resolution of their dispute to an arbitrator the parties have a right
to expect, and the arbitrator has a duty to determine that dispute himself .25 To empower
an arbitrator in such wide terms as contained in sec 4(k ) would appear to be an
abrogation of the rights of the parties and the duties of the arbitrator. Of course if the
parties agree then there is no difficulty with such provision .26 However, agreement in the
form sought under the provisions of sec 4(k ) would appear to be fraught with danger and
difficulty .
A different approach in respect to these aspects is expressed in sec A(4) and (5) of
“ Arbitrator’s Scale of Fees and Expenses” ( Appendix I). If the legal advice
contemplated in sec 4( k ) of Form 3 relates to points of law as might arise during either
the preliminary conference or the arbitration in respect to the matter in dispute , then
there is adequate provision for appropriate resolution in the Arbitration Acts .
Preliminary points of law
A determination of a preliminary point of law by the Supreme Court is covered in
sec 39 of the Commercial Arbitration Act 1984 ( Victoria) and similar provisions in other
sections of the “ Uniform Acts ” . The provisions of sec 39( 1 ) allow for either the
arbitrator to consent to an application by one or other of the parties for an application to
be made to the Supreme Court , or all of the parties to the arbitration in the absence of
consent by the arbitrator , can make an application . However, there is not an obligation
upon the court to entertain an application unless it is satisfied that the determination of
the application might produce substantial savings in costs to the parties and the question
of law is one for which leave to appeal would be likely to be granted under sec 38(4)( b)
(ie with the leave of the court
such leave being subject to the provisions of sec 40
relating to exclusion agreements).
It should be noted that a judgment of the court under the provisions of sec 39 of the
“ Uniform Acts ” is a determination of the law as distinct from an opinion of the law ,
provided in Acts prior to the adoption of the “ Uniform Acts” . While the difference
between a determination and an opinion will normally have no practical effect in its
application by the arbitrator there may be certain circumstances where an arbitrator might
adopt the ruling in differing forms in an award.

—

Interlocutory procedures and timetables
As suggested earlier in this paper, while a dispute in the form required to bring on
an arbitration may have been established , full details of the dispute and other matters
relating to the dispute which are relevant considerations in an arbitration may not have
been properly identified or exchanged as between the parties . In large disputes almost
invariably there will be specific information on a number of matters which the parties
themselves will require to enable prosecution and defence of claims and counter-claims.
If these are properly identified and addressed prior to a formal hearing, they will limit the
hearing by rationalisation of the matters in dispute , and on occasions lead to settlement
without the need for a formal determination by an arbitrator.
These interlocutory steps ordinarily follow the descriptions and procedure which
would apply in a court in like circumstances.27 In less significant or simpler disputes the
procedures may be less rigorous. 28 Essentially the procedures require each party to
identify and detail each aspect of claim and defence as well as to provide to each other
documents or statements upon which they rely in support of their position . The timetable
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for this procedure is ordinarily , in the first instance , proposed by the parties on the basis
of their knowledge of the nature and extent of the preparation required to satisfy each
step. In some instances the parties may not be able to agree upon relevant time intervals
and the arbitrator will be required to make a deteimination as to the appropriate intervals .
Obviously the more complex and extensive the dispute the greater the time required in
preparation will be.
There is a tendency , following the normal procedures in litigation , to assume that
with each principal step a party will not satisfy the other with the detail of information
provided and , as a consequence , provision of the request for , and the giving of , further
and better particulars will be made. As a mandatory provision such facility should be
discouraged even though there is every expectation that further and better particulars will
be required . This will , of course , depend upon the particular circumstances of the
dispute , but in most instances it is preferable lo set a timetable without provision for
further and better particulars , but to allow for leave of either or both parties to apply for
modifications of a timetable to accommodate an > unexpected circumstances. An example
of a timetable with this facility is contained in Appendix III .
Many legal practitioners, consistent with their experience in litigation , are
somewhat relaxed about maintaining the strict obligations of a timetable. With the
overloading and delays in courts strict maintenance of a timetable is sometimes difficult ,
and stringent penalties for failure to comply rarely applied .
It should be remembered that an arbitral tribunal exists uniquely for the purposes of
settling the particular dispute referred to it. It comes into being when the conditions
required for its establishment have been satisfied and it ceases to exist , other than in
exceptional cases, when a final award is published . A judge of the court and the court
itself is (subject to some limitations) always available to parties in dispute. This is not so
with arbitrations. Time constraints and the availability of the arbitrator, given that many
arbitrators, by the very nature of arbitration , are engaged in other activities and even
where an arbitrator is effectively practising as an arbitrator on a full-time basis, means
that there is no capacity to advance matters for hearing there may be considerable
difficulty in delaying matters for hearing. As a consequence , the requirement for
accurately maintaining timetables assumes a much greater importance in arbitration than
it might otherwise in litigation . What can or should an arbitrator do in the event of there
being substantial failure to comply to the agreed timetables if both the parties agree that
such changes should occur?
The “ Uniform Acts ” provide at sec 46 for the expeditious prosecution of matters
referred to arbitration , and at sec 18 for attendance before the arbitrator and give to the
arbitrator the mechanism of achieving these aims. However , in the case of agreement
between the parties an arbitrator must be cognizant of the rights of the parties by
agreement to control , to a significant extent , the arbitral process. This does not mean that
there can be a blatant abrogation of any agreement made between the parties and the
arbitrator as to the arbitrator’ s commitment of time and availability , and the terms and
conditions of engagement as between the arbitra tor and the parties. Except , as referred to
in “ Entering the reference ” of this paper , where it contemplates adjournments or
changes in timetable and provides for compensation .
In a situation where action or inaction by only one of the parties causes delays or
changes to a pre-agreed timetable , the arbitrator may consider that a sanction of penalty
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is justified in the circumstances. Unnecessary or unwarranted requests for and the
holding of conferences or pre-hearings will also be subject to the same considerations.
The common practice by most arbitrators in such circumstances is to reserve the costs
incurred in any of these circumstances as a cost of the action. In most instances it is far
more desirable to determine immediately whether a cost sanction should be imposed and
to order costs in relation to the particular event at that time. This serves the dual purpose
of discouraging further delays or unnecessary applications and to set very clearly in the
parties’ minds the quantum of costs being incurred . There may be culpability or liability
on the part of both parties in a particular matter , and in such circumstances it may be
appropriate to apportion and order costs at the time or to reserve the costs as a cost of the
action .

Changes in procedure
Many of the matters sought to be dealt with at preliminary conferences have the
effect of establishing very precisely how an arbitration will proceed . One of the
significant advantages of a preliminary conference is to set down very clearly the form
and progress of an arbitration , both as to hearing and final award . One of the difficulties
in attempting to establish absolutely at a preliminary conference all matters relating to
the future conduct of the arbitration is that , either the matter is at such a preliminary
stage that no informed or practical agreements can be made as to future steps and
progress, or that as a matter develops the timetables and decisions made initially become
obviously unsatisfactory , or both. An arbitrator may become aware that the procedure
being adopted is not best suited to the production of a just and convenient resolution of
the dispute. An arbitrator cannot , without the consent of the parties , adopt a different
procedure if the original procedure being followed is one established by the arbitration
agreement or by subsequent agreement between the parties , for example , an agreement
made at a preliminary conference. However , even where there is no express agreement
as to procedure an arbitrator cannot make changes where there is a clear implication from
the nature of the transaction , custom of the trade , or the identity of the arbitrator , that a
certain procedure is to be followed in the absence of an express agreement.
An arbitrator can never be justified in forcing an informal procedure on unwilling
parties. In the current environment of conciliation and mediation as the desirable means
of settling commercial disputes, apparently reinforced by the provisions of sec 27 , can an
arbitrator , in the absence of an agreement in writing by the parties to the contrary , force
the parties to engage in conciliation conferences?
Section 27 would appear to give such power , however it does so with potential
danger to the arbitrator . In particular 27(2 ) concludes as follows:
“ no objection shall be taken to the conduct by the arbitrator or umpire of the
subsequent arbitration proceedings solely on the ground that the arbitrator or
umpire had previously conducted a conference in relation to the dispute. ”
(emphasis added )
While this provision of the Act has not yet been tested the inclusion of the word
“ solely ” is an express term which would apparently allow a sustainable objection to be
taken if the arbitrator does anything else other than conduct a conference in relation to
the dispute. Apart from aspects of a conference the provisions of sec 27( 1 ) allow the
arbitrator “ to take such steps as the arbitrator or umpire thinks fit ” to achieve settlement
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of the dispute. This adopts like terms to that contained in sec 14 and , as with sec 14,
does not mean that an arbitrator has unfettered powers. The arbitrator is bound to comply
with all of the obligations and duties otherwise required under the Act and under
common law .
It would appear , however , that by amendments to the Uniform Acts referred to
previously , recognition has been made of the unsatisfactory provisions of the unilateral
power given to the arbitrator under sec 27. The relevant provisions of sec 27 , as
incorporated in the Queensland and New South Wales Acts , reads as follows:
“ 27. Settlement of disputes otherwise than by arbitration. (1 ) Parties to an
arbitration agreement
( a) may seek settlement of a dispute between them by mediation , conciliation or
similar means;

—

or
( b) may authorise an arbitrator or umpire to act as a mediator , conciliator or
other non-arbitral intermediary between them ( whether or not involving a
conference to be conducted by the arbitrator or umpire),

whether before or after proceeding to arbitration , and whether or not continuing
with the arbitration . ”

Legal representation
Section 20 of the Uniform Acts has a presumption of the parties not being legally
represented . A determination of whether or not to grant leave for representation is in the
discretion of the arbitrator, but the section provides the criteria to be considered and
applied by an arbitrator to determine when leave must be granted . In some circumstances
a determination of whether the criteria can or will be met might prove difficult ,
particularly as the parties themselves may not bs in a position to argue the merits. This is
one of a number of provisions in the Uniform Acts which apparently reflect the attempt
of the drafters to provide an Act to cover the broadest spectrum of disputes that might be
referred to arbitration together with satisfying some current socio- political attitudes.
Notwithstanding the general provisions of sec 20, denial of leave to be legally
represented is a dangerous and undesirable practice. Even where the issues in dispute
appear to be straightforward matters of fact , legal representation may be necessary . Since
the introduction of the Uniform Acts the matter of legal representation has been the
subject of judicial review and an arbitrator would be unwise , other than in the most
clear-cut and obvious circumstances , to deny leave29 when there is an application for
leave .

Legal representation has the great benefit to the arbitrator in that in most
circumstances argument and evidence will be properly marshalled and presented . In
Australia a legal practitioner is an officer of the court and , in so far as a duty to an
arbitrator , a legal practitioner would appear to have the same obligations and
responsibilities as would extend and exist in a court. Desirably this should mean that
legal practitioners should assist the arbitrator, Dut practically it is probably limited to an
expectation that legal representatives will not deliberately mislead the tribunal .

For tactical purposes legal representatives sometimes see advantage in continually
challenging or attempting to unnerve an arbitrator or otherwise acting in a provocative
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manner. It is absolutely essential that an arbitrator should never allow himself or herself
to be drawn into the arena as such action could constitute misconduct resulting in
removal as arbitrator.30
Again , in the amendments to the Acts in Queensland and New South Wales,
changes have been made to sec 20. The presumption against legal representation has
been removed with qualification . Of further interest is specific provision allowing
persons not admitted to practice in that jurisdiction to appear in arbitration proceedings,31
and the definition of a legally qualified person as provided in the following terms at sec
20(6)(b):
“ (b) a legally qualified person shall be read as a reference to
(i ) such a legal practitioner;

—

or
(ii ) a person who, though not such a legal practitioner , has such qualifications or
experience in law ( whether acquired in Queensland or in any other place ,
whether within or outside Australia) as, in the opinion of the arbitrator or
umpire , would be likely to afford an advantage in the proceedings. ”

appears unusual and , in my opinion , places an undue , unnecessary and unwarranted onus
of individual assessment on the arbitrator .

Interlocutory procedures
Currently the practice of arbitrators in the pre-hearing is, apart from principally
setting a timetable and establishing the commercial relationship between the arbitrator
and the parties, to allow the parties to conduct the interlocutory proceedings as they see
fit. If there are either initially or subsequently unsatisfactory arrangements made by the
parties , or failure of one or both of the parties to follow an agreed timetable or to meet
agreed obligations, arbitrators appear to adopt the view that there are no sanctions they
can or should impose. This position fails to recognise that the pre-hearing processes do
not merely set the scene for the hearing , but establish precisely the form , character and
time of the hearing , and facilitate the rapid publication of the award at the completion of
the hearing .
Power of arbitrator to set procedures
The authority for an arbitrator adopting a more interventionist or directive role is
given variously at differing sections of the Uniform Acts. For the purposes of this article
the references given shall be to the Victorian Act .32 Subject always to the overall caveat
of conducting proceedings in accordance with the rules of natural justice33 an arbitrator
can order such steps or procedures as may be deemed necessary to achieve efficiency or
expedition . It should be noted , however , that such power is subject to the Act with its
opting provisions and any restraints imposed by the arbitration agreement. There is , in
addition , a requirement , also subject to an opting out provision , that the arbitrator must
determine any question that arises in the course of the proceedings in accordance with
the law .34 Subject to those qualifications an arbitrator may conduct the proceedings as he
sees fit35 and is not bound by the rules of evidence.36
It is suggested that the provision in respect to the rules of evidence is not as
generous as has generally been interpreted. The overriding duty imposed on an arbitrator
under sec 22( 1 ) greatly diminishes and , in some cases , may very well extinguish any
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power in the arbitrator to avoid the application of the rules of evidence which is, in any
event , discretionary . Such provisions are more readily applicable and , indeed ,
appropriate in an arbitration conducted under the provisions of sec 22(2) as “ amiable
compositeur ” or “ ex aequo et bono” . An exam ple of some procedures and practices that
might be adopted by an arbitrator to both expec ite pre-hearing programs and potentially
to encourage settlement follow.

Suggested procedural forms
The arbitrator’ s primary concern is to build a record . This record consists of the
pleadings supported by evidence. Where there is a large volume of documentary
evidence the seriatim introduction of exhibits related to their presentation by witnesses,
and not necessarily in their appropriate real time frames poses significant organisational
problems for an arbitrator. The use of “ common bundling ” or agreed documents with a
single identification system and with an annotated and detailed listing , while imposing an
additional workload on solicitors in preparation of the case, can be achieved far more
cost-effectively pre- hearing and contributes greatly to efficiency and reducing confusion
during hearings .
Where, in the course of preparing a common bundle , there are identified documents
upon which there is no agreement , a prelimimiry hearing can deal with many disputed
documents alleviating the disruptive effect of continual challenges to admissibility during
the running of the hearing . This does not necessarily preclude either some or all of the
disputed documents being subsequently admitted during the hearing when relevance ,
validity and probativeness may become more clearly established . While documentary or
other evidence which is needlessly cumulative or confusing should , in most
circumstances , be excluded there is less reason to protect an arbitrator from receiving
inadmissible evidence than , for example , a jury in a trial . The arbitrator can determine
the weight to be given to evidence when drafting the award , and consequently a leniency
to allowing evidence rather than excluding it on balance usually in the overall context
reduces time of hearing.
Expert witnesses
Large arbitrations almost invariably involve the use of expert witnesses. This is
particularly so in the building and construction industry , one of the largest users of
arbitration to resolve disputes. Significant elimination or refining of issues in dispute can
be achieved by adopting positive measures in respect to expert witnesses and their
evidence.
The issue of qualification as an expert should be dealt with as soon as possible after
the parties are in a position to properly identify in detail all of the issues in dispute.
Ordinarily this occurs after exchange of pleadings and inspection of discoverable
documents. The parties , having selected their proposed expert witnesses, must exchange
full background information and have the opportunity to examine the qualifications,
standing and relevance of their opponent’ s proposed experts. If objection is taken this
issue is dealt with as a preliminary matter at a pre-hearing conference by the arbitrator.
Once having established appropriate qualifics.tion , an exchange of experts’ reports is
carried out by a pre-hearing order.
Final reports by the experts with a common numbering system and detailed
annotation and referencing are prepared and exchanged preferably pre-hearing but at
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least some time before the first expert evidence is given . These final reports are to
include the experts’ opinions, facts, data , models , summaries and all other material
relied upon by the expert . Unless expert evidence is developed in this manner it will
ordinarily not be admitted.

Final pre -hearing conference
A final pre-hearing conference some days before the commencement of the hearing
is valuable to review preparedness and to set down any specific hearing procedures
which appear desirable from either the parties’ or arbitrator’s viewpoint and arising from
the matters that have developed or been evidenced in the pre-hearing procedures. Such
matters as the appropriateness and timing of a view can be dealt with at this time.
Despite the best intentions and endeavours of the parties in respect to the timetables set at
the preliminary conference , changing circumstances or new different issues sometimes
become apparent and are of such a nature or consequence that changes to original
timetables or intercession by the arbitrator becomes necessary . The arbitrator must
balance strict enforcement of compliance with orders against reasonable allowances for
legitimate inabilities to comply with the schedule or to seek additional information which
is properly required . The facility of leave to apply to the arbitrator at any time during the
pre-hearing period must be extended. Timetables set should , as far as reasonably
possible , contemplate and be capable of accommodating , without severe disruption ,
pre-hearing conferences to deal with such issues.
Conclusion
It should be remembered by both practising and aspiring arbitrators that the
processes proposed in this paper have no place in simple or small arbitrations, and even
in the large and complex disputes to which they are particularly directed are no exact
formulae which must be slavishly followed. Each dispute is unique , the competent
arbitrator should be able to recognise the particular requirements and aspects which can
reasonably be applied to each particular dispute to achieve , as far as possible , cost
efficiency without in any way prejudicing the rights and expectations of the parties or the
performance of the arbitrator.
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APPENDICES
Appendix I
IN THE MATTER of the
Commercial Arbitration Act 1984
( Victoria )
and
IN THE MATTER of a Dispute
between

Claimant

and
Respondent

ARBITRATOR S SCALE OF FEES AND EXPENSES
The following is the scale of fees and reimbursable expenses which will be charged by the
Arbitrator in administering , hearing and determining this reference . The scale shall apply to the
arbitration and any matters arising therefrom , whether directly or indirectly , including the
situation , should it arise , where the Arbitrator’s jurisdiction and/or any award made is challenged ,
set aside , or remitted for further consideration other than as a result of a finding by a court of
incompetence , corruption or fraud on the part of the Arbitrator.

No change will be made to this scale of fees during the arbitration unless the matter proceeds for
more than six months and thereafter at six monthly intervals and then only after the giving to the
parties of one month’ s notice in writing of any such change. Any increase represented by such
change shall not exceed 10% of the fees applicable prior to the increase.
A . EXPENSES
( 1 ) Any service or other charge made by any body or trustee acting as a trustee or administering
funds or other matters on behalf of the Arbitrator and/or the parties.
(2) The actual amount of other costs arising from and incidental to the reference including
secretarial services , out of pocket expenses, room hire and other similar items.
(3) Any travel , accommodation and associated expenses necessarily incurred in properly

fulfilling the function of Arbitrator.
(4) The actual amount of legal costs incurred by the Arbitrator should the Arbitrator, of his own
volition or upon petition by one or both parties , seek legal advice on points of law or for any

other proper purpose concerned with the arbitration . Where the Arbitrator seeks such advice
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on his own volition without the prior approval or agreement of the parties the advice sought
will be limited to such matters as may refer tc or effect the position of the Arbitrator in
proceeding with the reference or carrying out the functions of Arbitrator . A proper purpose
referred to herein shall include all costs incurred in any court challenge to jurisdiction and/or
challenge to any award or any other matter other than a matter in which there is a finding by
a court of incompetence, corruption or fraud on the part of the Arbitrator .
(5) The actual amount of costs incurred by the Aibitrator in seeking in accordance with any
agreement or request by the parties or, if appropriate, of his own volition , subject to the
agreement of the parties, the advice or assessment of any other person on commercial ,

technical or scientific matters.

B . ARBITRATOR ’ S FEES
( 1 ) For all the time occupied in preparation , hearing of the reference ( unless on per diem basis
as below ) , review and analysis of the evidence , viewing of the works , travel , preparation of
per hour .
and publication of the award and reasons at the rate of $
(2 ) Where a hearing is set down for a full day a mir imum charge of $
per day , and when
per half day .
set down for a half day or days a minimum charge of $
(3) Where , after the parties and the Arbitrator ha ^e agreed upon a commencement date for a
hearing and/or the Arbitrator has set aside such time or time as the parties have indicated to
him will be necessary or required by them for a hearing , whether or not an order has been
made by the Arbitrator as to the commencement date of the hearing, then

(a ) Cancellation Fee

—

In addition to such sum or sums as may be due under the provisions of Clause B( l )
above where a hearing is cancelled , whether or not having commenced , an amount
equal to that set forth in the provisions of Clause B( 2) above calculated upon all
unused days of hearing and/or time set aside for the hearing shall be paid to the
Arbitrator .

—

or delays in hearing
( i ) Where a hearing is delayed at the request of the parties either as to
commencement or to proceeding having formally commenced (other than that
as provided in sub-clause ( ii ) below ) then a postponement fee amounting to the
per diem rate as set forth in Clause B(2) for all days of postponement or delay

( b) Postponement

shall be paid to the Arbitrator .
( ii ) Where a hearing is delayed either as to commencement or to proceeding as a
result of a court challenge to the proceedings, arbitration or Arbitrator (other
than where there is a finding by a court of incompetence, corruption or fraud
on the part of the Arbitrator ) then a postponement fee amounting to the per
diem rate as set forth in Clause E ( 2) for all days of postponement or delay for

each and every postponement or delay up to and including the first five days of
such postponement or delay shall be paid to the Arbitrator. Thereafter , for the
balance of all such time set aside ( where the postponement or delay exceeds
five days) an amount calculated on one third of the reimbursement due under
the provisions of Clause B(2) above shall be paid to the Arbitrator .

or appear at a court hearing as
contemplated in this sub-clause the Arbitrator shall be paid (other than where
there is a finding by a court of incompetence , corruption or fraud on the part of
the Arbitrator) a fee amounting to the per diem rate as set forth in Clause B( 2)

( iii ) Where the Arbitrator is required to attend
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for all days of attendance or appearance at such court hearing. This provision
shall only apply when the days of court attendance or appearance occur in the
period subsequent to the five day period of postponement or delay referred to
above and are in lieu of and not in addition to the one third fee for such days as
may have been set aside as referred to herein .
( c ) Notwithstanding the cancellation and delay fee provisions set forth in Paragraphs 3(a )
and ( b) supra , where a cancellation or delay as contemplated occurs and a fee would
otherwise be payable , the Arbitrator will make reasonable and appropriate efforts to
take new matters or to reschedule listed matters within the time set aside but

cancelled or delayed . In such circumstances the parties’ liability for cancellation or
delay fees shall be reduced by the full amount of all hearing fees earned by the
Arbitrator during the period and the Arbitrator shall so account to the parties in
settlement of the matter .
(4) If the Arbitrator is required to travel outside Australia for the purposes of conducting a

hearing or part thereof or a view or for any other purpose requested of him or considered
necessary by the parties for the proper conduct of the arbitration then the Arbitrator shall be
paid at the per diem rate set forth in Clause B( 2) above for all days or part days that the
Arbitrator is involved in being out of Australia, including travelling , together with between
two and four days recuperation and orientation upon arrival at an overseas destination and
upon return to Australia, the number of days being dependent upon distances and time taken
in travel and to be agreed with the parties prior to undertaking of such travel . Where no such
agreement can be reached prior to the due date of departure then the number of days shall be
two.

C. INSURANCE
Where the parties seek to insure the life or health of the Arbitrator against any losses incurred
arising from the death or incapacitation of the Arbitrator preventing the Arbitrator proceeding with
the arbitration the parties shall reimburse the Arbitrator any costs or expenses incurred by him or
on their behalf in effecting such insurance . The parties shall jointly and severally execute an
indemnity and waive any right of action against the Arbitrator, his estate, executors or
administrators thereof , heirs or assigns in the event of a claim or claims under such insurance
policies being denied or not paid for any reason whatsoever.

Nominated Arbitrator
DATED this

day of
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Appendix [I

IN THE MATTER of the
Commercial Arbitration Act 1984
( Victoria)
and

IN THE MATTER of a Dispute
between

Claimant
and

Respondent

NOTICE OF PROVISIONAL PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE
SCHEDULE OF MATTERS

NOTE:
1 . The nominated arbitrator not having formally entered into the reference at the time of calling
and commencing the preliminary conference to which this schedule refers , such preliminary
conference shall be and shall be deemed to be a provisional preliminary conference until and
unless the nominated arbitrator formally enters nto the reference as provided herein .
2 . Upon agreement or satisfactory resolution ( whether by avoiding , failing to deal with or
adjourning or in any other manner ) of such matters as are relevant and/or necessary
including but not restricted to those as set down in items A to E below as part of this
schedule or any other relevant matters not notified or listed herein , the nominated arbitrator
will , as provided in item F below , formally enter into the reference.

3. Upon the formal entering into of the reference as provided herein the conference shall
assume and shall be deemed to be an arbitration preliminary hearing within the meaning of
the Commercial Arbitration Act 1984 ( Victoria ).
4 . In addition to appearing personally as provided in the Notice of Provisional Preliminary
Conference of which this attachment forms part , the parties or either one of them may , if not
otherwise agreed to the contrary , for the purposes of dealing with those items up to but not
including item F below , have present legal advisers or legal representatives or other
representatives or advisers.
5. Representation , whether legal or otherwise , subsequent to the formal entering into of the
reference shall , unless agreed in writing between the parties , be subject to leave being
granted in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Commercial Arbitration Act 1984
( Victoria ).
6 . Section reference noted against items set forth below are relevant sections of the
Commercial Arbitration Act 1984 ( Victoria ) and are for guidance only .
7. Notwithstanding the matters set forth below and the requirements contained herein to deal
with such matters , the parties may agree and request the nominated arbitrator to conduct the
proceedings and/or deal with specific matters , whether included in this schedule or not ,
and/or to exclude any or all matters included herein (other than the entering into of the
reference ) in such manner or to the extent as the parties may require subject to such
limitations ( if any ) imposed by the Commercial Arbitration Act 1984 ( Victoria ) and/or the
arbitration agreement.

THE FOLLOWING is an AGENDA OF MATTERS to be dealt with at this conference and to be
produced , established , determined or agreed as between the parties and/or the nominated arbitrator
or arbitrator as appropriate .
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A . General Nature of Dispute and Quantum of Claims , Set Offs and/or Counterclaims.

B . Arbitration Agreement .

—

( 1 ) Form and identification
(a ) documents
( b) supplementary documents or agreements.

(2) Submission to arbitration or notice of dispute
(a ) requirements
( b) service
(c ) appropriateness
(d ) dispute actually exists.

—

—

(3) Nominated Arbitrator
(a ) correct nomination procedure including deposits
( b ) appropriate qualifications or requirements
(c) other impediments or objections including arbitrator's disclosures.

—

(4) Jurisdiction
(a ) as provided in arbitration agreement , submission or notice of dispute
( b ) contract of supplemental documents or agreements
(c) otherwise agreed .
(5 ) Appropriateness and applicability of Commercial Arbitration Act 1984 ( Victoria )
(a ) Act to apply
( b ) written agreements to avoid the Act or sections of Act .

—

C. Contract.
( 1 ) Form and identification
(a ) in writing or otherwise

—

( b ) standard form
(c) separate or supplemental agreements in writing or otherwise .
( 2 ) Proper law .
(3) Language.

D. Costs and Expenses (see Appendix I ).
( 1 ) Arbitrator ’ s expenses ( Appendix I para A ).
(2) Arbitrator's fees ( Appendix I para B ) .
(3) Requirement for lodgement of deposits as security against Arbitrator’ s costs and
expenses.
(4) Arbitrator's authority to order and apply security payments and additional security

payments against fees and expenses.
(5 ) Security deposit trustee.
(6) Authority for arbitrator to draw all or balance of fees and expenses against security

prior to or contemporaneously with handing down of award .
(7 ) Agreement by parties in respect of the application of security funds .
(8 ) Other expenses to be borne by parties .

E. Preliminary Timetable .
( 1 ) Dates for points of claim , defence , rejoinders, discovery and inspections.
( 2) Dates of further pre- hearings and hearings ( parties’ estimate of time of hearing ) .
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F. Entering on the Reference.
( 1 ) Formal entering on the reference by arbixator.
( 2 ) Ordering of matters , determinations or agreements arising out of preceding

considerations.

G . Proceedings.
Save as to items ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) herein the status or proceedings may preclude at this time or at
all any agreement or finality in respect to the b« Jance of matters listed.
( 1 ) Representation
(a ) written agreement by parties
( b ) request and arguments for legal or other representation
(c ) leave for legal or other representation .
( 2) Nature of claims, defence or counterclaims
(a ) within contract
( b) tort
(c) specific performance.

(sec 20( 1 ))
(sec 20( 1 )( b))
(sec 20( 1 )( b))

(sec 24 )

( 3) Questions to be answered
(a ) not appropriate
( b) as previously provided
(c ) additional
(d ) as agreed

(e ) to follow .
(4) Extension of ambit
(a ) excluded by agreement
( b) orders sought .

(sec 25( 1 ))
(sec 25(2))

(5) Consolidation of proceedings
(a ) agreement of parties
( b) stay for application to court .

(sec 26( 3))
(sec 26( 1 ))
(sec 27)

(6) Settlement other than by arbitration
(a ) manner
( b ) action by arbitrator .
(7 ) Evidence
( a ) written agreement as to form
( b ) written agreement Rules of Evidence.

(sec 19( 1 ))
(sec 19(3))

(8 ) Facts and documents
( a ) agreed or admitted facts
( b) agreed or admitted figures
(c ) agreed documents
( d ) Scott schedule .
(9) Nature of determination
(a ) written agreement determination not according to law
( b) written agreement general justice and fairness.

(sec 22( 1 ))
(sec 22(2) )

( 10) Experts
(a ) intention to use
( b) qualifications
(c ) nature of evidence
(d ) reports .
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( 11 ) Interim awards
(a) agreement re interim awards

.

(sec 23)

(12) Transcript
(a ) written
( b) recorded
(c ) distribution
(d ) responsibility for.
(13) Pleadings/Particulars
(a ) to be provided by agreement
( b) extent .
(14) Issues of Law
(a ) in course of arbitration
manner of dealing
( b) award
manner of dealing
(c) written submissions by parties
(d ) exclusion agreements

—

—

(sec 39)

.

(sec 40)

H. Award .
( 1 ) Award finality
(a ) agreement of contrary intention on finality
( b ) agreement on right of appeal .
( 2 ) Award in writing
(a ) written agreement for award other than in writing .
(3) Reasons
(a ) written agreement for award without reasons .
(4) Time for award
(a ) provided in arbitration agreement
( b) agreed as between parties and arbitrator.

(sec 28 )
(sec 28 )
(sec 29( 1)(a ))
(sec 29( 1 )(c ))

—

I. Timetable Orders.
( 1 ) Dates for points of claim , defence, rejoinders and discovery and inspection .
(2) Date for exchange of experts’ qualifications and reports .
(3 ) Date and place for preliminary hearing or hearings.
(4) Date , place and hours of hearing .
(5 ) View arrangements if required or agreed to occur prior to hearing .
J . Directions and Subpoenas

—

(a ) security deposits
( b) subpoenas
(c) other matters .

K . Confirmation as appropriate.
( 1 ) Written confirmation by parties of all or some of preliminary conference proceedings
and agreements ( Appendix III ).
(2 ) Procedures as to agreement by parties in respect of the balance of matters arising .

Nominated Arbitrator

DATED this

day of
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Appendix III
SCHEDULE
Date
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

Step
No

1
2

3
4

5(a)
( b)
(c)

XXX
XXX

6
7

XXX

8(a )
( b)

XXX
XXX

9
10(a )

Intervening

time period
Minimum 4 weeks
Minimum 4 weeks

Matter

Points of claim
Points of defence and counterclaim
Reply and defence to counterclai m
Minimum 1 week
Exchange lists of discoverable documents
Minimum 3 weeks
Inspection of documents commence
Agreed common bundle of documents
Plus parties’ separate list of disputed documents
identified , described and listed
2 weeks
Names , details , (qualifications) of experts exchanged
1 week
Lodgment of objection to expert;;
1st PRELIMINARY HEARING to deal with disputed
1 week
documents ( preliminary only ) and experts , other matters
Written report of experts to be exchanged
Updated common bundle of documents to review
matters to date and decide procedures and format of
Minimum 3 weeks
hearing
2nd PRELIMINARY HEARING
Final reports of experts limited only to issues in dispute
using common numbering system and referring to
annotated documents exchanged preferably before
commencement of hearing .

—

NOTES:
A . Any proper request for particulars of any pleading be delivered within seven days of
relevant pleading and further and better particulars within 14 days ( ie seven days after
request).

B . Parties at liberty to apply at any time.
C. Must be a good and proper reason for change to timetable.
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[H85-020] DEVELOPING CONCILIATION RULES FOR MULTI-MODAL
TRANSPORTATION
(Contributed by DA Doyle , General Editor; Barrister , Supreme Court of
Victoria)
Arbitration
Conciliation and mediation
Distinction betu’ een conciliation
and mediation Conciliation/ mediation rules and procedures Formulation of
rules for conciliation/ mediation
Confidentiality of conciliation / mediation
proceedings
Penalties for delaying proceedings
Power of the
conciliator / mediator Role of conciliator/ mediator in later proceedings.
The last decade has seen an exponentional growth in the demand by potential
litigants for access to dispute resolution facilities before the matter reaches the courts.
These non-adjudicative forms of Alternative Dispute Resolution are often referred to
interchangeably as “ conciliation ” and “ mediation ” . The terms, however, are
distinct .
A conciliator, although lacking an arbitrator’s authority , can, by highlighting to
the parties their relative positions in the debate , influence the outcome. A mediator,
however, plays a minor role , allowing the parties to arrive at their own
conclusions/solution.
Unlike adjudicative forums where rules are devised to provide for impartiality,
conciliation/mediation rules provide an extremely flexible framework , but without
the safeguards protecting the parties from the intervenor’s influence.
Do these rules, because of their flexibility, go too far? Are the safeguards
afforded to the parties, and the procedural framework adequate? This paper
addresses these issues through a critical analysis of the conciliation/mediation rules of
the Society of Maritime Arbitrators and the London Maritime Arbitrators
Association . The analysis concludes by listing a number of suggestions to assist
organisations in the formulation of a set of “ ideal ” rules, capable of maintaining the
balance between providing specific guidelines and ensuring flexibility .
[ Digest by the CCH INTERNATIONAL LEGAL EDITORS ]
Disputes
Disputes are a natural concomitant of complex operations over time. Genuine
disputes arise from uncertainty and error more often than malice. But sometimes disputes
are “ manufactured ” in order that one of the parties can claim a commercial advantage.
is inherently
Designing rule manuals
of which the charter- party is a macro-model
time-consuming and costly , particularly where these rules are to include future
conditions and activities which are not known and must be guessed . Heightening the
specificity of rules in contracts is one way of limiting disputes , or at least a certain kind
of dispute , which might arise under the agreement in question. As already indicated ,
increasingly specific rules are expensive to stipulate and every increase in the binding
nature of the rule is a decrease in the flexibility which the parties might otherwise enjoy
in carrying out their contractual obligations.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Legitimacy and history of disputes
Rulers have always held the exclusive right to ultimately resolve disputes between
their citizens . Unfortunately , the ruler, who wishes to be seen to resolve conflicts
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impartially , often has a direct interest in the outcome of a dispute if the interests of state
are involved . States have tried to meet this problem by setting up judicial institutions
relatively segregated from day-to-day administration and relatively autonomous in their
own operations from the executive power , the courts. These courts developed
sophisticated rule systems to support their dispute resolution functions. In time , so many
rules were created that courts bound by precedent became ponderous in making their
decisions. The expense of such absence of spesd is borne once by the waiting litigants
and , again , by the general public . As a result governments have lately sought , through
legislation , to “ contract out ” some of their dispute resolution functions to government
organisations.

Arbitration

—

ADR

Where no exclusive state authority exists , businessmen have been quick to have
recourse to third party compulsory intervention in the form of persons known as
arbitrators. Appointed by the parties, pre- or post-dispute , arbitrators settle “ arbitrarily ”
(ie , without reference to a fixed body of identified laws) any disputes which may arise or
have arisen between the parties.

The maritime community has always favoured the use by parties of arbitration .
Arbitration has been , and is , preferred to judicial resolution of disputes between
nationals too.
Maritime arbitration developed from the philosophy of international law and trade
practice. In turn , it developed international legal principles and passably clear rules were
slowly accepted and enshrined in common contracts and international conventions.
Maritime law has its contractual basis in the time value of vessels and their cargoes: key
principles in which there was a propensity to balance speed against thoroughness; to
trade the economic advantage of swift resolution for the predictability which normally
accompanies rule systems which place a premium on definite and short solutions.
One notices that often in maritime law the effect of the legal principles is naked
allocation of risk . The tracing of the cause or the allocation of blame surrounding the
loss-making event is neglected by comparison .
Alternative Dispute Resolution ( “ ADR ” ) includes arbitration within its ambit , but
is a much broader concept. It is the modem extension of non-court dispute resolution
procedures to less compulsory methods of solving conflicts.
The high seas have been lowered by the use of radio and radar and increasingly
secure vessels, and the growing territorial claims of the many more nations now adjacent
to them .
The “ global village” phenomenon and , more profoundly , technological advances
have rid the maritime industry of its isolation from other forms of transport. Air travel
and air cargo shipment was similar to man time movement in that it crossed many
national frontiers and legal jurisdictions, but it did so with a speed which assimilated this
new mode of transport to the shorter risk-time factors associated with land- based freight
systems of road and rail . In turn , the more; general developments in dispute in the
transport industry as a whole are now seen to be at work upon the world ’ s waters.
Conciliation and/or mediation , and the rules for both , are in world-wide use.
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Alternatives in dispute resolution
In emphasising the diverse range of alternative methods of settling disputes which
are included under the general rubric of ADR , it should not be forgotten that there
remain a number of areas of maritime arbitration where different rules and principles are
employed by different arbitration organisations. Nevertheless, differences between the
number and power of arbitrators and their methods of appointment , and the manner in
which their awards can be attacked , are relatively small when compared with the variety
of initiatives now burgeoning throughout the world. Because these initiatives are
presently so unfamiliar , one can overlook the very great differences in practice which
exist between some of the commonly adopted novel procedures.
In western countries, such as the United States, Canada or Australia , the
transportation and insurance industries have been adapting to the introduction of
innovations in court procedures such as judicial promotion of court-annexed arbitration
and mediation schemes. There have always been strong procedural elements in the
Japanese legal system which approximate these provisions. Mention should also be made
of the widespread introduction in major trade centres of special courts or court lists
which have been set up to expedite commercial , construction and maritime matters. Yet
it is the groundswell of potential litigants concerned to settle disputes before they reach
the courts which is the most significant development of the past decade.
There are many reasons for this socio/legal movement , but this short analysis of
maritime industry history illustrates a resurgence of the trader’s preference to arrange his
business affairs without the disruption of external accreditation and the employment of
expensive external legal assistance. Whether one talks of mini-trials, or mock trials , or
med/arb, or rent-a- judge , or expert assessment or settlement conferencing in all of its
various forms, there is a significant difference between these diverse alternatives. A
proper consideration of this axis of divergence is essential when one begins to consider
the preparation and elaboration of rules for mediation .
Mediation v Conciliation
Elkouri & Elkouri , in their renowned text , “ How Arbitration Works’’ (4th ed ( 1985)
at p 4) opine that:
“ Technically , conciliation is carried on without the intervention of a third party ,
while mediation implies the intervention of a third person ... ”
In my work I have taken the opposite view (see f 1-720).
Both of us, however , agree that conciliation and mediation are often used
interchangeably . The distinction is only relevant to the intervenor’ s actions, and because
most mediation or conciliation rules do not provide such detailed guidelines, the
distinction is rarely appreciated or given its true significance.
Its significance comes in the liability which a mediator or conciliator may have for
the statements or views which he expresses to the parties during the process (especially if
they are later found to be fully or partially false or mistaken ). It is one thing to provide
by agreement that the third party intervenor will be held harmless from action by the
parties , but it is difficult to argue in these circumstances that the party misled should be
made to abide by his agreement .
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Present tendencies in mediation/conciliation rules
During 1989 and 1990 , both the Society of Maritime Arbitrators (SMA) , Inc, of
New York and the London Maritime Arbitrators Association ( LMAA) introduced new
conciliation/ mediation rules. These Rules are reproduced at 1)55-300 and 1)50-228
respectively. However , subject to what follows neither of these sets of rules describes or
limits the types of interventions which a mediator/conciliator may make in the course of
proceedings.
Central agreement on the methods to be employed by the conciliator is manifest by
use of the same language:
“ [The conciliator] shall be guided by principles of objectivity , fairness and justice ,
giving consideration to , among other tlings, the rights and obligations of the
parties , the usages of the trade concerned [LMAA: “ in question ” ] , and the
circumstances surrounding the dispute, including any previous commercial
[ LMAA: “ business ” ] practices between the parties. ” (SMA: Art 5; LMAA:
,

Art 6. )
This statement of conciliation methodology is loose and vague . It will doubtless be a
potent source of litigation as similar injunctions have been in arbitrations.
It is easy to imagine that the mediator or conciliator has all the freedom a judge or
arbitrator lacks . This overlooks the restrictions placed upon conventional adjudicators ,
which have their basis in efforts to ensure that impartiality and incorruptibility were
preserved in and by the adversary system.

With mediation or conciliation many of the protections afforded by the adversary
system will not be present. Parties may not be represented by legally qualified persons.
Consequently , they may not be exactly informed as to the extent of their current rights,
or, for example, the implications of conceding a particular point to the other side in the
event that the ADR process ultimately miscarries and resort is had to the courts.

Presently mediation /conciliation rules have a tendency to be short , opaque , anodyne
prescriptions which provide little guidance tc the intervenors or the parties as to what
may be expected from whom at different stages in the proceedings. One can well ask:
“ In creating conditions of flexibility , have the rule-makers gone too far? ” In this paper
it will be suggested that there are a number of areas which require close attention when
formulating ideal rules for the conduct of non- arbitral ADR . These areas include:

1 . Does the contract provide for non-conclusive ADR ? How can the process be
started?
2. What protection exists against disclosure by the parties or intervenor of
information acquired during the process ?
3. If the mediation/conciliation fails and litigation or arbitration ensues, can either the
parties or the ultimate tribunal require the intervenor to give evidence?
4. How can a party prevent the other par y from using the process merely to delay
ultimate payment?
.
What
sanctions are available against paities who waste time?
5
6. What powers of interlocutory nature , if any , can be given to the mediator or
conciliator?
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The Conciliation Rules of the New York Society of Maritime Arbitrators
1. The Rules for Conciliation of the New York Society of Maritime Arbitrators
provide that any party to a legal relationship seeking an amicable settlement of their
dispute may invite the other to a conciliation to be conducted under the auspices of the
SMA . If the party so invited does not accept the invitation within 30 days , the inviting
party may treat such conduct as a refusal to conciliate . If the invitation is in fact rejected ,
that is the end to the conciliation proceeding.
One wonders what harm might come from the inclusion in a contract of a
conciliation clause which provided , inter alia , that each party would , as an indication of
good faith , carry out the first steps of the mediatory process before applying the
arbitration clause or initiating legal proceedings? The first step under the SMA Rules
would have been for the parties to file a brief written statement , describing the general
nature of the dispute and the points at issue. Surely this would not be an onerous
contractual obligation?
2. Articles 7 , 11 , 15 and 16 regulate the disclosure of information by the intervenor
or the parties both during and after the ADR process. The Rules provide that the
conciliator should not communicate information to the other side if a party specifically
informs the conciliator that he or she should not disclose that information to the other
party (Art 7). However, if the conciliator does so deliberately or carelessly , the injured
disclosing party would have no redress (by reason of Art 5(e)).
Article 11 stipulates that all the participants must keep the information which they
receive during the process confidential.
Articles 15 and 16, taken together , preclude either party from calling the intervenor
as a witness or as an expert assistant in any future proceeding.
Article 16, to the extent that the parties’ agreement can so provide , precludes the
intervenor’ s statements, reports or recommendations being relied upon in further
proceedings. It also provides that all admissions , statements or offers to settle which
occurred during the process cannot be relied upon in any other proceeding , whether
arbitral or judicial .
Courts in the Anglo- American tradition can be relied upon to uphold such articles
because of their steadfast adherence to the rule of public policy , which says that peaceful
compromises of disputes outside the courts should be encouraged. However , an
unsuccessful ADR process may nevertheless prove to be a very successful fishing
expedition for a party intent on identifying material which , at a later trial , may be the
subject of a demand for discovery and production.
3. Under the SMA Rules it seems unlikely that a conciliator or mediator would be
compelled to give evidence in later civil proceedings. The parties would be held to be
foreclosed from calling him or her by their acceptance of the invitation to conciliate, and
the accompanying rules, notably Art 1. Even so, in a case where much is at stake , there
remains a possibility that exceptions to the public policy rule may be granted. Where one
of the parties alleges that the conciliator attempted to defraud them , or where one of the
parties alleges grave misconduct by the other party , the ADR practitioner might
ultimately be required to give evidence. The same principle must hold true for notes and
other records which the participants might prepare , take or use during the course of the
ADR sessions.
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It is difficult to relevantly extend the protections afforded by Art 16. The issue has
force only because of the concern that parties may be much less guarded than if their
settlement discussions were being conducted in the corridors of a court-house.
4. It seems exceptionally difficult to marry up two discordant principles that lie at
the crux of conciliation: co-operation and coerc on.
Non- binding ADR procedures are usually felt to have as a major attraction the
adoption of a style and manner of presentation which is much less formal than that of
arbitrations and court proceedings. It is counter- productive in the mediation context to
use enforcement devices such as short deadlines and cost penalties to achieve compliance
of parties. Without such incentives it is equally difficult to protect the innocent party
against an opponent who is using the more informal process to defer the day of
judgment.
Articles 8, 9 and 12 of the Rules for Conciliation seek to address some of these
problems and allow the premise of good faith or its absence to ground termination ( and
other actions) by the conciliator. It can only l >e expected , however , that an intervenor
would not wish to imperil a possible , if tortuously won , compromise. It may even be the
case that an intervenor’ s own reputation for succeeding will be tarnished if he or she is
seen to fail , or fail to work persistently to the goal towards which the disputing parties
agreed to strive.
5. Perhaps the most useful sanction which might be included is one where a party
who is abusing the good offices of its opponent can be forced to pay a disproportionate
sum towards the cost of an abortive conciliation . This is one area where the Rules of the
London Maritime Arbitrators Association are to be preferred to those of the SMA .
6. Without substantial initiative in the hands of the intervenor , it is unlikely that
much will come of the use of non- binding ADR . Every conciliation and mediation is just
another attempt at a re-bargaining of the termination or damage provisions contained in
the original agreement , the mediator’s role is to persuade and mobilise arguments aimed
at bringing both parties together. It would be in the interests of the disputing parties to
accord extensive powers of initiative to the mediator , including the power to suggest and
arrange the attendance of experts and other persons whose presence or opinion might
prove catalytic.

Conciliation in multi -modal transportation disputes
The China Maritime Commission has always enjoyed a charter which favoured
mediation and conciliation over arbitration as the preferred means of settling disputes
arising from sea transport. For the longer established maritime centres of New York ,
London and Tokyo the traditional arbitral method has prevailed until recently.
In 1989 the Society of Maritime Arbitrators of New York introduced Conciliation
Rules into its armoury of dispute resolutioi tools. Similarly , in 1990 the London
Maritime Arbitrators Association produced its first Conciliation Rules. The Japan
Shipping Exchange is looking at producing a set of Conciliation Rules which its
members and clients can incorporate in their bills of lading and other mercantile
contracts in addition to the standard arbitration clauses in 1992 ( perhaps sooner ).
Although corporations have been reluctant to use less formal dispute resolution
there
and nowhere more so than in the maritime field
mechanisms than arbitration
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is a growing awareness that the very popularity of arbitration has hardened the arteries of
the institutions which provide arbitral services.

Clients now seek to find faster solutions away from the glare of publicity ; solutions
which do not entail extensive involvement of large numbers of company personnel and
which can be concluded in a day or less without the disruption to normal commerce
occasioned by the existence of an acknowledged dispute. The bad feelings and
unnecessary restriction on freedom to negotiate, which are unfortunately part of a formal
dispute process , can be overcome where less structured settings are used.
One very great advantage of conciliation is that each party can initiate and profit
from discussion with the third party who is engaged to use his good offices to attempt to
reconcile the differences which exist . Frequently corporate officials are content to arrive
at their own formulae for dispute resolution if they can rely upon experienced , objective ,
input from an expert observer in relation to some contested issue of fact .
In many transportation disputes there is a long lag time between the occurrence of
the damage-causing event and the processes which seek to allocate the loss resulting
from the incident. Where the best evidence is
of its nature
not conclusive ,
commercial reality demands only an appropriate sharing of the risk and its loss . Feelings
of fairness amongst parties are not advanced by a fact-finding process which must , in the
end , become an arbitrary decision for the tribunal . In just these circumstances the ability
of the neutral third party to invent or engineer face-saving agreements, which the parties
can adopt as their own , renders conciliation , or non-compulsory ADR , superior in time ,
cost and corporate self -esteem.
A comparison of the Rules for Conciliation which the Society of Maritime
Arbitrators of New York and the London Maritime Arbitrators Association have adopted
for the benefit of their members gives some indication of the strength of the new
techniques now available. Business
whether it is shipping , finance , securities markets
now places much more importance on consumer contentment by
or insurance
resorting to the fast informal dispute resolution practices collectively known as ADR .
There are a variety of contrasts between the two sets of Conciliation Rules. The
LMAA Rules, perhaps because they have profited from the American experience ,
generally contain more detailed machinery provisions for the conduct , conclusion and
costs of the conciliation .
Unlike the SMA Rules for Conciliation 1989, the LMAA Conciliation Terms 1990
provide:
that if the parties agree there may be more than one conciliator ( Art 3);
that conciliators may call witnesses of their own volition ( Art 6.6);

—

—

—

—

•
•

any settlement agreement may be put in the form of an arbitration award if the
• that
parties agree ( Art 9.4);
that normally the parties will share the costs of the conciliation equally unless the
• conciliator
for good cause finds that one party should bear all the costs ( Art 12. B ).
Both bodies have made confidentiality a part of the Rules to which each party must
agree , although the SMA Rules are more restrictive on the parties’ right to call the
conciliator as a witness in later court or arbitral proceedings.
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Both sets of Rules nevertheless include a puzzling clause whereby the parties agree
not to bring proceedings in a court or before an iirbitral tribunal while conciliation is in
progress, unless they believe some legal right may otherwise be threatened! It is to be
hoped that a rule such as this is the last echo of the usual distrust which accompanies
new practices, such as the ADR movement .
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enforcing awards
Combining arbitration with conciliation
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Conciliation by the foreign affairs conciliation body ( Beijing )
conciliation
Conciliation by the foreign affairs arbitration organisations
Enforcement of
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International commercial arbitration is popular in China , with 400 disputes now
pending . The China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission
(CIETAC ) is the sole international arbitration body , and has been operating under a
variety of names since 1956.
Arbitration rules formulated by CIETAC govern the substantive and procedural
elements of an arbitration . Matters covered include:
• applications for arbitration;
appointment of arbitrators;

•

• choice of law;

• conduct of hearings; and

• granting and enforcing awards.
Conciliation in China involving foreign interests can fall into one of three
categories; conciliation by the foreign affairs conciliation body ( Beijing ); conciliation
by foreign affairs arbitration organisations; or court conciliation. Each of these
bodies operates according to its own conciliation rules, which determine the form of
the conciliation process.

In the case of a successful conciliation the relevant body will issue a conciliation
statement , which outlines the terms of the agreement between the parties. This
statement, however , if not the result of court conciliation , is unenforceable in a
foreign or Chinese court . To overcome this problem the foreign affairs arbitration
organisations make an award reflecting the parties’ settlement . This award is capable
of enforcement . The foreign affairs conciliation body has yet to resolve this problem.
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This paper concludes with a series of case studies, which outline the details of a
number of successful international conciliations undertaken in China.
[ Digest by the CCH INTERNATIONAL LEGAL EDITORS ]
A . Arbitration — the international aspects
International commercial arbitration is popular in China. Now , more than 400
international commercial arbitration cases are pending for decision in Beijing and
Shenzhen . These cases involve parties from the USA , Germany , the UK , Canada ,
France , Belgium , Japan , Italy , Poland , Cuba , Czechoslovakia , Yugoslavia , Singapore,
Pakistan , Spain , Hungary , Austria , Thailand , Fiji , Lebanon , South Korea , Australia ,
USSR , DPRK , Hong Kong and Macao regions . More than half of the claimants of these
cases are Chinese parties .
All these cases are handled by the China International Economic and Trade
Arbitration Commission ( CIETAC ) which is the sole arbitration body able to hear
international commercial arbitration cases in China. CIETAC is located in Beijing. It has
a sub-commission in Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, and a sub-commission in
Shanghai which was set up in April 1990 .
CIETAC was established in 1956 . It was then called the Foreign Trade Arbitration
Commission ( FTAC ), and in 1980 it was renamed the Foreign Economic and Trade
Arbitration Commission ( FETAC ). In 1989 it was finally named as the China
International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC ).
CIETAC amended its rules in Septembe 1988 and put them into effect as from
January 1989. The major changes of the rules are as follows:
1 . The jurisdiction of CIETAC is extended to cover cases between Chinese and
foreign parties , cases between foreign parties , and cases between Chinese parties
involving foreign factors.
2 . CIETAC’ s panel of arbitrators is enlarged to include arbitrators of non-Chinese
*

nationality.

3. The presiding arbitrator of the arbitration tribunal is to be appointed by the
Chairman of CIETAC instead of being chosen by the two arbitrators appointed by
the parties .
4. Hearings shall be conducted in closed sessions instead of open sessions as
previously done.
5. Explicit provisions are laid down for challenge against arbitrators by the parties .
6. Consolidated arbitration can be carried out by CIETAC .
7. CIETAC’ s arbitration tribunals may conciliate the cases under their cognisance
with the consent of the parties. If such conciliation is successful , the tribunal will
make an arbitral aw ard in accordance wi : h the contents of the settlement agreement
reached through conciliation , instead of rendering a conciliation statement , for the
purpose of enforcement .
CIETAC rules are similar to those of the :ountries with a Civil Code system . Under
the CIETAC rules , an arbitration agreement can be made in any form , but it must be in
writing. An exchange of letters , telexes , telegrams , cables or telefaxes is classed as in
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writing. An agreement to submit an existing dispute for arbitration and an arbitration
clause in a contract relating to future disputes are both recognised as valid arbitration
agreements. In practice , CIETAC exercises jurisdiction over any case where one party
applies to CIETAC for arbitration and the other party responds even if no arbitration
agreement has been previously concluded between the parties. In the case of a dispute
concerning the validity of an arbitration agreement and /or jurisdiction over a specific
case , CIETAC has the power to make a decision thereupon . It is unnecessary to go to the
court for a decision in this regard .
Applying for arbitration
When applying for arbitration , the claimant must submit to CIETAC a written
application for arbitration in which the following items shall be specified:
(a ) the name( s ) and address(es ) of the claimant and those of the respondent ;
( b ) the arbitration agreement relied upon by the claimant ;
(c ) the claimant’ s claim and the facts and evidence on which his clqim is based .
At the same time , the claimant must appoint an arbitrator or authorise the Chairman
of CIETAC to make such appointment on his behalf . Then the claimant shall pay an
arbitration fee in advance to CIETAC according to CIETAC’s Arbitration Fee Schedule .
After receipt of the claimant 's application for arbitration , CIETAC will immediately
send an arbitration notice together with one copy of the claimant’s application for
arbitration to the respondent and request him to also appoint an arbitrator or authorise the
Chairman of CIETAC to appoint one on his behalf within 20 days from the date on
which he receives the arbitration notice . The defence must be delivered within 45 days
from the date on which the arbitration notice is received .
The parties may authorise Chinese and/or foreign attorneys ( lawyers ) to help or act
on their behalf in CIETAC arbitration if they so wish .
When interim measures of protection are necessary , either of the parties may apply
to CIETAC and then CIETAC will request an order from the court for taking such
measures.
The CIETAC arbitration tribunal may consist of three arbitrators or one arbitrator
( sole arbitrator ) . If three , each of the two parties may appoint one and the Chairman of
CIETAC shall appoint the third ( the presiding arbitrator ); if one , the parties may jointly
appoint or authorise the Chairman of CIETAC to appoint the sole arbitrator. If both
parties have agreed on the appointment of a sole arbitrator to hear their case , but have
failed to agree on the choice of such a sole arbitrator within 20 days from the date on
which the respondent receives the application for arbitration , or from the date on which
both parties reach an agreement to have their case heard by a sole arbitrator , the
Chairman of CIETAC shall appoint the sole arbitrator.
If the respondent fails to appoint one arbitrator , the Chairman of CIETAC has the
power to appoint one for him .
When there are two or more claimants and/or respondents in a case , the claimants
and/or the respondents shall , through consultation , appoint one arbitrator each . Should
the claimants fail to make such appointment at the time when the claimants submit their
application for arbitration and/or the respondents are unable to appoint one arbitrator
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within 20 days from the date on which the last respondent receives the application for
arbitration , the appointment shall be made by the Chairman of CIETAC.
All the arbitrators including the presiding arbitrator must be appointed from among
CIETAC’ s pane! of arbitrators .
Any appointed arbitrator who has a personal interest in the case shall be withdrawn
from his office upon a challenge by either of the parties. The challenge must be made
before the first oral hearing of the case . If the grounds for the challenge become known
after the first oral hearing , the challenge may be raised before the conclusion of the last
hearing. The Chairman of CIETAC shall decide on the challenge .
Hearings
The arbitration tribunal must hold oral healings for any case under its examination
unless otherwise agreed by the parties. The hear ng notice must be communicated to the
parties 30 days before the date of hearing . Either of the parties may request a
postponement of the date of hearing if they have just reasons. But this request must be
communicated to the secretariat of CIETAC 12 days before the date of hearing. The
arbitration tribunal shall decide on the postponement.

Hearing must be conducted in closed sessions unless otherwise requested by the
parties , and approved by the arbitration tribunal . All the cases under cognisance of
CIETAC shall be heard in Beijing , but may , with the approval of the Chairman of
CIETAC , be heard in other places.
The parties must give evidence to establish ihe facts on which their claim or defence
is based . However , the arbitration tribunal may make investigations, and collect
evidence on its own initiative if it appears necessary .
The arbitration tribunal may consult experts or appoint appraisers for the
clarification of special questions relating to the case. Such experts and appraisers can be
Chinese or foreign institutions or citizens .
Should the respondent fail to appear at the hearing , the arbitration tribunal may
proceed with the hearing and make an arbitral award by default .
During a hearing and under the appropriate control of the arbitration tribunal , the
parties may question each other and question the witnesses , experts and other persons
involved in the case present at the hearing.
If a settlement of a case has been reached by the parties themselves , the case will be
dismissed by the arbitration tribunal upon the request of the claimant . Should the
dismissed case be referred to CIETAC again for arbitration , the Chairman of CIETAC
shall decide whether to accept the reference or not .
An arbitral award must be rendered within 45 days after the closing of examination
and hearing.
Where a case is heard by an arbitration tr bunal composed of three arbitrators , the
arbitral award shall be decided by the majority of the arbitrators. Reasons for the
decision must be given in the award . The award shall be signed by all , or a majority of
the arbitrators sitting in the arbitration tribunal , and the date of and place in which the
award is made must be stated in the award .
The arbitration tribunal may render interlocutory and partial awards.
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The arbitral award is final and binding upon both parties. Neither party may bring a
lawsuit before a law court or make a request to any other organisation for revising the
arbitral award .

Awards
The parties must automatically execute the arbitral award within the time limit
specified in the award . If no time limit is stated in the award , the parties must carry out
the award immediately . Should one party fail to execute the award , the other party may
apply to the Chinese court for enforcement according to Chinese law , or apply to a
competent foreign court for enforcement according to the 1958 UN Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, or other international treaties
that China has concluded or participated in .
Applicable law
As to the applicable substantive law , the Chinese and foreign parties to the contract
are free to choose whatever law they like to apply in arbitration . In the absence of such a
choice by the parties, the arbitration tribunal shall decide which law to apply . However ,
the arbitration tribunal has to apply the law which has the closest connection with the
contract , such as , the law of the place where the contract was concluded , or the law of
the place where the contract was , or is , or will be performed , or the law of the place
where the arbitration body is located . But , Chinese law must be applied to contracts
dealing with investment in China.

B . Conciliation in China
Conciliation in China falls into five categories: people’ s conciliation , administrative
conciliation , court conciliation , conciliation by the foreign affairs conciliation body and
conciliation by foreign affairs arbitration organisations . This paper deals with only the
last three categories which involve foreign interests.
The following principles are observed in conciliation in China:
1. Conciliation is not an inevitable procedure prior to arbitration and litigation .
2. Conciliation must be based on free will of the parties.
3. Conciliation must be conducted on the prerequisites of establishing the facts,
distinguishing right from wrong and ensuring fairness and reasonableness.
4. Conciliation procedure can be conducted independently and separately , or in
combination with arbitration and litigation proceedings.
Court conciliation
The Chinese court does not accept and hear cases , for which the parties apply for
conciliation only , but it always conciliates litigation cases during court proceedings. This
is one of the important characteristics of Chinese litigation procedure , known as
“ Combination of Litigation with Conciliation ” .
Resolving disputes by conciliation is a good traditional practice in China . The
Chinese Civil Procedure Law explicitly provides that:
“ in conducting civil proceedings , the courts shall stress conciliation . .. if a civil
case which has been accepted by a court can be conciliated , the court shall , on the
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basis of ascertaining the facts and distinguishing between right and wrong , conduct
conciliation and urge the parties to reach mutual understanding and compromise
i •>

But , conciliation must be conducted with the explicit consent of the parties. When
conciliation is conducted by a court , a single judge or a collegial panel may preside . In
the process of conciliation , the judge or the ccllegial panel urges the parties to reach a
compromise and sign a settlement agreement . When a compromise is reached and a
settlement agreement signed between the parties through conciliation , a conciliation
statement will be drawn up and signed by the judge or judges on the collegial panel and
the court clerk , and sealed by the court . Once the conciliation statement is served to the
parties , it becomes legally effective . If the panies and the court deem it unnecessary to
draw up a conciliation statement , the contents of the settlement agreement concluded
between the parties will be written into the record and become legally effective after
being signed or sealed by the parties , the judge or judges on the collegial panel , and the
court clerk .
The court generally tries to conciliate the case during the stage of preparation for
trial . If conciliation fails at this stage , the court will attempt to conciliate the case again
at the trial before the ending of arguments between the parties. If conciliation fails again ,
the court will make a judgment . The court of second instance may conciliate cases which
have been decided by the court of first instance .
A conciliation statement made by the Chinese court has the same legal effect as a
court judgment . If one party refuses to execute the conciliation statement , the other party
may apply to the Chinese court for compulsory enforcement . However , if a definite error
is found in a legally effective conciliation statement , appeal may be made to the judicial
committee of the court which tried the case , for retrial , or to a court at a higher level to
bring the case up for trial by the higher court itself .
The Chinese court does not conciliate any litigation cases which are brought
forward against the administrative departments of the Chinese government that concern
administrative treatment of economic disputes.
Conciliation by the foreign affairs conciliation body
“ Beijing Conciliation Centre ” , which was set up in 1987 to conciliate international
commercial and maritime disputes , is the sole foreign affairs conciliation body in China .
Before the establishment of the Centre , applications for conciliation of international
commercial and maritime disputes were all submitted to foreign affairs arbitration
organisations. Now , such applications may be submitted either to the Centre or to the
foreign affairs arbitration organisations.
Parties must reach agreement for conciliation before they can apply to the Centre for
conciliation . If one party approaches the Centre for conciliation , the Centre shall notify
the other party and obtain its consent to conciliation before proceeding.
After one party ’ s application for conciliation is accepted , the Centre will
immediately notify and send to the other party one copy of the submitted application for
conciliation and all the annexed supporting documents , requesting them to respond . The
Centre will request the two parties to jointly appoint one conciliator from the Centre ’ s
panel of conciliators to deal with the case . The two parties may appoint one conciliator
each , or authorise the Chairman of the Centre no make such appointment on their behalf .
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The conciliator/conciliators appointed will , after examining all the written statements and
documentary evidence submitted by both parties, explain the case to the parties from the
legal point of view and promote a compromise between them through correspondence. If
the promotion is successful , the case will be brought to a close . If it fails, the
conciliator/conciliators will call the two parties together to conduct a face- to-face
conciliation meeting. Such meetings are usually held in Beijing where the Centre is
located . It can also be held in other places provided that the two parties so request and
the Centre agrees. When attending a face- to-face conciliation meeting , the parties may
bring with them their Chinese or foreign lawyers , or even authorise their Chinese or
foreign lawyers to represent them .

In the process of conciliation , the conciliator/conciliators must first establish the
facts , distinguish the right from the wrong , determine the liability , and then urge the two
parties to reach a voluntary compromise , through mutual understanding and mutual
concession on the basis of fairness and reasonableness . The conciliator/conciliators are
not permitted to push conciliation by compulsion . They may , however , put forward
settlement proposals to the two parties for their consideration and acceptance when they
think lit. When a compromise is reached , the two parties shall sign a settlement
agreement and the conciliator/conciliators will make a conciliation statement in
accordance with the contents of the settlement agreement .
Should conciliation come to no avail , the parties’ views, proposals and admissions ,
the conciliator/conciliators ’ proposals , and the expressed willingness of either party to
accept the conciliator/conciliators ’ proposals , should not be used as evidence in the
subsequent arbitration proceedings . However , as previously stated , the same
conciliator/conciliators are allowed to be appointed as arbitrator/arbitrators in the
subsequent arbitration proceedings.
In the course of conciliation , the conciliator/conciliators are allowed to meet or
communicate with the two parties together or separately .
Beijing Conciliation Centre has signed an agreement for co-operative conciliation
with the “ Beijing- Hamburg Conciliation Centre ” , which is located in Hamburg ,
Germany . The two Centres have jointly formulated the “ Beijing- Hamburg Conciliation
Rules ” for their common use . As a result , “ Joint Conciliation ” can be conducted by the
two centres to resolve international commercial and maritime disputes. Parties desirous
to settle their disputes by Joint Conciliation may approach either or both of the Centres.
After receiving their application for Joint Conciliation , the two Centres will invite the
parties to appoint two conciliators to handle the case , one from the panel of conciliators
of the Beijing Centre and the other from the panel of conciliators of the Hamburg Centre.
Joint Conciliation can be conducted in Beijing or in Hamburg , or in any other place
agreed upon by the two parties and the conciliators . According to the Beijing- Hamburg
Conciliation Rules , if Joint Conciliation proceedings are terminated without a success ,
the conciliators can be appointed as arbitrators in the subsequent arbitration proceedings
unless agreed upon otherwise by the two parties , or otherwise provided by the law of the
country where the subsequent arbitration proceedings are to take place .

Conciliation through CIETAC and CIMAC
There are two foreign affairs arbitration organisations in China , namely , “ China
International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission ( CIETAC ) ” and “ China
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International Maritime Arbitration Commission (CIMAC) ” . CIETAC and CIMAC
accept and hear arbitration cases as well as conciliation cases of international commercial
and maritime disputes.
If the parties refer their dispute to CIETAC or CIMAC for conciliation , the case
will be conciliated by the Secretary General or Deputy Secretary General of CIETAC or
CIMAC , or by an arbitrator jointly chosen by the parties from the panel of arbitrators of
CIETAC or CIMAC. Should the conciliation proceedings come to an end without
results , the same conciliators are allowed to be appointed as arbitrators in the subsequent
arbitration proceedings to be conducted by CIETAC or CIMAC .

CIETAC and CIMAC adopt similar conciliation principles , procedures and
practices to those observed by the Beijing Conciliation Centre .
CIETAC and CIMAC also conciliate arbitration cases under their cognisance . In
other words , they conduct conciliation proceedings in arbitration proceedings. This is the
striking feature of arbitration in China , called the ‘‘Combination of Arbitration with
Conciliation ’ ’ . The process is as follows:
If the parties apply for arbitration which is accepted by CIETAC or CIMAC and
request a conciliation of their case before the arbitration tribunal is formed , CIETAC or
CIMAC will order its Secretary General or Deputy Secretary General to conciliate the
case . If the conciliation is successful , no arbitration tribunal will be formed and the case
is brought to an end . If the parties request a conciliation after the formation of the
arbitration tribunal , the case will be conciliated by the arbitration tribunal during
arbitration proceedings. If the parties request a conciliation at a hearing , the arbitration
tribunal will conduct conciliation at the hearing. Conciliation at arbitration hearings is
usually conducted in three ways:
( 1 ) The arbitration tribunal consults the two parties together;
( 2 ) The arbitration tribunal consults each

of the parties separately ; and
( 3) The parties consult each other themselves .
The said three methods can be used alternatively .
In the course of conciliation , if either of the two parties requests a termination to the
conciliation proceedings or if the arbitration tribunal deems that the conciliation has
taken too much time without any results , or that there is no possibility for the parties to
reach a settlement agreement , the conciliation proceedings shall be terminated
immediately and arbitration proceedings shall be continually and speedily conducted so
that an arbitral award can be made as soon as possible . If a settlement agreement is
reached between the parties through conciliation , the arbitration tribunal will make an
arbitral award in accordance with the contents of the settlement agreement . A
conciliation statement will not be rendered , as such a statement , granted by a CIETAC or
CIMAC tribunal , cannot be enforced by a Chinese or foreign court .
Conciliation statements: problems concerning their enforcement
Both Chinese and foreign parties are concerned about the legal effect and
enforcement of a conciliation statement . At present , the laws of almost every country in
the world do not give conciliation statements the legal effect they should be given , and
the law courts of almost every country do not accept applications for the enforcement of
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conciliation statements. In China , in accordance with the Chinese Civil Procedure Law ,
a conciliation statement issued by the Chinese court has the same legal effect as a
judgment made by the Chinese court: if one party refuses to execute the conciliation
statement , the other party may apply to the Chinese court for compulsory enforcement .
However , in the Chinese Civil Procedure Law and other laws, no provision is made as to
the legal effect and enforcement of conciliation statements issued by the Chinese foreign
affairs conciliation body and by the Chinese foreign arbitration organisations. Up to
now , the Chinese court has not accepted applications for the enforcement of conciliation
statements rendered by the “ Beijing Conciliation Centre ” , CIETAC and CIMAC. With
a view to resolving this problem , the new arbitration rules of CIETAC and CIMAC
provide the following:
“ In case a settlement agreement is reached through conciliation , the arbitration
tribunal shall make an award in accordance with the contents of the settlement
agreement reached by and between both parties ... ”
In this way , the problem concerning the enforcement of concilation statements
issued by CIETAC and CIMAC is resolved; but the problem concerning the enforcement
of conciliation statement made by the Beijing Conciliation Centre is still pending for
solution . Should one party decline to execute a conciliation statement made by the
Beijing Conciliation Centre , the other party can take this as a breach of contract and
proceed to arbitration or litigation .
China is planning an Arbitration Act and the amendment of her Civil Procedure
Law . A proposal will be put forward to the legislators, requesting that conciliation
statements issued by the Chinese foreign affairs conciliation and arbitration bodies be
given legal effect so that they may be recognised and enforced by the court .

Case studies
For reference and study , four examples of conciliation cases are given below.
Example 1
The defendant , a Chinese corporation , purchased a vessel from an American
company. After delivery of the vessel , the plaintiff , a European company , filed a lawsuit
with a Chinese court against the defendant , the Chinese corporation , for payment of the
vessel ’ s debt , which amounted to DM 35,000 and more .
It was ascertained that the plaintiff had supplied the vessel with stores, which were
DM 35 ,000 and more in value , and had not been paid. So when the plaintiff learned that
the vessel had been sold by the American company to the defendant at a price of more
than $US437 ,000, they informed the defendant by telex that the vessel still owed them a
debt and requested a priority of claim for payment of the debt . The defendant
immediately telexed the American company to the effect that they would not take
delivery of the vessel unless the American company guaranteed that the defendant should
not be held responsible for the debt. The American company replied by telex that the
plaintiff s claim for payment was not reasonable , but , in order to ensure the sale of the
vessel , they were willing to offer the defendant a bank guarantee of DM 44 ,000 as a
compensation for the loss which the defendant might incur because of involvement in the
lawsuit. The DM44 ,000 bank guarantee covered DM34,000 for payment of the
above-mentioned debt and DM 10 ,000 for the defendant’s expenses for the lawsuit .
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In the course of court proceedings, the plaintiff claimed that “ the nature of this
claim for the debt was a priority of claim on the vessel ” , while the defendant pleaded
that there were debtor-creditor relations between the plaintiff and the defendant, the
defendant could not become a debtor to the plaintiff due to the transfer of ownership of
the vessel ; that the vessel had been already disassembled before the plaintiff initiated the
lawsuit; that according to international practices , the plaintiff ’ s suit had exceeded the
time- bar of six months; that the bank guarantee provided by the American company to
the defendant was based on the defendant’ s conditions for the acceptance of delivery of
the vessel , not on the plaintiff s claim for debt .
During court proceedings, the plaintiff and the defendant themselves negotiated
with each other. The defendant proposed to pay the plaintiff 50% of the
above-mentioned debt to settle the dispute; the plaintiff accepted the defendant’s
proposal although not fully sharing the defendant’s view . Accordingly , the plaintiff and
the defendant reached a settlement agreement. However, after examination of the
settlement agreement , the Chinese court held that the settlement agreement did not
mention the defendant ’ s liability and the plaintiff enter into the agreement of his own
accord . The contents of the settlement agreement were obviously not fair and therefore
could not be confirmed by the court.
The Chinese court was of the opinion that the vessel of the American company did
owe a debt to the plaintiff , which the defendant knew before taking delivery of the
vessel , and accepting the American company ’ s bank guarantee . This proved that the
defendant had accepted a debt assigned to him by the American company . The vessel
was disassembled , in fact , after the plaintiff had lodged his claim against the defendant
for payment of a debt , and the defendant’ s acceptance of the American company’ s bank
guarantee . The disassembly of the vessel did not mean that the debt had become void.
Before the expiry of six months time- bar , the plaintiff did raise claims against the
American company and the defendant respectively for payment of the debt , and the
American company agreed to specify in the bank guarantee the date of 31 December
1984 as the last day for accepting claims. Therefore , time- bar was suspended .
Consequently , the plaintiff ’ s lawsuit was initiated within the time limit.
Based on the above , the court determined ;
( 1 ) the debt was established ;

defendant had accepted the assignment of the debt; and
( 3) the defendant should pay the debt to the plaintiff .
In these circumstances, the defendant , pursuant to para 1 of Art 45 of the Law of
the PRC on Civil Procedure (for trial implementation ), which reads: “ the parties have
the right ... to apply for conciliation ” , requested the court to conduct a conciliation and
the plaintiff agreed to it. Through conciliation by the court during court proceedings, the
plaintiff and the defendant reached a settlement agreement to end the case on the
following conditions:
( 1 ) the defendant shall pay the plaintiff a sum of DM 34 ,000 for the stores supplied by
the plaintiff to the vessel ;
( 2 ) the lawsuit fees of DM711.23 shall be borne by the defendant; and
( 3) the lawyers’ fees of the plaintiff and the defendant shall be paid by themselves
respectively .
( 2) the
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Example 2
A foreign company bought a large consignment of animal by- products from a
Chinese corporation , The Chinese corporation failed to make delivery of the goods to the
foreign company at the contracted time of shipment ; the international market price of the
goods was on the increase. A dispute arose between the parties. After a year of
negotiation , no solution was found . The two parties applied to “ Beijing Conciliation
Centre ” for conciliation .

The foreign company demanded that the Chinese corporation deliver all the
contracted goods as soon as possible , to which the Chinese corporation replied that they
could only ship 25% of the contracted quantity of the goods . However , it was willing to
make up the balance of 75% by delivering other kinds of goods to the foreign company .
The foreign company did not accept the offer as the international market price of the
contracted goods at the time of conciliation by the Centre had risen to several times
higher than that which prevailed at the contracted time of shipment . The Chinese
corporation made an alternative proposal , either to deliver 25% of the goods and
compensate the rest with a certain amount of money , or to make no delivery at all but to
pay the foreign company a certain amount of money as compensation . The foreign
company refused the proposal and demanded that the Chinese corporation deliver all the
goods. In these circumstances , the conciliator explained to both parties that since no
delivery was made within the contracted time of shipment , the Chinese corporation
should be responsible for it and indemnify the foreign company for its loss , which was a
loss of profit . However , the profit should be the difference between the contracted price
and the international market price prevailing at the contracted time of shipment , rather
than the difference between the contracted price and the international market price
prevailing at the time of conciliation conducted a year later. The international market
price at the contracted time of shipment varied only by several percent whereas the
international market price at the time when conciliation was conducted a year later was
several times higher than the contracted price . Therefore , if the foreign company insisted
on delivery of all the goods , the Chinese corporation might prefer to take the
responsibility for non-delivery , as in case of arbitration or litigation , they were obliged to
pay the foreign company the several per cent difference between the contracted price and
the international market price prevailing at the contracted time of shipment , not the much
greater difference between the contracted price and the international market price
prevailing at the time of conciliation . The conciliator’ s explanations helped the two
parties to narrow the margin , and finally they reached a settlement agreement , under
which the Chinese corporation , based upon the difference between the contracted price
and the international market price prevailing at the contracted time of shipment , made a
reasonable indemnity to the foreign company and brought the case to an end to the
satisfaction of both parties.
Example 3

Two foreign companies ( A and B ) applied to the China International Economic and
Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC) for conciliation of their disputes. The facts of
the case are as follows:
A had enjoyed good business relations with a Chinese corporation for some years ,
later , a senior executive of A left the company and established a new company B , and
became manager. B developed a good business tie with the said Chinese corporation . A
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complained that the manager of B used the experience and business “ know-how ” that he
gained in doing business with the said Chinese corporation while he was a senior staff
member of A to seize business from A , jeopardising the interests of A . A sued B in an
American law court for damages. The lawsuit lasted for some time , both parties
incurring large amounts of expenses. After consultation , the two parties agreed to make
a joint application to CIETAC for conciliation in Beijing. The conciliator explained to
both parties that there was not sufficient evidence to prove that B had seized business
from A by using A’ s “ know -how ” , or whether , as a matter of fact , B benefited in any
way by the good business relations existing between A and the Chinese corporation ;
therefore , both parties should resolve the existing dispute through mutual understanding
and mutual concession and then collaborate with each other to do more and better
business with the Chinese corporation , and this could be the best solution . After the
conciliator’ s explanations from the legal and business point of view , the two parties
eventually reached a settlement agreement . A relinquished certain business opportunities
to B and B paid a reasonable sum of money to A to end the disputes , whereupon A
withdrew his lawsuit in the American law court , which saved both parties time and
money .

Example 4
A foreign party and a Chinese party signed a contract for setting up an equity
joint- venture enterprise in China . The contract stipulated that the foreign party should
pay in capital before a given date and that the Chinese party should provide the foreign
party with a guarantee for the latter to borrow money from foreign banks as their capital
to be paid in . After the contract was signed , the foreign party brought some people from
a foreign bank to negotiate with the Chinese party in Shanghai on the matter of the bank
loan guarantee. As a result , a Chinese financing organisation , at the Chinese party ’ s
request , issued a letter of intent to the foreign party , which showed the willingness of the
Chinese financing organisation to provide a guarantee for the foreign party to get a loan
from the foreign bank . Specific conditions for the issuance of the guarantee were
discussed but not agreed or confirmed by the parties concerned . Owing to some reasons,
the total investment amount needed to be increased , but no money had been secured .
Therefore the foreign party was unable to borrow the needed money from the foreign
bank and failed to pay in his capital before the given date. Disputes arose between the
foreign party and the Chinese party . No solution was found through negotiations between
them . Then the Chinese party applied to CIETAC for arbitration .
The Chinese party claimed $ USl ,000 ,000 from the foreign party as indemnity for
loss due to the foreign party ’ s failure to pay in capital before the given date. The foreign
party argued that their failure to pay in capital was in reality due to the fact that the
Chinese party did not provide them with the loan guarantee as contracted . Therefore it
was not them but the Chinese party that should be responsible for the failure. The
Chinese party replied that they had given the foreign party a letter of intent issued by the
Chinese financing organisation showing its willingness to provide a loan guarantee for
the foreign party to obtain a loan from the foreign bank . It was the poor credit position of
the foreign party that had prevented the foreign bank from lending money to the foreign
party and consequently the foreign party should be liable for it .
At the hearing the arbitration tribunal conducted conciliation after obtaining explicit
consent from both parties . The arbitration tribunal pointed out to the two parties that:
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( 1 ) both parties did not carry out a careful feasibility study on the joint venture project;

process of negotiating an
agreement on the specific conditions for the issuance of a bank loan guarantee
when the time- limit for the foreign party to pay in their part of the capital expired;

( 2 ) both parties were to blame because they were still in the

( 3) the originally fixed total amount of investment needed to be increased while no
money had been secured , as a result , the foreign ban refrained from lending money
to the foreign party ; and
( 4) the Chinese party could not prove with sufficient evidence their alleged loss of
$ US 1 ,000 ,000 and in fact the Chinese party had already mitigated their loss by

taking reasonable measures.
Based on the above facts and reasons , the arbitration tribunal urged both parties to
consult each other for a compromise , on the principles of mutual understanding and
mutual concession , fairness and reasonableness , and seeking truth from facts. In the end ,
the two parties reached a settlement agreement , by which the foreign party paid the
Chinese party a reasonable sum of money , to put the case to a close.
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[1( 85-040] WHO SHOULD REPRESENT PARTIES IN ARBITRATION IN
JAPAN
— Foreign Lawyers Representation of Clients in Japan —
(Contributed by Kazuo Iwasaki , Professor of Law , Ritsumeikan University ,
Kyoto , Japan ; Member, London Court of International Arbitration ; Editorial
Consultant , Doyles Dispute Resolution Practice
Asia/ Pacific . )
Representation of parties by foreign lawyers
International arbitration
Governing law Restrictions on foreign representation in Japan Restrictions
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arbitral
Restrictions imposed by
imposed by Japanese law
institutions Role of an arbitrator Effect of those restrictions on parties to an
Suggested clauses for arbitration agreements to avoid Japanese
arbitration
restrictions.
The whole world , with a small number of exceptions, has accepted the right for
parties to an international arbitration to be represented by lawyers of their choice.
When parties choose to arbitrate in Japan , however , the issue of representation
becomes more complex . Japanese law still contains a number of possible restrictions
on the representation of parties who are involved in' international arbitration by
foreign lawyers. Because of these restrictions the question of what law governs the
arbitration procedure is an important one .
In this paper the author discusses the representation issue in terms of the
governing law of the arbitration procedure being either Japanese law or a foreign law
nominated by the parties in their agreement . The author argues that even if Japanese
law governed the arbitration procedure foreign lawyers can represent their client in
an international arbitration in Japan .
The author concludes the article by highlighting a number of matters that parties
should consider when drafting an agreement to arbitrate in Japan , so as to avoid the
complexities of the representation issue .
[ Digest by the CCH INTERNATIONAL LEGAL EDITORS ]
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Introduction
Dr Wetter of Sweden pointed out that with exceedingly insignificant exceptions ” . . .
the whole world has accepted the right for parties in international arbitrations to be
represented by advocates without subjecting them to any formal or material requirements
as to their competence ... In legal systems permeated by the monopoly of lawyers , this is
nothing but a quiet revolution . ”

1

At the same time , Japan has been paid a significant amount of attention as one of
those exceedingly insignificant exceptions . 2

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the issue of who can represent parties in an
international arbitration held in Japan ( hereinafter referred to as the Representation
Issue ) , and to make it clear that any foreign lawyer has the right to represent his or her
client in such an international arbitration process.
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Governing Law of International Arbitration Procedure in Japan
Where the Representation Issue is raised in a Japanese court , judges resolve it by
applying the governing law of the arbitration , which is determined by the conflict of laws
of Japan .
Since Japanese conflict of laws has no specific statutory provision providing for the
governing law of an international arbitration procedure held in Japan , this issue must be
left to judicial interpretation . The Japanese courts , however , have not yet had a chance to
give their interpretation upon this issue , and the interpretations of commentators are
divided into the following different camps .
One view argues that since an arbitration procedure involves the public policy of
the arbitration forum , in the same way as a litigation procedure does , its governing
law should be interpreted to be the lex fori which is Japanese law .
The other view is that arbitration is fundamentally based on the parties’ arbitration
agreement , which is governed by the parties’ autonomy under Art 7 of the Horei
( the Japanese conflict of laws statute ) . Therefore the parties ' choice of law should
be applied as the governing law of an international arbitration procedure , provided
that law is not contrary to the public policy of Japan .
The foregoing difference of the views makes it necessary for us to discuss the
Representation Issue not only under Japanese law ( lex fori ) but also under the parties’
designated foreign governing law.

•
•

( A ) The Situation Where the Governing Law is Japanese Law

The Japanese Code of Civil Procedure ( CCP; Law No 29 of 1890 ) has no specific
provision concerning the representation of parties in an arbitration process, but it does
have some provisions relating to the Representation Issue.

1 CCP Art 794( 2 )
Subsection 2 of Art 794 of the CCP provides that if the parties do not come to an
agreement in respect of the arbitration procedure , the arbitrator may determine the issue .
In a practical application of Art 794( 2) the Representation Issue is determined as
follows:
(a ) if the parties’ agreement expressly stipulates who can represent the parties in the
arbitration process, by the parties' agreement ;
( b ) if the parties’ agreement does not expressly stipulate who can represent the parties
in the arbitration process, but the parties agree to settle their dispute according to
arbitration rules such as UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules or another institution ’ s
arbitration rules, by the applicable Rules;
(c ) by the arbitrator ’ s discretion , if both (a ) and ( b ) are not applicable .
In reality , where there is provision in the parties’ agreement for international
arbitration to be held in Japan , usually the terms do not stipulate who can represent the
parties in the arbitration process. Most of such agreements , however, stipulate that the
parties will settle their dispute according to the arbitration rules of an arbitration
institution such as the Japan Shipping Exchange ( JSE ) , the Japan Commercial
Arbitration Association (JCAA ) or the International Chamber of Commerce ( ICC ).
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JSE Arbitration

In the case of the JSE its Arbitration Rules [see H 17-000] have no provisions in
relation to the Representation Issue , and therefore the arbitrator has to decide the issue .
To date , there has been no record of an arbitrator’ s decision on the Representation Issue.
JCAA Arbitration
Rule 6 of the JCAA’ s Arbitration Rules [ see 16-900 ] provides that a party may be
represented by a lawyer licensed under the Japanese law ( Bengoshi ) or such other person
recognised to be justified in taking the procedure under their Rules. The JCAA can
determine whether a non- Bengoshi is justified in taking the procedure under their Rules ,
since Rule 3( 3) stipulates that the arbitration tribunal shall be bound by the JCAA ' s
decision on such a procedural matter.
For example a Californian lawyer reported that he was not recognised by the JCAA
to be justified in taking the procedure under these Rules.3
ICC Arbitration
Article 15(5 ) of the ICC’ s Arbitration Rules [ see ( 50- 180 ] provides that “ The
parties may appear in person or through duly accredited agents . In addition , they may be
assisted by advisers” . Mr Bond , Secretary-General of the ICC Court of Arbitration ,
reported at the 75th Anniversary meeting of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators held at
London in 1990 that the ICC Court of Arbitration has applied this provision and admitted
a non - Bengoshi to represent the party in an ICC arbitration process held in Japan .

^

2 CCP Art 801( 1 )
Subsection 1 of Art 801 of the CCP provides that where the parties to the arbitration
process are not represented in accordance with the provisions of the law , a motion for
cancellation of the arbitration award could be brought in a court by the parties. Therefore
if the Representation Issue is determined by parties’ agreement , the applicable arbitration
Rules or the arbitrator 's discretion and it is not in conformity with reference to the
Japanese law , the arbitration award made from such arbitration process may be cancelled
by a Japanese court under subsection 1 of Art 801 of the CCP.

3 Lawyers Law Art 72
Since Art 801 ( 1 ) of the CCP requires that the parties are represented in accordance
with the provisions of ( the Japanese) law , we must pay attention to Art 72 of the
Lawyers Law ( Law No 205 of 1949 ) .
This provision prohibits a non - Bengoshi from repeatedly conducting specific legal
activities with the purpose of accepting remuneration , unless the foreign lawyer’ s legal
system permits Japanese advocates to engage in such activities. Any legal activities
which violate Art 72 of the Lawyers Law are void under Art 90 of the Civil Code .
It is therefore a serious question whether a non- Bengoshi , including a lawyer
licensed under a foreign law , is prohibited by Art 72 of the Lawyers Law to represent the
parties . This is because an arbitration process in which that non- Bengoshi takes part is
liable to be cancelled under CCP’ s Art 801 ( 1 ).
In order to form a conclusion on this question it is necessary for us to scrutinise Art
72 of the Lawyers Law . Unfortunately , this provision is not well drafted and has some
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ambiguous expressions , which have not been well interpreted by the courts, or discussed
in detail by various commentators.
Following are two commentators’ opinions on the application of Art 72 in respect to
the Representation Issue.
( a ) Professor Taniguchi

Since a foreign lawyer is an unlicensed person in Japan , it seems logical that ( under
Art 72 of the Lawyers Law ) he or she may not represent a party , foreign or Japanese , in
an arbitration in Japan unless it is clearly ex gratia or the person happens to be the
representative officer of the party corporation . 4
( b ) Professor Doi

It is an open question whether a foreign party to an arbitration of international
nature , which is to be held in Japan , may hire a non-Japanese attorney to represent him
in the arbitration proceedings.5
4 Analysis of Lawyers Law Art 72

The writer thinks that on a more detailed analysis of Art 72 of the Lawyers Law it
appears that the provision prohibits a non- Bengoshi from engaging repeatedly in the
following activities with the purpose to accept remuneration unless the following
activities are also open to Japanese advocates under the foreign lawyer’ s legal system .
(a ) offering to a client legal opinion on litigation or non - litigation cases being raised or
to be raised in a court , such cases being claimed or to be claimed against the other
governmental agencies or similar cases;
( b ) representing a client in litigation or non - litigation cases being raised or to be raised
in a court , such cases being claimed or to be claimed against the other
governmental agencies or similar cases;
(c ) conducting an arbitration ;
(d ) conducting an amicable settlement ;
(e ) conducting other legal affairs .
Since no Japanese law admits a non - Bengoshi to represent a party in an arbitration
process held in Japan , a non - Bengoshi ’ s representation of a party in an arbitration
process easily causes misgiving that his or her activity might come under item ( b). But it
is submitted that his or her activity is not prohibited by Art 72 , unless such activity is
conducted repeatedly .
How many times per month or year means “ repeatedly ” ? It is submitted that a
small number of representations by a non - Bengoshi in an arbitration process will usually
not be deemed as “ repeatedly ” by Japanese courts , since they have interpreted this
requirement strictly .

For example, the Nagoya High Court held in its decision of 30 January 1973 that
more than 10 times per three years for four cases did not meet the requirement of
“ repeatedly ” .6
( B ) Discussion where the Governing Law is Foreign Law
Where a foreign law is designated by the parties as the governing law of the
arbitration procedure , there seems to be no problem regarding Representation , as the
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whole world has accepted the right for parties in international arbitrations to be
represented by advocates without subjecting them to any formal or material requirements
as to their competence.

There still remains, however, the question of whether a non-Bengoshi ’ s
representation of parties in an arbitration process held in Japan is contrary to the public
policy of Japan , [ Art 72 of the Lawyers Law] , even if it is justified by the governing law
of the arbitration procedure.
With regards to the public policy of Japan there is no reported case involving an
international arbitration procedure where the governing law was denied application on
the ground that it violated the public policy of Japan . But the prevailing opinion of
commentators is to the effect that public policy is not violated by the sole fact that the
application of the governing law contravenes a mandatory provision of a Japanese statute
( such as the Lawyers Law ) . The application of the governing law only violates the public
policy if it seriously damages the legal order of Japanese society as reflected in its private
law .7

Therefore it is necessary for us to discuss whether the violation of the Lawyers
Law ’ s Art 72 , in relation to an international arbitration , seriously damages the legal
order of Japanese society .
There has not yet been any court decision on this point , but it could be argued that
a non - Bengoshi ’ s representation of the parties in an arbitration process held in Japan
does not seriously damage the legal order of Japanese society , and does not violate the
public policy of Japan , because Art 72 of the Lawyers Law is itself contrary to an
internationally approved principle of international arbitration .

Conclusion
The foregoing discussion of the Representation Issue can be concluded as follows:
1 . The Representation Issue is determined by the governing law of the arbitration
procedure .
2. If the governing law of the arbitration procedure is Japanese law ( lex fori ) , there is
no problem for a Bengoshi to represent the parties to international arbitration
process held in Japan , and a non - Bengoshi ’ s representation is not prohibited by Art
72 of the Lawyers Law , if such representation is not conducted “ repeatedly ” in its
specific meaning in Art 72 .
3. If the parties to an international arbitration process designate a foreign law as the
governing law of the arbitration procedure , a non- Bengoshi ’ s representation poses
no problem since such representation does not violate the public policy of Japan ,
and , therefore Art 72 of the Lawyers Law is not applicable .

In addition , the following points should be considered in drafting an arbitration
agreement or clause where the international arbitration process is anticipated to be held
in Japan:
1 . expressly designating a foreign arbitration law as the governing law of the
arbitration procedure , which clearly accepts a non - licensed lawyer’ s representation
of the parties;
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2 . selecting an arbitration institute such as the ICC which supports the representation
of parties by non-licensed lawyers;
3 . expressly providing that representation of the parties by non-licensed lawyers is
agreed to by the parties .

Footnotes:
1 Wetter , Review of Craig , Park & Paulsson , ICC Arbitration, 1984 Svensk juristtidning 156, 160.
2 Polkinghome , The Right of Representation in a Foreign Venue , 4 Arbitration International No 4 , 333,
337 ( 1988); Ragan , Arbitration in Japan: Caveat Foreign Drafter and Other Lessons , 7 Arbitration
International No 2, 93 , I 05 , ( l 991 ); McAbee , Commercial Arbitration: Japan Is Odd Man Out , East
Asian Executive Reports March 1989 p 17.
3 Ragan , op cit p 106 .
4 Taniguchi , Commercial Arbitration in Japan , ICCA Congress Series No 4, p 29, at 35 ( 1989) .

5 Doi , “ Japan ” , Yearbook Commercial Arbitration Vol 4, p 115, at 129 ( 1979).
6 Keiji Saiban Geppoh Vol 5, No l , p 36.
7 Pryles & Iwasaki , Dispute Resolution in Australia - Japan Transactions 73 ( 1983).
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EXPEDITED ARBITRATION
(Contributed by A A de Fina, Australian Centre for International
Commercial Arbitration; Vice President, Australian Institute of

-

-

Arbitrators and Vice President, International Federation of Commercial
Arbitration Institutions)
Expedited arbitration
Role of arbitrator Application of the rules of natural
justice
Development of expedited arbitration
Legislative grounds for
expedited arbitration
Analysis of the Institute of Arbitrators Expedited
Commercial Arbitration Rules
Inconsistencies in State arbitration legislation
on the availability of non-arbitral dispute settlement Intermediary proceeding
to act as arbitrator
Whether the rules of natural justice apply to arbitral and
non -arbitral dispute settlement Use of arbitrator' s expertise Determination
of the dispute by presentation of documents only .
An important difference between arbitration and other forms of dispute
settlement such as litigation, is the ability of the parties to control the procedures and
requirements governing the arbitral process. Expedited arbitration is one form of
arbitral process which can be used by parties to achieve a quick resolution of a
dispute.
With limited exceptions, any commercial arbitration in Australia, whether
general or expedited , is governed by uniform State legislation
the Uniform
Arbitration Acts Under this legislation, arbitrations and other dispute settlements
must be conducted and determined according to the principles of natural justice and
according to law. Parties may agree in writing, however, to allow the arbitrator to
determine any question arising during the arbitration by reference to general justice
and fairness, or in some circumstances, to avoid the requirements of natural justice
where the parties are seeking non arbitral dispute settlement.
Amendments to the Commercial Arbitration Acts of some States has resulted in
inconsistencies in the Uniform Acts. New South Wales, Queensland and the Northern
Territory now allow parties to an arbitration agreement to elect settlement of their
dispute by mediation, conciliation or similar means. Parties may also authorise an
arbitrator to act as a mediator , conciliator or other non arbitral intermediary. The
amendments also appear to allow a person who has conducted an intermediary role
to proceed as the arbitrator of the substantive dispute.
The Australian Institute of Arbitrators Expedited Commercial Arbitration
Rules (see 1( 41 620) are applicable to large and complex cases, as well as smaller
disputes. Under the Institute’s Rules, arbitrators are permitted to view the subject
matter or site of a dispute and to apply any observations made to assist them in
understanding the evidence. Observations may also be used by the arbitrator as
material in determining the issues involved in the dispute. The arbitrator also has a
general power under the Institute’s Rules to conduct the arbitration proceedings as
he or she thinks tit. Additional factors which may expedite arbitration proceedings,
but which are not specifically addressed in the Institute’s Rules, are the use and
reliance upon the expertise of the arbitrator and the availability of settling disputes
by documents only.
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Introduction
The most important difference between the two formal dispute resolution processes
available to commercial disputants in Australia , arbitration and litigation , is the ability
afforded to the parties in an arbitration to control , to a great extent , procedures which
govern the arbitral process. Generally , in any commercial arbitration , other than court
annexed , statutory or trade rules arbitration , the procedures to be adopted and the manner
and form of determination is principally governed by the agreement between the parties.
The expression of this public policy in respect to arbitration is , in part , given statutory
recognition in the opting provisions of the so-called “ Uniform Acts ” .1
The capacity for agreement between the parties extends far wider than those matters
specifically referred to in the Arbitration Acts. The parties can agree to almost any
particular procedure or requirement , such as the particular qualifications of the arbitrator,
the law to be applied , or the situs of the arbitration , (except where the matter agreed to is
contrary to public policy or is illegal ) whether or not the particular matter is
contemplated in the Arbitration Acts .
There are no formal requirements for a valid arbitration agreement. An agreement
need not be in writing but if it is not the provisions of the Arbitration Acts will not
apply .2

In the conduct of arbitrations many arbitrators and lawyers believe that the arbitrator
should sit passively allowing himself to be entertained by counsel , and rapidly and
unerringly publish a fair and comprehensible award . Among other lawyers and a
significant proportion of the commercial community , arbitration is seen , rightly or
wrongly , as being a process where if there is not some active involvement by the
arbitrator , time and costs incurred deleteriously outweigh any other benefit. Arbitration ,
by its nature and philosophical and commercial heritage , can , and in many instances
should , have significant and considerable advantages in cost and efficiency over the
litigation process. Lord Roskill in The Antaios said:
“ The Award of an arbitral tribunal can , it is supposed , be obtained swiftly and
simply and without elaboration ... In general , businessmen are interested in the
decision , not in the underlying legal philosophy , however much lawyers may have
that wider interest . ” 3

It would appear that these perceived characteristics are not a universal reality .
Expedited arbitration

Expedited arbitration is a term used to describe an arbitral process which seeks, by
the procedures adopted , to arrive at a determination quicker than might otherwise be
possible under general arbitration rules or procedures. It is perhaps more correct to say
that an expedited arbitration is intended , by its very nature , to be quicker than what
might be described as ordinary arbitration. This intention may or may not be reflected in
the ultimate end result .
The development of concepts of expedited arbitration arose out of a perceived need
in the commercial community for rapid and equitable resolution of commercial disputes
with resultant reduction or minimisation of cost. It is clear that , in part , the principles of
expedited arbitration require a degree of goodwill between the parties and a genuine
desire on the part of both parties to settle the dispute. In practise , however, such mutual
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desire rarely exists. Each party wants to win . Justice and fairness appear only to be
relevant if they are consistent with the party achieving its aims of winning. Winning does
not necessarily mean an award published in a party’ s favour . It may be that there are
hidden agendas which are not obvious but which , when satisfied , are consistent with
winning.
The commercial criticism of the normal form of arbitration in support of expedited
arbitration appears to arise before a dispute occurs , or after there has been a
determination of a dispute by the normal form of arbitration . Experience shows ,
however, that when parties actually come into dispute they adopt whatever means and
whatever procedures are available to them to achieve the satisfaction of their aims , such
means and procedures being , for the most part , inconsistent with expedited arbitration .
However , it is clear that in some forms of disputes, in particular quality/quantity type
disputes, expedited arbitrations have a significant role.
Application of the Uniform Acts to expedited arbitration
The Institute of Arbitrators Australia has produced “ Expedited Commercial
Arbitration Rules” (see [ 41 -620 ) . 4 The application and success of these Rules depends
upon and revolves around a single provision of the “ Uniform Acts ” . Without that
provision a complex and detailed submission or agreement to arbitration would be
required for an expedited arbitration , in particular to protect the arbitrator.
With limited exceptions ,5 any commercial arbitration , whether general or expedited ,
is governed by the main body of the “ Uniform Acts ” . There are two fundamental
imperatives in respect to the conduct and manner of determination of arbitral awards
provided by the Acts . These are:

^

(a ) the duty to apply the principles of natural justice;6 and

( b) the duty to determine any question arising in the course of proceedings according
to law unless otherwise agreed in writing . 7

The application of the principles of natural justice very much depends upon the facts
and circumstances in each individual case . Relevant considerations include the nature of
the enquiry , the rules under which the determination is to be made , both procedurally
and substantially , and the subject matter of the dispute.8

Where the parties have expressly or by implication agreed that an arbitrator may act
or adopt a procedure which might otherwise be seen as a breach of the principles of
natural justice ,9 for example, agreed that the arbitrator may hear one party in the absence
of the other , or may apply his/her own knowledge and expertise without requiring that
the application of such knowledge and expertise be disclosed in such a manner to the
parties that it might be tested prior to the publication of an award ,10 or that the arbitrator
might act as a conciliator or mediator and failing the resolution of the dispute by such
means proceed to conduct an arbitration , 11 then a challenge to the arbitrator or to an
award on the basis of misconduct in respect of those particular aspects would be
significantly less likely to succeed .
However, the imperative of determining according to law , unless otherwise agreed
in writing , severely restricts an arbitrator both in procedural matters12 and the substantive
issues. By including a term which has the effect of avoiding the requirement to
determine in accordance with the law and allowing the arbitrator to determine any
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question , including the substantive issues, by reference to considerations of general
justice and fairness,13 or allowing the arbitrator to avoid the requirements of natural
justice , 14 then such requirements as referred to in (a) and ( b) above may be modified or
eliminated.
It is probably true to say that the provisions of sec 22(2) would appear to reflect the
general public perception of what arbitration is or should be.
Rule 19 of the Institute’ s Expedited Commercial Arbitration Rules reads as follows:

“ The arbitrator may determine any question that arises for determination by
reference to considerations of general justice and fairness. ”
This is a reflection of the provisions of sec 22 ( 2) of the “ Uniform Acts” . To be
effective , however, such agreement must be in writing .
By the adoption of the Expedited Commercial Arbitration Rules of the Institute in a
dispute resolution clause or an agreement or submission to arbitration which must ,
pursuant to the requirements of sec 4( 1 ) of the Act , be “ an agreement in writing to refer
present or future disputes to arbitration ” , the requirement of sec 22( 2 ) of “ an agreement
in writing ” would appear to be satisfied . This satisfaction could be reflected in an
agreement which is signed by both parties but lack of execution is not necessarily fatal .15
Minutes of a meeting produced by an arbitrator and including apparent acknowledgement
by the parties that the arbitrator would determine according to considerations of general
justice and fairness but not signed by the parties does not constitute an agreement in
writing as required under sec 22 of the Act .16
Inconsistencies in sec 27 of the Uniform Acts
At Pt 2 of the Institute’ s Rules, there are further matters which must be considered
in the context of proceeding or conducting a settlement consistent with the requirements
of the “ Uniform Acts” . Rule 20 is set forth in the following terms:
“ The arbitrator shall have power to attempt to achieve a settlement of the matters
in dispute between the parties by conciliation and/or mediation and nothing done or
not done by him during any such conciliation and/or mediation proceedings shall
subsequently be adduced by either party in any subsequent Court proceedings as
evidence of his partiality or bias or a breach by him of the rules of natural justice. ”
In part , this reflects the provisions of sec 27 of the “ Uniform Acts ” . It should be noted
that there is presently a distinction between sec 27 of the Commercial Arbitration Act
1984 (as amended 1990 ) New South Wales, the Commercial Arbitration Act 1990
Queensland , the Commercial Arbitration Act 1985 Northern Territory and all other Acts
or Ordinances. The Queensland , New South Wales and Northern Territory Acts
incorporate changes to the “ Uniform Acts” agreed by SCAG (Standing Committee of
Attorneys-General ) , and it is expected that the Arbitration Acts in other States and
Territories will shortly be amended to return uniformity and consistency throughout
Australia.
The significant differences between the provisions of the new sec 27 and the old sec
27 are that, under the old sec:
“ unless otherwise agreed in writing by the parties the arbitrator has the power to
order the parties to a dispute to take such steps as the arbitrator thinks fit to achieve
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settlement of the dispute (including attendance at a conference to be conducted by
the arbitrator or umpire) without proceeding to arbitration or (as the case requires)
continuing with the arbitration ” .
Under the new sec 27 the power of an arbitrator to order parties has been removed
but the parties themselves may elect to seek settlement of their dispute either by:
“ mediation , conciliation or similar means; ” 17 or
“ authorising] an arbitrator or umpire to act as a mediator , conciliator or other
non-arbitral intermediary between them ( whether or not involving a conference to
be conducted by the arbitrator or umpire ). ” 18
Unfortunately , the Act does not define what is meant by “ mediation , conciliation or
similar means ” . While these terms are in wide community , commercial and legal use ,
they appear to mean different things to different people. However , cumulatively , as
contained in that section , they might generously be defined as any non- binding form of
dispute resolution process .
At sec 27( 1 )( b) of the new Act the parties have the power to authorise “ an arbitrator
or umpire to act as a mediator , conciliator or other non-arbitral intermediary ” . With the
new sec 27( 1 ) the scope for the adoption of other forms of dispute resolution is
apparently enlarged , and there would appear to be limited practical differences with the
provisions under the old Act. In respect to the provisions of both sec 27( 1 )(a ) and ( b) of
the new Act , there is no requirement that the seeking of settlement or the authorisation to
act be agreed or set forth in writing .
It should be noted particularly that in sec 27( 1 )( b) the term used to describe the
arbitrator is “ an arbitrator or umpire ” . Upon one view that could be interpreted as being
a person other than the person acting as arbitrator under the originating arbitration
agreement . Under the provisions of sec 3(5) of both the new and old Acts there is set
forth the requirements which , upon satisfaction , shall deem the arbitration to have
commenced . However, this provision is qualified by a limitation as to the purposes of
sec 3:
3(5) “ For the purposes of this section, an arbitration shall be deemed to have been
commenced if ” (emphasis added ).
This would appear to limit the application to sec 3 only and not effect the interpretation
of other sections.
The apparent difficulty with the relevant wording of both the new and old sec 27 ,
S. 27( 1 ) [old ] “ ... without proceeding to arbitration or (as the case requires)
continuing with the arbitration ”

—

and

S. 27( 1 ) [new ] “ ... whether before or after proceeding to arbitration and whether
or not continuing with the arbitration ” ,
as to whether an arbitrator or umpire can become seized of the matter or in fact be an
arbitrator or umpire if the arbitration has not commenced (as contemplated in sec 27 ),
has not been satisfactorily resolved .
A person cannot be an arbitrator or umpire unless the matter has proceeded to
arbitration. Therefore , insofar as the provisions of sec 27( 1 )(a) (new ) are concerned , it
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would appear that even if there exists an arbitration agreement , the parties may , at any
time , seek to settle their dispute by mediation , conciliation or similar means. Such an
option is always open to the parties, and save that by inclusion in the Act the parties’
attention might be drawn to such processes, this provision adds nothing to the arbitral
process. Section 27( 1 )(b) ( new ) allows the parties to appoint a person as an arbitrator or
umpire within the provisions of the Act , but not necessarily the same person otherwise
acting as the arbitrator or umpire and appointed under an originating arbitration
agreement .
Intermediary acting as arbitrator

Section 27(2) provides a mechanism which , on its face , appears to allow a person
who has conducted an intermediary role to proceed as the arbitrator of the substantive
dispute , thus contemplating that there are circumstances where the same person could
appropriately and properly fill both functions. This is not as clear cut as it might appear,
particularly if one considers that sec 27( 2 ) includes the following term:

“ ... no objection shall be taken to the conduct by the arbitrator or umpire of the
subsequent arbitration proceedings solely on the ground that the arbitrator or
umpire had previously taken that action in relation to the dispute. ” (emphasis
added )
While this provision of the Act has not yet been tested , the inclusion of the word
“ solely ” is an express term which would apparently allow a sustainable objection to be
taken if the arbitrator:
(a ) in the case of the old sec 27 , does anything else other than conduct a
relation to the dispute pursuant to sec 27( 1 ); or

( b) in the case of the new sec 27 , ”
( with or without a conference)

conference in

... acts as a mediator , conciliator or intermediary

It would appear that both these terms are limiting , with the new sec 27 suffering
because of lack of definition of the processes involved .
Accordingly , consideration must be given , in determining whether to proceed or not
as an arbitrator having prior acted as a mediator , conciliator or intermediary , to such
matters as:
( i ) the disclosures made by the parties during the processes;
( ii ) views expressed

or formed by the arbitrator during those processes; and

( iii ) the terms agreed upon by the parties under which the arbitrator acted in these

roles.
At sec 27( 3) of the new Act there is an imperative upon the arbitrator, unless the
parties otherwise agree in writing , to be ” ... bound by the rules of natural justice when
seeking a settlement under subsection ( 1 ) ” . An express agreement as contemplated in
sec 27( 3) ( new ) may be necessary if the parties seek to have the intermediary meet with
and/or advise , or opine to one party in the absence of the other.
There could be some inconsistency in this provision with the concepts (although
undefined ) of the role of a mediator, conciliator or intermediary . By use of the term
“ intermediary ” it could be implied that the person so acting might , for example, hear or
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discuss with one party in the absence of the other , a procedure often adopted in third
party facilitated settlement processes.
Application of the rules of natural justice
At sec 27 (4) of the new Act there is a statement reinforcing the duty and obligation
of an arbitrator to apply the rules of natural justice in other circumstances. The inclusion
of this provision , limited as it is to the provisions of sec 27(3) , clearly establishes that
there remains a duty and obligation to comply with the principles of natural justice , even
if conducting the arbitration under the provisions of sec 22( 2) by reference to
considerations of general justice and fairness.
As a general rule , having acted as a conciliator , mediator or intermediary will
preclude a person acting as arbitrator in subsequent proceedings . An arbitrator’s
considerations as to whether to proceed should be predicated on this principle rather than
on contrary assumptions.
Specific reference to the rules of natural justice is included in R 20 of the Institute’ s
Expedited Rules. This provides for settlement of the dispute by conciliation or mediation
and is consistent with the provisions of sec 27( 1 ) ( new ) but may not have sufficient force
by its terms in the event of a challenge under the old Act . Therefore , by adoption of the
Expedited Rules the parties have substantially satisfied the requirements under the Acts
in respect of:

Rule 20

Applicable section of Act
Section 22(2)
Applying general justice and fairness.
Section 27( 1 ) and ( 2 )
Settlement other than by arbitration .

Rule 21

Section 29

Rules
Rule 19

—

—

—

No reasons for award .

The specific terms of the new sec 27 (4) are an explicit statement of what should , in
the absence of such a provision in the old Act , nevertheless be properly construed . That
is , even if an arbitrator is acting under the provisions of old sec 22( 2 ) and makes a
determination by reference to considerations of general justice and fairness , an arbitrator
is nevertheless bound to comply with the principles of natural justice .
It must be understood that the use of the term
rules of natural justice” in sec
4( 1 ) of the Act does not , as might be assumed or inferred , mean that there are immutable
rules which clearly and positively define natural justice . What does or does not constitute
natural justice depends upon the particular facts and circumstances in each case.
There are two fundamental limbs. These are
the opportunity to be heard and to
present evidence and submissions in favour of one’ s own cause , and an opportunity to be
heard by an impartial adjudicator. The flexibility to adapt to a particular set of factual
circumstances requires consideration as to whether the principles, and if so what
principles, of natural justice apply to the circumstances being examined , and if there is
such an application , what procedural formalities are necessary to satisfy the requirement
of being heard .
Institute of Arbitrators Expedited Commercial Arbitration Rules

—

—

It is generally assumed that expedited arbitrations are applicable only to relatively
minor disputes or to particular forms of disputes such as quality /quantity type. Neither
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the Institute’ s Rules nor the concept of expedited arbitrations necessarily make such a
distinction . Expedited arbitrations may , in particular circumstances , be just as
appropriate in some large and complex disputes as in small and simple disputes , although
an expedited process is much more likely to be adopted in the latter category . The
governing factor is the mutual desire and intentions of the parties. However , the quantum
of claim and the complexity of the dispute are factors which influence what standards are
to be applied to satisfy the requirements of complying with the principles of natural
justice. 19
There are two further rules in the Institute’ s Expedited Rules which require scrutiny
the
in
context of the Act .
Condition for View which allows the arbitrator to view the
The first is R 14
not
subject matter or site of any dispute and to apply the observations so made
merely to assist him [ her ] in understanding the evidence but also as material which he
[she ] may use in determining the issues submitted to him [ her ]) ” . The discretion to
conduct a view or to sight the subject matter is not inconsistent with either the provisions
of sec 14 or 19(3) of the Act.
However , the use of extra record facts is strictly governed by considerations of the
principles of natural justice. It is inconsistent with the application of the principles of
natural justice that , in the absence of explicit approval for an arbitrator to so do , an
arbitrator applies his/ her expertise and knowledge without making a clear statement to
the parties of his/her observations and conclusions in the light of his/her expertise ,
thereby giving the parties an opportunity to make submissions in respect of those
matters. It is fundamental to any fair adjudication that a tribunal cannot proceed to take
into account when reaching its decision any fact which has not been brought to the
attention of the parties or at least a person acting on behalf of the parties.20
It should be noted , however , that there is a distinct difference between arbitrators
using their expertise in the evaluation of evidence rather than as a substitute for
evidence. The use of specialised expertise in evaluation is desirable and supported by the
authorities .21
Rule 18 of the Institute’ s Expedited Rules gives arbitrators a general power to
conduct arbitration proceedings in such a manner as they think fit , consistent with sec
19( 3) of the Arbitration Acts. However, it is generally accepted that sec 19(3) is not as
generous as it might at first appear given the constraints of other provisions of the Act.
As a consequence , the absolute discretion given to the arbitrator by R 18 in respect of
specific matters contained therein is as follows:

—

• there be no pleadings;
• there be limited pleadings;
• there be limited discovery;
there be no opening address by the parties or that opening addresses be limited in
• time
;

‘‘

• there be no final addresses or that final addresses be limited in time;

hearing submissions be lodged by the parties accompanied by sworn statements
• ofpre-witnesses
and documentation upon which the parties wish to rely with the
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parties having a right of reply and require that any deponent of a sworn statement
attend for cross-examination;

• the number of expert witnesses to be called be limited in number;
the reports of experts to be relied upon in the arbitration be exchanged at least
• seven
days prior to the hearing commencing;
• there be no oral evidence;
• the above steps be taken within strict time limits.”
Rule 18 would , in most instances, constitute sufficient authority to the arbitrator by
the parties to preclude any challenge to an order or direction given by the arbitrator in
those nominated areas on the grounds of denial of natural justice.

Use of arbitrator’s expertise
Although not provided in the Expedited Rules there are two other significant issues
which might , either independently or coincidentally , be applied to appropriate arbitral
proceedings to greatly expedite those proceedings .
The first is use of and reliance upon the expertise of the arbitrator. The traditional
roots of arbitration in commodity disputes involves the submission by the disputing
parties of their dispute to an expert tribunal and agreeing to be bound by the
determination of that tribunal . If an arbitrator is selected by the parties because of the
acknowledged expertise and standing of that person in the subject matter of the dispute
and depending upon the nature of the dispute and the agreement of the parties, an
arbitrator may reach a determination , without reference to the parties at all , by making
his/her own investigations and assessment. A process that could be combined with using
an expert arbitrator is the inquisitorial process as opposed to the adversarial process
ordinarily applied. The inquisitorial process may , in appropriate circumstances, be
beneficial both in terms of efficiency and result. Once again , explicit agreement is
required from the parties for an arbitrator to act as an inquisitor to avoid challenges on
the basis of a denial of natural justice or proceeding or determining contrary to law.

Determination of a dispute by documents only
A further consideration is whether the dispute is suitable for determination by
that is , can be properly presented and awarded by reference to
documents only
documents and written submissions from the parties without the need for oral
presentation or argument or, as an alternative , limited oral presentation.
Conclusion
A genuine desire on the part of the parties to expeditiously resolve their dispute is
fundamental to the adoption of expedited arbitration . As well , there is a further and
equally important consideration . In agreeing to submit their dispute to an expedited
arbitration the parties are also entrusting to and requiring of the arbitrator a very high

—

standard of competence and capacity . The standing and reputation of the arbitrator will
perhaps assume greater importance in an expedited arbitration which , in normal
circumstances, gives wider powers and authority to an arbitrator than in a normal
arbitration with all its checks and balances.

If the analysis of the duties and responsibilities of an arbitrator in an expedited
arbitration are , as postulated in this paper, even in part correct then the perceptions of
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expedited arbitration being a simple and easy activity for the arbitrator are erroneous
except in , for example , simple quantity /quality type disputes . In today ’ s environment

any arbitral activity requires professionalism , knowledge and experience . The courses
and facilities of the Institute go a long way in satisfying these requirements .
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[1( 85-060] ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN THE SOCIALIST
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
(Contributed by Mr John Gillespie , Senior Lecturer in Law , Bowater
Faculty of Business, Victoria College , Melbourne . Mr Gillespie has
published a number of articles dealing with aspects of the legal systems of
South East Asia)

—
—

—

—

Vietnam
Commercial arbitration
Mediation and conciliation
Foreign
investors Forums for commercial arbitration Qualifications of arbitrators
Jurisdiction
Formation of arbitration tribunals
Rules of evidence
Conduct of arbitration hearings
Powers to formulate arbitration awards
Appeals Enforcement of awards Legislative reform .
This paper outlines the various dispute resolution options available to domestic
and foreign investors under Vietnamese law .
While alternative dispute resolution is still in its infancy in Vietnam , the recent
enactment of the Ordinance on Economic Arbitration (1990) is a notable attempt to
bring ADR in Vietnam into line with accepted international practice. The Ordinance
governs the arbitration of disputes under domestic “ economic contracts” . There are ,
however, a number of problems in the implementation and operation of the
Ordinance.

—

—

/

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

. Jurisdiction

Only certain foreign investment entities are allowed to form “ economic
contracts” in Vietnam , thereby limiting the scope of the new Ordinance.
2. Enforcement of awards
Presently the only effective form of enforcement is the power of an arbitrator to
request Vietnamese banks to deduct moneys from the accounts of unsuccessful
parties.
3 . Lack of alternative dispute resolution methods
Although the Ordinance encourages parties to settle their disputes through
“ mediation or conciliation ” it is entirely optional . In any case no mechanism exists
to conduct these forms of dispute resolution.
4 . Existing business culture
Vietnamese business culture views adversarial commercial arbitration as the
creator rather than the resolver of business disputes.
This paper provides an in-depth analysis of these problems as well as a discussion
of the substantive rules governing arbitration.
In conclusion the author points out that foreign investors are now an integral
part of the Vietnamese economy , their need for a consistent and fair system of
commercial arbitration cannot be ignored . Therefore, legislative reforms that enable
effective enforcement of awards are urgently required . Also, legislative
encouragement of less confrontational forms of dispute resolution may provide a
useful compromise between the Vietnamese culture’s deeply entrenched preference
for consensus settlement , and the more transparent and predictable system desired
by the government and investors.
[ Digest by the CCH INTERNATIONAL LEGAL EDITORS ]
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I INTRODUCTION
The process of opening the economy in Vietnam to private commerce and foreign
investment is still in its infancy . It has, however , already brought about a radical
realignment of the legal system , changing laws designed to serve a Marxist-Leninist
command economy , to those more attuned to the emerging “ socialist market economy ” .
One of the most important of the new laws , is the Ordinance on Economic Arbitration
( 1990 ) } It represents a notable attempt to bring Alternate Dispute Resolution ( ADR ) in
Vietnam into line with settlement as practised internationally , and by Vietnam’ s trading
partners. In order to evaluate the Ordinance , this article examines the following factors:
the cultural/economic context in which ADR is to function; the range of available dispute
resolution fora; and the composition of , and procedures governing , ADR Tribunals .
Finally , it needs to be said that the intention of this article is not to exhaustively describe
ADR , but rather to provide a reference point from which Western practitioners may
make sense of the substantive rules governing commercial dispute settlement in
Vietnam .

II DISPUTE RESOLUTION ENVIRONMENT
An examination of commercial arbitration in Vietnam requires more than an
analysis of the formal regulatory system; it demands enquiry into subjective notions such
as patterns of behaviour , the structure of social relations and Communist Party
hegemony . For in Vietnam , what is largely an alien legal structure has been
superimposed on a society heavily laden with traditional behavioural norms , overlaid by
a thin veneer of Marxist-Leninism.
There are various factors that when combined , tend to militate against the
effectiveness of commercial arbitration within Vietnam . Foremost amongst these is
tradition , which plays an important role in influencing both the use and administration of
the system of commercial dispute resolution. What is evident , and should come as no
surprise , is that the imposition of a formal legal system, in this case one loosely based on
the reformed commercial codes of the People’ s Republic of China does not per se
produce a new legal consciousness. The problem is that the vast majority of the
population remains steeped in traditional Confucian cultural values. These values
co-exist, but do not meaningfully interact with the dualistic socialist and rights- based
commercial legal system . The mismatch has occurred as a result of an experiment in
social engineering that has attempted to raise rights consciousness in a targeted segment
of the business community through legislation , without the subtle persuasion of an
associated social/educational program . The period of French colonialism did little to
change established cultural norms, as it was primarily concerned with a small
Francophile urban elite , leaving the vast majority of the population to their traditional
system of justice.
Traditionally , business relations in Vietnam are framed from reciprocal obligations.
They arise not so much from formalised abstract obligations set out in a contract , as is
the case in the “ West ” , but from debts owed . Here the debt is not measured in money ,
but in the value placed on interpersonal relationships. Most important of these are family
ties , and obligations created through patronage , for example , student to teacher ,
employee to employer , party member to party cadre. The more distant the relationship,
the less important the obligation . This fact helps explain the general lack of importance
attached to initial trade contracts , and the corresponding effort devoted to the process of
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getting to know trading partners. Where a business disagreement arises, it is readily
understandable that more than a mere clash of impersonal abstract rights , as a breakdown
in a personal relationship , has taken place , and as a proverb has it , “ both sides are to
blame ” . Once a dispute has progressed to adversarial commercial arbitration , it is
invariably a signal that the business relationship has failed . Consequentially , commercial
arbitration is often regarded as the creator and not the resolver of business problems.
Another factor that hinders the effectiveness of commercial arbitration , is the
remaining vestige of a Marxist-Leninist command economy. It is true that under the
auspices of the dual policies of “ Doi Moi ” ( translated as “ renovation ” ) and the “ Open
Door Policy ” ,2 the economy is progressively being exposed to decentralisation and
market forces. State institutions, however , and more importantly political and
bureaucratic personnel , are still steeped in the doctrines of Marxist centralist economics.
Efforts are being made to rectify this problem , mainly by introducing personnel with
knowledge of Western economics and law to the arbitration system .3 Until this process is
more mature , commercial arbitrators will tend to see their role as supervisor and
implementer of Government planning directions, and not so much as adjudicators of
private contractual rights. Compounding the problem is the tendency for potential
disputants to see their problems in the cultural context of a relationship gone wrong.
There is little to entice them to change their attitudes , as the adjudicatory tribunals often
apply social and economic norms that may be unfamiliar to, or not supported by , the
disputants. In many instances the system of itself acts as a disincentive to arbitration .
Nowhere is this move more clearly illustrated than in the lingering suspicion that
tribunals may not be independent from influence exhorted by Communist Party
functionaries. Here confidence is undermined from the very knowledge that interference
is a real possibility even where there are no overt acts of interference. Indeed , the Party
in many regions of Vietnam , particularly at the central level , is a positive and
progressive force , and fully supports a “ socialist market economy ” . 4 For good or bad , it
is the lack of accountability of the Party ’ s actions that lies at the heart of the problem.
This in turn may be attributable to a continuing reluctance by the Communist Party to
support in practice and not just in theory , the principle that all , including the Party , are
subject and accountable to the rule of law.
A final hurdle to increased participation in commercial arbitration is really a product
of the former issues, and that is the incomplete development of a commercial legal
infrastructure . Particularly in recent years, considerable importance5 has been placed on
the creation of a commercial legal code relevant to an emerging market economy . In
spite of these efforts, much remains to be done. Of particular concern is the fact that only
economic entities, that is, State-owned enterprises, private companies ,6 and
unincorporated enterprises,7 are currently permitted to form “ economic contracts ” ,
whereas only disputes that arise out of “ economic contracts ” , as defined in the
Ordinance on Economic Contracts ( 1989 ) * are permitted to be settled by formal
arbitration conducted by State Economic Arbitrators . 9 Private traders and family
businesses , which together make up the largest and most vibrant sector of the economy , 10
are as a result excluded from access to the formal system of arbitration. Furthermore , the
Ordinance on Economic Contracts ( 1989 ) ( Article 8( b)) stipulates that an economic
contract is void unless all signatories are registered according to the provisions of the
law . This tends to suggest that international contracts between Vietnamese and foreign
traders will also not be regulated , even where the proper law is stated to be that of
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Vietnam. Notwithstanding the accuracy of this interpretation , it would in any event be
possible , albeit unlikely ,11 for parties to voluntarily elect to settle disputes through ad hoc
arbitration , applying the law of Vietnam and in particular the Ordinance on Economic
Contracts ( 1989 ) .

Also of concern is the absence of laws on economic torts , enforcement of civil
debts, bankruptcy and liquidation . Evidently all but the first of these laws will be
introduced in 1992. What cannot be so easily rectified is the lack of transparency of
domestic law . Apart from the recurring problem of the poor quality of statutory
translations, there exists the hitherto unaddressed issue of the paucity of informed legal
commentary , and absence of a body of recorded Economic Arbitration decisions. In this
vacuum , perhaps the only reliable information is that derived from policy makers, law
enforcers and lawyers. It is for this reason , that much of the source material in this article
was gleaned from interviews conducted by the author in Vietnam.

ffl SELECTION OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION FORUMS
Three different arenas for commercial disputation between foreign and Vietnamese
entities, and Vietnamese entities owned or partially owned by foreign investors, have
been identified , and each allows for its own range of dispute resolution forums. The
three are: internal disputes between foreign and Vietnamese co-investors; external
disputes between Vietnamese entities enjoying foreign capital and domestic Vietnamese
entities; and internationally , between foreign and Vietnamese entities. Although this
discussion is concerned with alternate dispute resolution within Vietnam , for the sake of
completeness it is worth briefly examining the avenues for review that are available
outside of Vietnam.
1. International Forums
Internal disputes

Disputes will at times arise between foreign investors and their Vietnamese
counterparts in foreign investment vehicles, such as Contractual Business Co-operation
ventures ( BCC) or Joint Ventures. It is , accordingly , a requirement of the Decree on
Foreign Investment ( 1991 ) ( Articles 13 and 24) that as a precondition for approval of an
Investment Licence , parties to a foreign investment vehicle must identify an arbitration
forum in their investment agreement that is acceptable , not only to themselves , but also
to the State Committee for Co-operation and Investment (SCCI). There are a range of
forums to choose from , and these include an international arbitration body (ie the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)) or a foreign municipal tribunal (ie
Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce) or an ad hoc tribunal in a
foreign country .12 Arbitration outside of Vietnam is permitted by the regulatory
authorities because disputes between the parties to BCCs or Joint Ventures are
international in nature, since they subsist between entities that are domiciled in different
jurisdictions.
External international disputes
To complete the survey , it should be noted that foreign investment vehicles within
Vietnam may contract with external foreign entities. A joint venture entity producing
prawns in Da Nang may , for example , in the course of exporting their product , negotiate
an international sales contract with foreign importers. To date, contracts of this nature
have remained unregulated by municipal Vietnamese law. If this is to continue ,
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Vietnamese entities entailing foreign capital will presumably remain free to negotiate
with their foreign counterparts to determine which proper law and arbitration forum is to
be stipulated in the agreement.
Until the Laws on Companies and Private Enterprise 1990 came into effect on 15
April 1991 , Vietnamese parties in BCCs and Joint Ventures were either State owned or
State controlled . For reasons that range from lack of familiarity and mistrust of
foreigners , to an understandable reluctance to relinquish sovereignty , international
arbitration has not , to date , been favoured by Vietnamese parties. These concerns may
be expected to diminish where private interests progressively take over from the State as
the primary contributors of domestic capital . Nevertheless, more prosaic objections to
foreign arbitration may be expected to persist . These include a widely held view13 that ,
for example , the Court of Arbitration of the ICC is expensive and slow . It is also felt that
arbitration in countries that have Municipal Courts that exhibit a propensity for
intervention is to be avoided . There is an additional factor , whether intervention takes
the form of administrative directive or judicial order , and that is that a cultural hostility
exists to State regulation of interpersonal business relations. This tradition persists even
after almost 50 years of a command economy in the North , and is, one might expect ,
virtually undiminished in the South .
It is for these reasons that until recently , the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm
Chamber of Commerce enjoyed a quasi-monopoly over Vietnamese foreign arbitration .
The perceived neutrality and non-intrusiveness of Swedish domestic laws,14 and their
expertise in dealing with command economies, all contributed to the comparative
advantage. Cost and distance are the centre’ s primary disadvantages . These factors have
led to a recent interest in countries in the Asian Pacific Region with similar,
non-interventionist domestic courts , such as Australia15 and Thailand ,16 but not
Singapore or Malaysia .17
2. Domestic forums
Internal foreign investment disputes
It is also open to the parties in a BCC or Joint Venture to select18 a dispute
resolution forum within Vietnam . A choice exists between the Foreign Trade Arbitration
Council ( FTAC ) Hanoi ,19 arbitration under the Ordinance on Economic Arbitration
( 1990 ) ,20 or ad hoc arbitration conducted in Vietnam or the Civil Peoples Court of
Vietnam . 21 All alternatives, but particularly the first and fourth are to be resisted by
foreign investors. This may be achieved by insisting that a BCC or Joint Venture
agreement expressly nominates an international or foreign arbitration tribunal as the
preferred adjudicator forum . If the Vietnamese party objects, a compromise may include
selection of an ad hoc tribunal comprised of both Vietnamese and foreign arbitrators
authorised to conduct proceedings on Vietnamese soil. It is also possible , in theory at
least , for trade disputes with no particular nexus with Vietnam , to be referred to the
Foreign Trade Arbitration Council ( FTAC ) in Hanoi . This is also extremely unlikely to
occur , as the Council does not appear to enjoy the confidence of even Vietnamese
commentators. 22

Economic contract disputes
Arbitration must always take place within Vietnam when a dispute arises out of an
“ economic contract’ ’ .23 By virtue of Article 1 , Ordinance on Economic Contracts
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( 1989 ) , an economic contract is formed when a Vietnamese jurisdictional entity or
licensed Private Enterprise , enters into a written agreement for the exchange of goods ,
services, research , or intellectual property .24
Of the three possible vehicles for foreign investment , only Joint Ventures and 100
per cent foreign owned entities are recognised as jurisdictional entities in their own right .
It follows that these are the only foreign investment vehicles capable of entering into
economic contracts . As one might expect , a foreign investor in a joint venture agreement
will not have absolute control over the defence and prosecution of actions arising out of
economic contracts. An unexpected consequence of the statutory regulation is, however ,
that the foreign entity will not exercise control in direct proportion to equity invested.
Decisions made by the Board of Management of a Joint Venture are weighted in favour
of the minority investor, usually the Vietnamese party . As all decisions relating to the
prosecution or defence of litigation must be decided by two-thirds of the Board of
Management ,25 the party contributing the minority capital is given a disproportionately
larger voice.
Where a foreign investor contributes all the capital to an investment vehicle , it is
rewarded by being granted complete control over the internal affairs of the entity ,
including the ability to litigate. 26 In practice , however , it has been the experience of
foreign investors that 100 per cent foreign investment entities are officially discouraged
and prohibited outright in the mining and extractive industry sectors . 27
As a BCC does not create a jurisdictional entity , it is the Vietnamese party that
enters into economic contracts on behalf of the BCC enterprise. This is an important
point since it means that a foreign investor in a BCC has no direct control over the
prosecution of disputes arising from BCC business. It is true that indirect pressure may
be brought to bear, either informally , or by virtue of business procedures enshrined in a
BCC agreement. In extreme circumstances the dispute may be arbitrated and an award
may direct the recalcitrant party to act. Nevertheless , if the Vietnamese party remains
obstinate , the foreign investor is powerless to intervene. There appears to be no
recognition of the right of subrogation in Vietnamese law , which might otherwise have
allowed a foreign investor to step into the shoes of the Vietnamese party . A more
pragmatic response may be to insert a liquidated damages clause into BCC agreements,
allowing recovery in the event of outright refusal or unreasonable delay to prosecute or
defend an action.
Although they are not foreign investment entities in the conventional sense , foreign
investors may enter the Vietnamese economy by establishing representative offices. 28
This form of investment gives rise to a quandary as on the one hand , the investor remains
a foreign jurisdictional entity , and as such it is excluded from forming “ economic
contracts ” . On the other hand , business activities that are essential to the operation of an
office , are , by virtue of the granting of an operation permit ,29 implicity authorised by the
Minister of Commerce. Many activities , such as the purchase of utilities and office
supplies , require the creation of business relationships with Vietnamese entities that
would , but for the alien status of the foreign investor , constitute “ economic contracts ” .
As a consequence of this oversight , and where the economic activities of a representative
office are not directly regulated by other legislative instruments (such as Article 5 of The
Land Law ( 1987 j30 which exclusively controls the use of land), there would appear to be
no reason why the parties are not free to select the arbitration forum of their choice, in or
outside Vietnam.
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IV STATE ECONOMIC ARBITRATION
Established in Hanoi in 1963, in what was then the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam , State Economic Arbitration carried out the function of overseeing and
managing the performance of economic relations between State-owned enterprise . Until
recently it was not expected to adjudicate conflicting private claims . In a centrally
planned economy there was no place for private commercial rights. Social and economic
concerns were viewed collectively , subordinated to the will of the Communist Party , as,
the only force leading the State and Society ... ” .31 In this system the role of an
arbitrator is essentially paternalistic, that is, to adjust economic concerns on behalf of the
collective good .32 Adversarial disputation was therefore to be discouraged , as it focused
on the interests of the disputants, which at times may have conflicted with the collective
good .

1. The dual aims of arbitration
Now that private contractual rights are recognised and the domestic economy is to
be progressively integrated into the international trading economy , a need has arisen for
an arbitration system that is capable of resolving conflicts between private rights and
obligations. The legislative response has been the enactment of the Ordinance on
Economic Arbitration ( 1990 ). It attempts to preserve the socialist arbitration system and
at the same time provide for a system of adversal dispute resolution as practised by the
international business community and Vietnam’s trading partners.33
The approach adopted by the legislators is instructive , reflecting as it does the
ideological tensions within the Central Committee of the Communist Party . For
example , the Ordinance on Economic Contracts ( 1989 ) gives jurisdictional and licensed
economic entities independent contractual rights consistent with a free market economy ,
whereas many of the provisions contained in the Ordinance on Economic Arbitration
( 1990 ) entrust arbitrators with managerial powers , such as those one might expect to find
in a centrally planned command economy. Consider Article 1 of the Ordinance on
Economic Arbitration which , after having charged Economic Abitrators with a duty to
resolve disputes arising from economic contracts , goes on to state:
through its activities, Economic Arbitration has an active impact on economic
units, state agencies and social organisations with the aim of maintaining and
developing Economic relations , enhancing production , circulating goods,
protecting the law from being violated , and strengthening socialist legislation in
Economic Arbitration. ”
2. Mediation and conciliation
In view of the cultural preference for non-adversarial dispute resolution outlined
above in Part II , a legislative emphasis on mediation and conciliation of commercial
disputes might have been expected . On a superficial level it exists, in the form of an
exhortation for foreign investors to settle internal disputes with their Vietnamese
counterparts in BCC and Joint Ventures through “ negotiation and conciliation ” 34 before
resorting to arbitration . This is no doubt a laudable aim , but one that is flawed in so far
as it fails to establish a mechanism that provides for the appointment of Economic
Arbitrators , or independent mediators, who might bring disputing parties together. More
than that however , mediation and/or conciliation is optional. Economic Arbitrators are
not empowered , as is the case for example in The Peoples Court in PR China ,35 to make
conciliation an almost compulsory precondition to adversarial adjudication .
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The failure to make provision for formal mediation or conciliation is unfortunate. It
has been the experience of foreign investors that once a dispute is sent to arbitration , the
working relationship between the parties deteriorates to the point where a BCC or Joint
Venture may become untenable. It is always open to parties to BCCs or Joint Ventures to
make provision for the appointment of a private conciliator or mediator as a condition
precedent to formal arbitration . This option is not , however , available to parties to an
economic contract . In fact , apart from a vague recommendation in Article 4 Ordinance
of Economic Arbitration ( 1990 ) , to the effect that Economic Arbitrators should attempt to
achieve settlement through negotiation , there is no mention of the possibility of
conciliation or mediation in the Ordinance.

3. Arbitration or municipal court?
It is generally understood , that a cardinal difference between commercial arbitration
and municipal judicial systems, lies in the voluntary nature of the former as opposed to
the compulsory jurisdiction of the latter.36 Another distinction is that there cannot be
arbitration without an agreement that compels contracting parties to submit to the arbitral
forum of their choice. If these propositions are accepted , a case may be made that State
Economic Arbitration functions as both a commercial arbitration tribunal and in a
quasi- judicial manner.
It will be remembered that parties to an economic contract must submit all disputes
to Economic Arbitration .37 As jurisdiction is compulsory , and economic contracts need
not contain arbitration clauses, when adjudicating disputes of this nature Economic
Arbitrators evidently carry out a quasi-judicial function . In contrast , parties to BCCs and
Joint Ventures are at liberty to refer internal disputes to Economic Arbitrators. As
selection is voluntary and must be based upon an arbitration clause , in these
circumstances Economic Arbitrators may be said to be acting in the strict sense as
commercial arbitrators.
To categorise the function of Economic Arbitrators in this way is a somewhat
artificial exercise as they perform their duties in precisely the same way , irrespective of
the manner in which the dispute was referred . To date Economic Arbitrators have not
been called upon to adjudicate a voluntary referral . If this was to occur, commentators38
have suggested that Economic Arbitrators would be reluctant to accept jurisdiction ,
particularly if they were required by an arbitration clause to abide by procedural rules
other than those set out in the Ordinance on Economic Arbitration ( 1990 ) .
Evidently a failure to specify the applicability of Vietnamese laws in an arbitration
clause is not expected to trouble Economic Arbitrators, although where the proper law of
the proceedings is stated to be that of a foreign jurisdiction , outright refusal to accept
jurisdiction may be expected . In any event , even if jurisdiction were to be accepted ,
many legal issues could not be decided without resort to the municipal laws of
Vietnam .39

V SUBSTANTIVE RULES OF ARBITRATION
1. Composition and Appointment of Arbitration Hierarchy
Economic Arbitration is divided into three levels: State central level , Hanoi ;
Provincial/City level; and District level . 40 At the central level , the State Economic
Arbitration Board is comprised of 14 members, headed by a Chairman who is appointed
by the Prime Minister of the Council of Ministers ( Vo Van Kiet ). The Prime Minister , on
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the recommendation of the Chairman , is also empowered to appoint the Vice-Chairman
and other members of the Arbitration Board . 41 Provincial/City and District Arbitrators
are appointed by the People’ s Committees ,42 constituted at the corresponding level. All
appointments are subject to the supervision of the Arbitration Board at the next highest

level.43
2. Qualifications
An important aspect of the Ordinance on Economic Arbitration ( 1990 ) is the policy
of appointment from the ranks of young , commercially trained technocrats.44 A favoured
rationale for this practice is that those trained in commerce and law45 may be freed from ,
or at least not unacceptably responsive to , Communist Party allegiances. Party
connections have a potential , particularly at the provincial and district levels where the
power of cadres is most entrenched and unaccountable , to compromise the impartiality of
arbitrators .46
Vietnamese culture provides an explanation for what in the “ West ” may be
dismissed as a naive reliance on personal integrity . A strong preference exists for the
settlement of disputes by placing one’ s fortunes in the hands of a wise and virtuous
person , rather than rely upon an inviolable formal system of rules. Thus by authorising
someone as respected as the Prime Minister to appoint the Chairman and the Central
Economic Arbitrators , and by ensuring other arbitrators are learned , the need for
impersonal rules guarding against bias and abuse of power are obviated in the eyes of
some Vietnamese.
3. Jurisdiction
Where one party to a dispute is a foreign entity , the matter must be referred to
Economic Arbitrators located in one of five provincial/city level centres. These are
located in the main trading regions of Hanoi , Haiphong , Ho Chi Minh City , Quong Nam
and Da Nang. 47 If a dispute concerns a quantifiable value of over 500 million dong , it
may be referred directly to State Economic Arbitration at the central level , Hanoi .48
In the event that the disputants are Vietnamese economic entities, including a
Vietnamese party to a BCC, a Joint Venture or 100% foreign owned investment vehicle ,
adjudication may be carried out at the district level . 49 Given the paucity of commercial
expertise at this level , litigants are advised to avail themselves of the provision that
allows disputes of this nature to be referred in the first instance to the provincial/city
level .50 Jurisdiction at this higher level is, however, conditional upon the disputants'
principal places of business being located in different provinces where the quantum in
dispute is less than 200 million dong.51 Alternatively , if the parties are resident in the
same province or city , but not in the same district, or resident in the same district and the
amount in dispute exceeds 200 million dong , provincial level arbitration may also be
selected .52 Where the amount in dispute is valued at 500 million dong or more , or 200
million dong or more and the parties reside in different provinces, and the economic
contract does not provide for arbitration at a provincial level , the matter may be referred
directly to the central level , Hanoi.53
4. Initiation of proceedings
A party alleging a violation of an economic contract is permitted to demand
damages from the violator .54 In the event that demand has not been satisfied within 15
days of the date of receipt of demand by the alleged violator , the aggrieved party may
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request settlement by Economic Arbitration . This is done by serving a petition on the
appropriate arbitration office and violator.55 Although not stipulated in the Ordinance on
Economic Arbitration ( 1990 ) , the petition must set out the following:

• name and address of applicant and respondent;
of economic contract; if not an economic contract the arbitration clause
• details
upon which the adjudication is to be based ; and
• claims of the applicant and evidence in support of the same.

The petition must also be accompanied by one-third of the arbitration fee in
advance. This is calculated as a percentage of the value in dispute; to date , the rates have
yet to be established . No petition will be accepted unless it has been submitted within six
months of the date of the alleged violation . Within 30 days of receipt of the petition , an
Economic Arbitration Tribunal must be formed , and the applicant and respondent must
be notified of this fact.56 Where a case is particularly complex , the arbitrator may request
a further 30-day extension .

5. Formation of Arbitration Tribunal
Litigants are notified of the names of the proposed arbitrators once the appropriate
Economic Arbitration Tribunal accepts jurisdiction . Arbitration is conducted by three
arbitrators who reach decisions by majority vote .57 Jurisdiction will be accepted as a
matter of course where a dispute arises from an economic contract , but as previously
discussed , jurisdiction may be refused where arbitration is voluntary . Evidently an
arbitration clause is regarded as severable from the rest of an internationalised contract
(one involving a foreign entity ) , and except where the arbitration clause is itself in
question , its validity is unaffected by the nullity or unenforceability of the rest of the
agreement. This leaves Economic Arbitrators the task of deciding whether to make
jurisdiction conditional upon the validity of the contract as a whole.
It is current practice , shortly to be enshrined in procedural rules,58 to allow each
party the right to challenge the choice of arbitrators. Notice of this intention must be sent
to the Chairman of the appropriate tribunal. In cases involving a conflict of interest , the
challenged arbitrator may be required to withdraw from the proceedings. Challenges
must ordinarily be made within 14 days of the receipt of the names of the arbitrators. If
the grounds for withdrawal have not been discovered until after the commencement of a
hearing , a challenge may be allowed up to the making of the final award .
6. Rules of evidence
Arbitration hearings are usually conducted in the presence of litigants. Their
presence may , however , be dispensed with where written evidence before a tribunal is
uncontested .59 In the event the parties are required to be present , but one or all are absent
on the day of the hearing , a tribunal is empowered to either reconvene the hearing or
continue in their absence. This discretion will be exercised only after the reasonableness,
or otherwise of the excuse offered by an absent party or parties has been considered .60
It is common for arbitrators to take an active role in the investigation and collection
of evidence relating to a dispute. In this regard , the procedure adopted resembles those
found in civil code systems. Arbitrators are entitled , for example, to:61
request a party to supply written , and in special circumstances , oral evidence;
require third parties to the dispute to supply documentation;
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• carry out on-site inspections;
• request independent expert evidence;
valuation committees where there is no established market value for
• constitute
disputed assets;
require interim measures to be taken by parties to the dispute to maintain the status
• quo
; and
• require banks in Vietnam to place interim restrictions on bank accounts.
Although these powers appear complete , Tribunals cannot compel the disclosure of
evidence or enforce injunctive measures. Adding to the problem , the civil court system is
not obliged , or indeed predisposed , to enforce requests made by an Economic Arbitration
Tribunal to prosecute non-compliance with an interlocutory process . Doubt also exists
whether the civil court system has either the jurisdiction or procedural mechanisms
necessary for the enforcement of injunctive relief .
Parties to a dispute may also submit evidence on their own behalf . Evidence is
usually required to be in writing. Oral evidence may be called , although this right is
limited to circumstances where there is a need to clarify a fact raised in written evidence.

7. Conduct of the hearing
The hearing will usually be held in private unless the contrary is specifically
requested by the parties. No particular evidentiary rules are imposed by Tribunals, and
indeed no particular distinction appears to be drawn between sworn and unvalidated
evidence. Cross-examination of all evidence presented by litigants is permitted . The
Tribunal reportedly often adopts an inquisitorial role , questioning parties and examining
witnesses with a view to testing facts underlying claims and defences.

It is also permissible to argue issues of law before a Tribunal . Commentators ,62
however , have expressed reservations on this point , suggesting that the burden of
interpreting and investigating law is in general the responsibility of a Tribunal. Again ,
this approach will be familiar to those acquainted with civil code systems .
Hearings are conducted in Vietnamese , and all documentation and evidence in a
foreign language must first be translated before it will be admissible. Minutes are kept of
proceedings and may be used as prima facie evidence in the event of review . The
practice to date has been to only make minutes available after the delivery of an award .

8. Awards
An award is required to be made within 40 days, (70 days in complex cases), from
the commencement of a hearing. 63 No award may be made more than two years from the
date of an alleged breach of an economic contract. Awards are delivered in writing. In
general, no reasons are provided for decisions , nor is there a separate written dissent in
the event of a split vote.
In order to formulate awards, Economic Arbitrators have been given wide powers
to:64
order the termination or partial termination of an economic contract , and/or direct
the distribution of property including property encumbered by mortgage, pledge or
guarantee;65 and/or
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levy fines against a wrongdoer, ranging from 2% to 12% of the value of the
• disputed
portion of the economic contract; and/or
• award damages including compensation for future economic loss; and/or
the costs and expenses of arbitration , usually in ratable proportion to the
• allocate
liability of the respective parties; and/or
66

67

68

payment of interest where a defaulting party has failed to pay an amount
• order
awarded within 30 days from the date it was made.

Great scope also exists for a Tribunal to apportion liability where loss has been
occasioned by:69
natural disasters, enemy action , “ other unforeseeable circumstances ” ; and/or
an emergency order issued by a state organ ;70 and/or
the intervention of a third party ; and /or
acts or omissions by the applicant including a failure to minimise its exposure to
loss ( Article 38), Ordinance on Economic Contracts ( 1989 )) .
Difficulties exist with the second of these stipulations. The investment protection
guarantees conferred by Articles 20-24 Foreign Investment Law ( 1987 ) , only safeguard
foreign capital and the right to repatriate profits and do not extend protection to private
rights under economic contracts. As a consequence , private rights that do not directly
relate to foreign capital or profit repatriation may be suspended , amended or terminated
by emergency order. This causes a problem where a foreign investor is not covered by an
Inter-governmental Investment Protection Treaty ,71 since there is no independent
Tribunal capable of reviewing administrative action taken by “ state organs” .

•
•

•
•

9. Appeals
All appeals must be lodged within 15 days of the date an award is signed , or where
the unsuccessful party is outside of Vietnam , within 15 days of receipt of a notice of an
award .72 If new evidence has been uncovered , an appeal may be lodged up to and
including two years from the date an award is signed.73 While awaiting appeal , the
appellant must abide by the existing decision . The Appeal Tribunal may , however ,
temporarily suspend implementation of an award pending review . In any event , the
hearing of an appeal must take place within two months of the day the appeal is lodged .74
Appeal is allowed from an inferior Economic Arbitration Tribunal to a superior
level . A decision by the State Economic Arbitration Board is, however , final and
binding.75 In extreme circumstances, where there are complaints of bias , denial of
natural justice or mistakes of law , appeal may be made to the Chairman of the State
Economic Arbitration Board.76 More than that , however , an arbitrator found guilty of
misconduct may expose himself to criminal prosecution .77 Once the Chairman has made
a ruling , an appellant would appear to have exhausted all avenues of review.
Disagreement exists among commentators whether a case undergoing review by
Economic Arbitration may be referred to a People’ s Court .78 The Ordinance on
Economic Arbitration ( 1990 ) offers no guidance on this point , but given the People’ s
Courts refusal to enforce awards, there is reason to believe that a foreign investor should
not be unduly concerned with the possibility of judicial interference.
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Each appeal is treated as a de novo application , and all documentation is
re-examined. Where an appeal concerns a point of law or quantum of the award , the
attendance of the parties79 may not be required . The appellate Economic Arbitration
Tribunal , may make one of the following decisions:80
uphold the decision of the inferior arbitration ;
amend in part the earlier award; or
cancel the original award and replace it with a completely new decision .
10. Enforcement
The most troublesome aspect of the system of Economic Arbitration is the
enforcement of awards. For the present , the only effective form of enforcement is the
power vested in an arbitrator to request the banking sector in Vietnam to deduct moneys
from the Vietnamese bank account of an unsuccessful party.81 Economic Arbitrators are
further empowered to carry out “ ... compiling property for auction ” .82 Commentators83
suggest that to date there is no mechanism that might enable this curiously described
function to be peformed . Adding to the difficulties of enforcement , the court system has
been unwilling or unable to assist and has returned awards unexecuted to the Ministry of
Justice. At present , there is a “ pile ” of awards awaiting enforcement .
In many respects the problems with enforcement are a legacy of the transitional
status of Economic Arbitration. Although arbitrators have been charged with the
responsibility of resolving private economic disputes , the drafters of the Ordinance
appear to have either overlooked or misunderstood the need for sanctions to compel
compliance. The existing enforcement measures are more suited to a system where
litigants are State-owned entities and directions issued by a State Organ must be accepted
without question .

•

•
•

This mismatch between command and free market procedural requirements has
been recognised and two proposed laws may alleviate the tension. The first of these is the
Civil Procedure Decree Concerning the Acknowledgement and Implementation of Civil
Awards , which is expected to be promulgated in 1992. No draft had been prepared at the
time of writing. However commentators84 agree that it will contain civil debt
enforcement procedures, including police powers of seizure , and sale of personal
property , including the right to garnishee income.
The second proposed law concerns bankruptcy and company liquidation , and it is
scheduled to be introduced at approximately the same time as the above-mentioned law .
Again , at the time of writing no draft had been prepared. However , there is reason to
believe the law will be substantially similar to China’ s bankruptcy laws.85
VI CONCLUSION
By attempting to accommodate often contradictory imperatives , ADR in Vietnam
suffers several shortcomings. In carrying out the instructions of their political masters,
the legislative drafters were required to formulate a law that could simultaneously offer a
dispute resolution service appropriate to command and free market economies. If these
irreconcilable aims appear to expose division , or more correctly confusion within the
ranks of the leadership , it is because this is a political reality.86 The dual responsibilities
of Economic Arbitrators as expressed on the face of the Ordinance do not adversely
affect the interests of foreign investors . For example, the stipulation that Economic
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Arbitrators have a responsibility to supervise economic contracts87 may be safely ignored
by foreign investors, for although the language of the Ordinance evinces a regime of
mandatory supervision , this evidently was never the intention of the drafters.
The real concern with the Ordinance lies in its largely unsuccessful attempt to
socially engineer Vietnamese society . It is a plank of the policy of Doi Moi that private
economic entities88 are to be encouraged to engage in entrepreneurial activities between
themselves and foreign investment vehicles. There are numerous factors, however, that
militate against this reformist agenda and in the process inhibit efforts to transform
Vietnam’ s economy , making it less rather than more attractive to foreign investment .
Amongst the most damaging of these factors is the legacy of the Marxist-Leninist
doctrines and traditional cultural predispositions.
The point is, of a wide array of political weaponry available , the leadership has to
date only substantially relied on legislation to bring about the desired social change.89
This is in spite of the fact that social change through legislation is at its most successful
where it affects behaviour that is economically rational and least successful where it
affects cultural or emotional factors.90 It is consequently not surprising that large , well
organised state-owned enterprises have responded most to the radical changes to
Vietnam ’ s commercial legal code and in particular have displayed a preparedness to
embrace ADR . Significantly , it is with this sector that foreign investment entities are
most likely to enter into economic contracts. Their tendency to be self -sufficient and to
indulge in intense competitive rivalry also helps to explain why this economic group is
the most likely to resort to adversarial dispute resolution to settle business disagreements.
In stark contrast , the very numerous family- based enterprises , steeped as they are in a
traditional preference for amicable settlement of disputes, have shown indifference and
at times resistance to the introduction of formalised dispute resolution.
The change required to bring about greater participation in formalised ADR requires
an increase in rights consciousness, and this is only likely to occur when Vietnamese feel
confident in submitting to a system that settles disputes by reference to objective
universalist standards that enjoy respect or at least can be understood . Even if these
standards start to emerge , resistance may be expected from the dominant trading entities,
as an objective system of resolution minimises the opportunity to influence outcomes by
calling upon obligations owed by the inferior party.
Curiously , the Vietnamese policy makers have emphasised commercial arbitration
at the expense of less confrontational forms of dispute resolution , such as mediation or
conciliation. It is suggested that amicable settlement by an independent facilitator
represents a half -way house between the clannishness of the traditional methods of
resolving business disputes , and the more predictable and transparent system desired by
the Government. Since there are no winners or losers, non-adversarial resolution has the
added virtue of not offending a deeply entrenched cultural preference for consensus
settlement.

Foreign investors are now an integral part of the Vietnamese economy and their
need for a consistent and fair system of commercial arbitration cannot be ignored . At the
same time, however , there is a growing recognition world wide91 of the advantages of
mediation and conciliation, if not as an alternative , then at least a precursor to
arbitration . In ignoring this trend , the Vietnamese policy makers may miss an
opportunity to develop a system of ADR that minimises friction between the different
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business cultures of domestic and foreign enterprises . For the present , to become a
credible system of dispute resolution , Economic Arbitration urgently requires enactment
of legislation that enables the arbitral awards to be enforced against the assets of
recalcitrant disputants .
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(Contributed by AA de Fina , President , Australian Centre for International
Commercial Arbitration; Vice-President, Australian Institute of Arbitrators;
Vice-President , International Federation of Commercial Arbitration
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Commercial arbitration
Bias
Arbitrators ’ fees
Nature of relationship
between arbitrator and the disputing parties Arbitrators' quasi- judicial status
Arbitrators' status as party to an arbitration agreement
Appointment of
arbitrator Terms and conditions of appointment Security for fees Factors
influencing fee structure Entitlement to payment Uniform Arbitration Acts.
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Under the provisions of the various Commercial Arbitration Acts in Australia

(see [7-550), an arbitrator is in a quasi -judicial position, and must therefore avoid

^

both the appearance and the reality of bias.
This presents a problem for commercial arbitration. While it is fundamentally
unacceptable for a judge to receive money or other benefits from parties to a judicial
dispute (as it raises the possibility of bias), an arbitrator is paid by the disputing
parties specifically to act in a quasi -judicial manner. Because of this curious mixture
of judicial and private contractual elements in commercial arbitration agreements, it
is necessary to clarify the procedures, rights , and obligations regarding the
appointment of arbitrators and the fixing of arbitrators’ fees.
It is desirable , in the process ofiappointing an arbitrator, for the disputing
parties to make an agreement which outlines all of the terms and conditions of
remuneration. This agreement should include matters such as:
(i) the lump sum cost of the arbitration , or alternatively , the hourly or daily rate;
(ii ) the mode of payment, including details of any security payments;

(iii) whether the arbitrator is entitled to a cancellation or commitment fee; and
(iv) details of incidental expenses such as room hire , clerks, insurance, travel and

secretarial expenses.

In some instances an arbitrator may be appointed without prior agreement of the
terms and conditions of remuneration. Objections may be lodged by either party as
to these terms and conditions. Where there is no express agreement regarding
remuneration, arbitrators are entitled to a reasonable fee.
If all parties to a dispute referred to arbitration object to the arbitrator’s fees the
arbitrator should withdraw . Where there is an objection by one party , this is not in
itself sufficient to require the withdrawal of the arbitrator. The duty to withdraw
from the arbitration for proper reason is counterbalanced by a duty not to withdraw
where no valid reason exists.
[ Digest by the CCH INTERNATIONAL LEGAL EDITORS ]

In every commercial arbitration there lies a latent problem. Under the provisions of
the various Commercial Arbitration Acts1 an arbitrator is in a quasi-judicial position 2 and
must avoid both the reality3 and generally the appearance of bias.4
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In a curial environment it is fundamentally unacceptable for a judge to receive
money or other benefits from one or both of the parties as it raises the possibility of bias5.
Yet an arbitrator is paid by the parties and , in some circumstances, may be paid by only
one party.
Relationship with parties
The obligations for an arbitrator might be regarded as involving three principal
duties:
1. to proceed diligently ;
2. to act impartially ; and
3. to take care.
The relationship between the parties and the arbitrator is not clearly settled. It is
explained in terms of restitutory or quasi -contractual rights, as a matter of status, or as a
matter of contract .6
However , in Australia , the relationship may be simply considered as involving only
and the contractual
the quasi-judicial status of the arbitrator
two of these elements
relationship. To the extent that there exists a contractual relationship , that relationship is
of an unusual nature within the context of common law concepts of contract and relies
significantly upon an assumption of implied terms.
The rights and duties of an arbitrator flow from a conjunction of these two elements.
An arbitration agreement, whether forming part of a main contract or created ad
hoc, is a bilateral contract between the parties.
A person may be nominated ( named) to act as arbitrator in a number of different
ways, including:
(a) specific inclusion in a dispute resolution clause of a contract or agreement when no
dispute exists at that time;
( b) specific inclusion in an agreement to arbitrate a particular dispute or disputes;
(c) nomination by a person or persons named in an agreement to resolve future or
present disputes to arbitration , that is , parties having by virtue of the agreement ,
the power and authority to nominate an arbitrator;
(d ) nomination by persons so empowered under a statute or regulation other than the
Arbitration Act , such as the Minister for Planning under the Planning Acts;
(e) nomination by the Courts under the Arbitration Acts7 or Court Rules;8
(f ) nomination by other than the Courts , but under the provisions of the Arbitration
Acts;9
(g) nomination by one party to a dispute where an agreement to arbitrate provides for
each party to nominate one or more arbitrators to comprise or partially comprise an
arbitral tribunal;
( h) nomination by arbitrators appointed by the parties (see (g) above) who acts as the
chairman of the arbitral tribunal , or as the umpire in the event that the arbitrators
do not agree.10

—

—
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Occasionally the process, although described above as nomination , may in fact be
an appointment.
The difference between nomination and appointment is of fundamental importance
although often not appreciated. Nomination is merely the naming of a person to fill the
role of arbitrator. The person so named does not become the arbitrator until formal
procedures are concluded , the reference has been entered and the arbitrator is seized of
the dispute.11
Appointment establishes immediately , and without further requirement , that the
person appointed is the arbitrator. There are conditions of knowledge of appointment and
consent to act which must be satisfied to give validity to an appointment.12
On appointment or upon formally entering the reference, the arbitrator becomes a
third party to the arbitration agreement which then becomes a trilateral contract .13
Under the terms of that trilateral contract the arbitrator undertakes his or her
quasi-judicial functions in consideration of the parties agreeing to pay him or her
remuneration.
In establishing this contract the parties should jointly and severally agree with the
person nominated as to the express terms and conditions of remuneration forming part of
the contract.
This is possible if the process is one of nomination , but if there is a request to a
third party pursuant to a dispute resolution clause and the arbitrator is appointed
immediately , or the parties or a court or other authority appoint the arbitrator without
prior agreement as to terms and conditions of remuneration , an objection may be taken
by one or both parties as to those terms and conditions.
The arbitrator assumes the quasi-judicial status together with all the duties and
disabilities inherent in that status.
Those disabilities include an inability to deal unilaterally with one of the parties to
the arbitration or to bargain with one party for personal benefit.
Conversely , the parties have obligations under the trilateral contract which include
the liability to pay remuneration for the services of the arbitrator.

Agreements as to Arbitrators’ fees
The amount of remuneration and the person liable to pay it can be fixed either by
agreement14 or under the Commercial Arbitration Acts by the arbitrator under sec 34, by
taxation under sec 35 or by the court under sec 36.
The wide facility provided in the Acts for the fixing of fees establishes that an
arbitrator cannot be guilty of misconduct in otherwise seeking agreement of the parties as
to those fees.

In circumstances where the arbitration clause provides for the parties each to
nominate or appoint an arbitrator or arbitrators and for the nominating or appointing
party to be responsible for the payment of its appointee’s fees, agreements on
remuneration between the appointing or nominating party and their appointee before
acceptance of an appointment can be properly made.
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However , once a person has assumed the status of arbitrator then this gives rise to a
disability to deal with one party only unless there is an agreement between the parties to
the contrary .15 Such agreement is necessary where an appointing party is independently
responsible for their appointee’ s fees and expenses as arbitrator and the fees and
expenses of the party-appointed arbitrators are not to be awarded as a cost of the
arbitration .
In such circumstances a party need not and , in most instances, will not be made
aware of the nature or specific terms of the agreement as to fees or like matters entered
into between the opposing party and that parties’ appointee.
Such an arbitrator may thus, after appointment and during the course of the
arbitration , communicate with his appointing party by submitting accounts for fees and
expenses, and negotiate or renegotiate fees and expenses without being guilty of
misconduct , provided such communications are by correspondence or through a third
person and not by any direct contact with the appointor.
However, where fees and expenses of party-appointed arbitrators are to be awarded
as a cost in the action , then all parties to an arbitration must be at all times aware of all
of the terms, conditions and quantum of fees of all members of the arbitral tribunal and ,
if appropriate , agree with them.
In these circumstances there can be no unilateral or undisclosed communication
between a party and their appointee arbitrator.
A chairman or umpire , whether appointed by party-appointed arbitrators, (thus
removed from a direct appointing function of the parties) or by the parties themselves, or
by a third party as nominating or appointing authority , is nevertheless ordinarily paid
fees and expenses by equal contribution by the parties, particularly if paid in advance of
award .
While the general obligation of reasonable remuneration of such an umpire or
chairman will apply , it is desirable that the parties be made aware of and agree to the
fees and the terms and conditions of engagement , particularly if negotiation on these
matters is being carried out by other than the parties responsible for payment.
Even after entering upon a reference, there can be no objection to a single
arbitrator, chairman or umpire dealing opening with both parties in the presence of each
other and reaching an agreement with both parties as to fees and terms and conditions.16
Such an agreement could raise no suggestion of bias or impropriety as both parties
are involved in the negotiations and agree.

Terms and conditions of engagement
The parties and an arbitrator may , and desirably should , expressly agree upon terms
and conditions of engagement , in particular relating to remuneration. Where an express
agreement is not made an arbitrator is entitled to a reasonable fee.17
The terms of an arbitration agreement may be such as to imply a promise by the
parties to remunerate an arbitrator without any express agreement.
The agreement on fees extends to other aspects related to requirements and to the
application of fees as distinct from the actual quantum .
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Matters such as the particular costs or expenses arising from transcriptions, room
hire, clerks, secretarial , insurance, travelling and accommodation, and the responsibility
for payment or reimbursement should be addressed.
The resulting agreement on these and other relevant matters should be set forth or
established and agreed by way of a written document or documents, executed or
acknowledged by the parties, and which are in effect the express statement of the terms
and conditions of engagement of the arbitrator. 18
Arbitral practice in Australia and other common law jurisdictions has traditionally
required the establishment of security for an arbitrator’s fees and expenses. A demand by
an arbitral tribunal for security for fees and expenses does not constitute misconduct.19 A
security may be in the form of a bank guarantee , an advance payment to the arbitrator or
other suitable form .
Ordinarily an arbitrator will require , and the parties will agree, to the establishment
of a fund contributed to in equal parts by the parties and which anticipates the amount of
money required to secure the arbitrator’s fees and expenses in the conduct of the
reference and the publishing of an award.
Multiparty disputes
In a multiparty dispute, where there are a number of respondents or claimants , a
differing formula of contribution may be established by agreement of the parties.
The amounts to be deposited are based upon considerations which include:
(a) the amount agreed upon between the parties and the arbitrator for the arbitrator’s
services in conducting the reference if payment is to be made as a lump sum;
(b) the per diem or hourly rate agreed upon between the arbitrator and the parties if
remuneration is to be on a daily or hourly basis;
(c) the estimate of the time for the conduct of the reference as agreed between the
parties and the arbitrator, together with such additional time as might be
considered appropriate and agreed in respect of drawing , settling and publishing
the award ;
(d) whether, as might be the case in a long arbitration , it is appropriate or
commercially desirable that the full amount securing the arbitrator’ s costs, fees and
expenses is to be paid in a lump sum prior to commencement of the arbitration or
hearing or to be paid progressively as the reference proceeds;
(e) whether the agreement with the parties includes cancellation or commitment fees;
and
(f ) whether the arbitrator is authorised by the parties to draw progressively against
security funds.
Where a security fund is to be established it is desirable that the trustee for such a
fund be totally independent of the arbitrator. For example , the fund should not be a trust
fund set up by the arbitrator or a firm or company for whom the arbitrator otherwise
works, or by an agent for the arbitrator.
Until the arbitrator has an entitlement to monies held by way of security those
monies are and remain the property of the parties who lodge them.
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It is essential that an arbitrator receive from the parties an express authority to draw
upon such monies and that the trustee of the security fund have an authority both for the
acceptance of monies paid by the parties as security and for the disbursement of such
monies. This is particularly important if , by agreement with the parties, such
disbursement is to be ordered from time to time by the arbitrator without further
authority from the parties.
It is highly doubtful that the provisions of either sec 14, sec 18( l )(c), sec 34( l )(a) or
sec 37 of the Uniform Acts empower an arbitrator to order either progressive payments
into a security fund , or progressive or instalment payments from such a security fund.
In the absence of express agreement by the parties, an arbitrator cannot seek to
impose upon the parties a cancellation or commitment fee after entering a reference.20
However , a commitment given by an arbitrator to conduct a reference which may require
considerable time , and at some period into the future (thus cutting out or potentially
cutting out other or like forms of commercial activity) can justify a cancellation fee if ,
for any reason other than failure of availability of the arbitrator, the matter does not
proceed .
The terms and conditions of such cancellation fees should be fair and equitable and
not allow a duplication of income.21
Quantum of fees and expenses
The parties may agree upon any level of fees with the arbitrator. While the fee scale
will ordinarily , from purely commercial considerations of the parties, bear some
relationship to the quantum in dispute , there are circumstances where the real issues may
not be apparent strictly by considerations of quantum. For example , the result of an
award for what might otherwise be considered in the context a small quantum in dispute
may have significant commercial effects by way of precedent , third party interest , or
ongoing commercial relationships.
As a matter of practice and professional application it is accepted that persons
practising in arbitration who have significant standing , experience and acceptance as an
arbitrator and the capacity to deal with large and complex matters involving difficult
issues of fact or law would expect to command fees significantly greater than , for
example , a relatively inexperienced person conducting a simple quality /quantity
arbitration .
Although there is some tradition supporting the view that to be appointed an
arbitrator is an honour and accordingly the matter of remuneration of an arbitrator is
secondary even to the extent of there being no remuneration at all , this principle has
virtually been extinguished at least insofar as commercial arbitrations are concerned.
Appointment as an arbitrator is a purely personal appointment. It is for that person
and that person alone to conduct the arbitration. By the very nature of arbitration an
arbitrator cannot divest himself of the duty as an arbitrator as might a judge or a barrister
in like circumstances.
The commitment as an arbitrator extends not only to the task of publishing an award
but a firm commitment to satisfy all of the duties and obligations of dealing with the
reference.
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While there is no general rule as to the quantum of reimbursement, it is in these
circumstances reasonable for an arbitrator to expect remuneration, at least the equivalent
of the remuneration that would otherwise be earned in conducting alternate activities
such as in a professional practice or a commercial operation . Given the duties and
obligations of the arbitrator , there is considerable justification for levels significantly
above that.
Some professional organisations, recognising that the duties and obligations of
acting as an arbitrator are significantly more onerous and demanding than might
otherwise exist in the conduct of a professional practice , have published recommended
fee scales to be applied when sitting as an arbitrator.22 These recommended fee scales are
ordinarily many times greater than the recommended fee scales for normal professional
activities.
Where a nomination or appointment is made or an arbitration is held under the
auspices of a professional body or trade organisation which maintains or recommends a
scale of fees, then the empowering of the organisation to nominate , appoint or direct
probably implies that the fee scale is to apply .
A guide as to the basis for establishing the quantum of fees can be found in sec 35
of the Acts which provides, at sec 35(4), that , in taxation , the fees and expenses to be
paid are those which are “ ... found reasonable on taxation ” . To determine what
constitutes “ reasonable” is a question of fact established by considering all of the
circumstances.
It does not necessarily follow that remuneration of an amount that might otherwise
be earned by the arbitrator in practising a commercial or professional calling or
consistent with a scale of fees published by a trade or professional organisation might
necessarily be “ reasonable ” , nor does the quantum in dispute necessarily establish what
might be reasonable. This might result in an arbitrator being paid less for a long,
complex and difficult hearing than for a short and straightforward hearing where a larger
sum is involved . The application of factors considered under the Supreme Court Taxing
Rules,23 while going in part to establishing some basis for consideration of
reasonableness, are considered not to be totally appropriate in arbitration but,
nevertheless, provide a guide in some circumstances.
Factors considered relevant in establishing a fee structure include:
(a) the particular skill , training or specialised knowledge required of the arbitrator;
(b) the place where the reference is conducted;
(c) the circumstances in which the reference takes place;
(d) the professional standing and reputation of the arbitrator;
(e) comparison of fee structure of other arbitrators of similar standing and repute in
conducting like references;
(f ) fee structure of other arbitrators acting in the same reference ( where more than one
arbitrator );
(g) differences in duties and responsibilities compared with other arbitrators
constituting the same panel (ie a chairman required to manage and administer as
well as determine);
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(h) disruption to the arbitrator’s other commercial activities, both directly and
indirectly;
(i ) amount in issue , or importance, complexity , difficulty or novelty of the dispute;

and
(j) the declared capacity or preparedness of the parties to meet a certain level of fees.
Such considerations do not preclude an arbitrator from agreeing to act for no fee, or
for a fee significantly less than might otherwise apply in the context of the above
considerations.
Where there is no express agreement between the parties and the arbitrator as to
fees , a “ reasonable” fee is , in some circumstances, required to be determined ,24 or
should be determined by the arbitrator by application of the above principles. An
arbitrator is entitled to reasonable remuneration .25
Although sec 34( 1 )( b) of the Uniform Acts empowers an arbitrator to tax or settle
the amount of costs of the arbitration “ (including the fees and expenses of the arbitrator
or umpire) ” this provision must be applied with great care when there has been no
agreement on fees as the arbitrator is acting as a judge in his own cause.

A fee so established must be fair and equitable to both the arbitrator and the parties
and establishment by the arbitrator himself in such circumstances “ is as difficult as it is
invidious” .26 An arbitral tribunal that fixes an excessive charge for its services may be
guilty of misconduct .27
By sec 35( 2) of the Uniform Acts , even though an arbitrator’ s fees and expenses
may have been fixed by the award , a party to the arbitration agreement or the arbitrator
may apply to have the fees and expenses taxed in the court.
Where there is prior agreement between the arbitrator and the parties on fees it is
unlikely that the provisions of sec 35( 2) would give jurisdiction to a court to review a
lump sum fee , or the agreed rate if on an hourly or daily rate , but would extend to
considerations of the number of hours or days upon which such hourly or daily rate
should be applied.

Failure to agree
Section 7 of the Uniform Acts presumes joint appointment of the arbitrator. The
parties may agree otherwise in writing. Joint appointment probably implies joint liability
of all parties to a reference for the arbitrator’ s fees and expenses.28
This proposition is supported by Lyders v Residential College Committee29 where an
award set aside after one party paid the whole costs of the award was able to recover half
the costs so paid from the other party .
Mustill & Boyd30 suggest that the parties are jointly and severally liable rather than
jointly liable. Many standard terms and conditions proposed by arbitrators include an
express provision that the parties will be jointly and severally liable.31
Where all parties to a dispute referred to arbitration object to the arbitrator’ s fees
and expenses, whether before entering the arbitration or not , the arbitrator should
withdraw. Such action is as much related to the fundamental philosophy of arbitration
being a process of resolution of disputes by reference to a tribunal of the parties’ own
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choice, as it is to the arbitrator’s protection and security of his commercial interest in
remuneration and indemnity of costs and expenses.
A party may object to the arbitrator’s fees and expenses. The objection may be bona
fide or for the purposes of frustrating or aborting the arbitration. Such objection of itself
is not necessarily sufficient to require withdrawal of the arbitrator.
The law does not allow default by one party to the agreement to either the level of
fees and expenses, or other reasonable or appropriate terms and conditions, such as
security for the arbitrator’s fees and expenses, to prevent an arbitration proceeding.32
The duty of an arbitrator to disqualify himself and withdraw for a proper reason is
counterbalanced by an equally important duty not to withdraw if no valid reason exists.33
The arbitrator’ s costs, fees and expenses may be secured (at the objection of the
other party ) by one party without prejudice to the proceedings or misconduct on the part
of the arbitrator.34

Fees related to quantum in dispute or amount of award
The amount in issue in the dispute was previously suggested as one of a number of
factors that might be considered in establishing a fee structure. Ordinarily it would not be
this factor alone which establishes the fees to be paid to an arbitrator.
However some arbitral institutions set the arbitrator’s fee as a lump sum based
solely on the amount in issue and the number of arbitrators forming the arbitral
tribunal.35 There is significant advantage to the parties in such a procedure as the total
amount payable to the tribunal is set and known in advance.
The arbitrator may , as a consequence , be commercially advantaged or
disadvantaged , as the quantum in dispute may not reflect in any way the demands of
determining the matter.
An agreement between the parties and the arbitrator setting the arbitrator’s fee as a
proportion or percentage of the amount awarded and payment accordingly would of itself
be unlikely to amount to misconduct. However, a payment or request, or order for
payment in these terms absent agreement would amount to misconduct ,36 with the
consequent possibility of the dismissal of the arbitrator, the voiding of the award ,
indemnity of parties’ costs and other sanctions against the arbitrator.

Entitlement to payment
An arbitrator’ s entitlement to payment is governed by the agreed terms and
conditions of engagement or , in the absence of agreement on all or relevant aspects, by
implied terms or by the provisions of the Uniform Acts.
Where an agreement between the arbitrator and the parties expressly provides for
remuneration only upon publication of an award , whether or not on a lump sum or other
basis, there is no entitlement if an award is not published . Conversely , the arbitrator is
entitled , upon publication of the award, to the agreed amount of remuneration and may
bring an action for recovery .37
An arbitrator has a lien over the award38 but the extent of such lien is limited by sec
35(1 ) of the Uniform Acts.
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By directing in an award that the costs of an arbitration (including the fees and
expenses of the arbitrator) are to be paid by one party an arbitrator does not waive his
right to claim remuneration from both parties jointly .39
Where a reference terminates before an award is published and the arbitrator is not
responsible for such termination , either the provisions of the agreed terms and conditions
of engagement shall apply or if such occurrence is not provided in the agreement, then
under the provisions of sec 36( 1) of the Uniform Acts, an arbitrator may apply to the
court for an order as to costs.
Similarily if an award is set aside under the provisions of sec 36(2)(b). The extent to
which a court may order costs in such circumstances will depend , inter alia, upon the
reasons for invalidity or setting aside and culpable contribution , if any , of the arbitrator.
If an arbitration comes to an end , or an award is invalid or set aside as a result of the
arbitrator’ s own fault , then it is likely that the arbitrator forfeits all rights to
remuneration .40

Sanctions which may apply to an arbitrator in default , or otherwise removed , may
extend to an indemnity of the parties, “ thrown away ” expenses. 41
An arbitrator may seek remuneration in rectifying or reconsidering an award
remitted by a court. However, as a general principle an arbitrator should not be entitled
to remuneration for rectifying a mistake of his own making in an award . Where
remittance arises out of reconsideration of particular issues directed by the court which
are not reasonably the result of any direct shortcomings in proceedings or determination
(other than arising out of misconduct ) the agreed rate of remuneration or a reasonable fee
should apply.

Conclusion
The changing nature of arbitration arising in part from the wider use of standard
form contracts which incorporate arbitration clauses , the expansion of arbitration as a
dispute resolution process into the broadest range of commercial activity , the
development of the law on arbitrability to arbitration of some public law issues, and the
delays and costs associated with proceedings in superior courts, have all contributed to a
distinct change of emphasis in the required capacity and ability of potential arbitrators.
Highly skilled, readily available trained and knowledgeable persons who are able to
deal with the complex and difficult issues of fact and law now being referred to
arbitration are being demanded by the commercial and legal communities in Australia. A
class of what might be regarded as professional arbitrators has started to develop.
An arbitrator’s fees must be fair and equitable to the arbitrator as well as to the
parties. A general degree of commonality in terms and conditions and fee ranges by
arbitrators of similar standing enables parties to contemplate arbitration with a reasonable
expectation of the likely costs and the conditions which will apply.
An arbitration is a creature of the agreement of the parties and subject to statutory
limitations.42 Such agreement may include matters relating to the arbitrator’s fees. This
agreement may extend to an agreement between the parties and the arbitrator as to the
fees, terms and conditions of engagement of the arbitrator although, in some limited
circumstances, agreement may not be possible or appropriate.
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Recognition by the parties and the arbitrator of all the necessary requirements for
the proper conduct of a particular arbitration should establish what the appropriate fees
for a particular arbitrator and arbitration should be .
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